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ABSTRACT

Colonel Alzheimer is a collection of short stories about the ordinary life of a small
fictional community in the heart of Iran. Set in a desert town fabled for its heat and
sandstorms, the collection presents a society that is trapped between past and present,
reality and dreams, modernity and tradition. Although the stories deal with universal
subjects, they come to life through small-scale events, and local miracles that have a
tremendous influence on the lives of ordinary people. Colonel Alzheimer is also a
window into a culture that, in recent years, has been misrepresented by the media and by
diasporic writers and memoirists who contribute to prevalent stereotypes about their own
people. Although the collection is in some sense a personal tribute, it strives to draw
readers’ attention away from ideological, cultural, and political differences and remind us
that there are more things that unite people than divide them.
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Born on Apricot Day
When Colonel Zand turned his green Chevy Nova into the neighbourhood, the whole
block was overtaken by the smell of apricots. It was one o’clock in the afternoon and the
desert town was taken hostage by the sun. Mrs. Noori, who was always first at anything,
no matter how malicious or benevolent it was, immediately plucked the chador draped
over the chair, threw it over her head and leaned her top-heavy torso out the window to
see where the smell was coming from.
Mr. Yavari, wearing a worn sleeveless undershirt, set the bowl of pigeon feed on
the rooftop wall so that his plump birds wouldn’t step on it. He looked over to see what
was going on down in the alley.
By the time the retired Colonel had finished parking his car, every window and
door in the neighbourhood had a pair of eyes peeking out. To give his car the greatest
amount of shade, he parked it as close as he could to the old orange taxi that belonged to
his younger brother, who lived next door. Before getting out of the vehicle, he scanned
the entire alley as if he was looking for the enemy on a battlefield. The only person who
had stepped outside was a barefoot little girl in a red polka-dot skirt, transferring her
weight from right to left foot over the hot marble pavers in front of her house as she
murmured through her pacifier, “Mommy, apricots! Mommy, apricots!”
When the Colonel opened his car door, eight ripe apricots spilled out onto the
melting asphalt. Mrs. Noori craned her neck to follow the last apricot rolling up to the tire
of the car, lying cheek to cheek with the feverish rubber.
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The Colonel picked up two yogurt buckets full of apricots on the passenger seat
and set them by the marble planter near the front door. The back seat was covered with
containers full of apricots. A green watering can was filled with apricots. A red washbasin was filled with apricots. A blue ceramic bowl was filled with apricots. An orange
melamine pot was filled with apricots. If the aroma of apricot had been a visible
substance, the air around the car would have turned a deep yellow in no time.
As soon as the Colonel put his key in the door, his wife’s voice cried as she came
running down the stairs, “Now what am I supposed to do with all these apricots, man?” It
was what Shamsi did every year, whining and bellyaching over a sedan’s worth of
apricots. The Colonel, cool and collected as always, said “hello” — making it clear that
hellos had not been exchanged.
“Why does every birthday have to—.”
The Colonel interrupted her, “Wait and see how I’ll take care of it this year.”
Then, with the practiced ease of one who had been bringing home a mountain of apricots
from his ancestral orchard on the fortieth day of summer since his mandatory retirement
from the army, he handed the containers to his sniffling wife and walked back to his car,
mumbling to himself, “This is the destiny of a man who is born on such a damned day.”
He opened the trunk of his old car and used a spade shaft to prop it open. The smell of
apricots had already drawn some of the neighbours out of their houses, but they were too
shy to step forward.
Mrs. Noori, who seemed more willing than most to meddle, came to the Colonel.
“Good crop, yeah? They smell divine. I bet they’re sweet as honey.”
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Colonel took a big juicy apricot from the pile and offered it to her. “Well, you
should see for yourself. I think the whole neighbourbood must try them this year. It’s
been a couple of days since—.” Colonel was still talking when Mrs. Noori started yelling,
“Free apricots, everyone! Free apricots.”
By the time Colonel finished counting the containers in the trunk, eighteen
neighbours were lined up with pleading eyes in the narrow shade along the garden wall.
Mr. Aslan, the neighbourhood busybody, was monitoring the apricot line with his
squinted eyes. He was watching to make sure that nobody got out of line, that the boys
didn’t stare at the girls, and most importantly that no one got too close to the Colonel or
his car.
Mr. Noori’s youngest son had dashed out of the house in his striped pajamas and
was munching on a ripe apricot he had found on the ground, wondering whether he liked
the flesh better or the pits.
Sara, Colonel’s brother’s bride, who was about to give birth to twins, was the only
person unhappy about what was occurring. She writhed and moaned, “Finish this fiasco
for the love of God! The smell is making me sick.” Her husband, Habib, was rubbing her
shoulders, trying to demonstrate what he had learned from the Lamaze DVDs that his
older brother had sent from Canada. “Take a deep breath, honey. Take a deep breath.”
The Colonel was handing the containers of apricots from the trunk of his car to
Mr. Aslan to pass hand-to-hand down the line. “One for each family. Only one bucket per
family, people!” He repeated this every thirty seconds. The sun was beating down so
harshly that it was enough to ripen on the spot the few unripe apricots to be found in the
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depths of the buckets. The Colonel’s wife was peering at the line around the edge of the
curtain in her kitchen, feeling relieved that she didn’t have to can all those apricots.
Mr. Aslan approached the Colonel timidly, with one eye fixed on the collar of
Colonel’s shirt and the other on a red-cheeked apricot at the corner of the trunk. “My
wife really loves apricots. She makes the best jam with them. So, well, I was wondering
if I could, you know, keep an extra bucket for me.”
“You can take all you want, Mr. Aslan. You can take all you want.” The Colonel
made his words sound as generous as possible.
Mrs. Noori had placed her bucket of apricots on her belly, wondering what other
neighbours would do with their share. She thought it would be perfect if she could have
some sort of magic screen showing live footage of other neighbours’ kitchens. She
worried that there were more efficient ways to do household chores that she was unaware
of. This was how she justified being nosy.
Trying to clean some puree of apricot from the sole of his flip-flop, Mr. Yavari
was wondering if his pigeons liked fresh apricots. He sang a nostalgic song about a lover
cheering for a pigeon that was delivering a letter to his beloved. As he shuffled his feet on
the hot asphalt he sang jollily, “Kaftare Kakol be sar vaay vaay. In khabar az man bebar
vaay vaay.”

***

At four in the afternoon, the Colonel, Shamsi and Cyrus, the African grey parrot that
Colonel had adopted after his retirement, were napping in front of the TV. The Colonel
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was exhausted from seeing to the distribution of his ancestral farm’s crop, while his wife
was relieved she didn’t have to process all those apricots by herself, not to mention the
soporific effect of a day immersed in the fruit’s sweet odour. The host of the local TV
channel was rambling on about the antioxidant benefits of fruit varieties containing pits.
Cracking and hammering sounds were coming from the walls, ceilings, windows and
floors. Crack! Crack! Every two minutes: crack, crack, crack! The Colonel was tossing
and turning in front of the TV. “What the hell! They could at least have waited until after
we woke up from our naps to crack the stones!” Turning toward him with a charming
smile, his wife said, “Come here my birthday man. Give me a cuddle. Let them feast on
their heavenly fruit. Let them feast on it as they like.”
Cyrus was mimicking Shamsi, “Give me a cuddle, give me a cuddle.”
Around the corner, Sara’s water had broken — this time for real. Habib was
taking her to the hospital to deliver. Twins were to be born on Apricot Day.
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A Purple Stain, a Roaming Yellow

Around noon, nearly all the taxi drivers in town parked their cars in the ungenerous shade
of the street-side palm trees. They stood by a tall windcatcher that, in the noontime when
its shade was in greatest demand, didn’t have much to offer. The town was in the middle
of the desert, built around a long street that linked its only two squares. It was a place of
muddy walls, malicious crows, cross-eyed cats, and insecure passionate people.
Standing on asphalt that had turned gooey from the brutal force of the summer
sun, the taxi drivers were animatedly discussing how air conditioners had put all the
windcatchers out of use, forcing men to work extra hours in blazing heat to pay the
electricity bills. How else could their wives and children enjoy the pleasant cool of
Japanese air conditioners while sipping on rosewater drinks back home? The oldest
driver, Ahmad, who also had the bushiest mustache, was reminiscing about his
childhood. He recalled afternoons when he and his father napped by a small pool under
the cold breeze of the windcatcher, in the perforated security of a mosquito net, without
worrying about a thing. Ahmad shared how they sometimes had to wrap themselves in a
blanket in the middle of summer under one of those magical windcatchers.
Mohammad-Ali, who couldn’t bear Ahmad’s mundane exaggerations anymore,
interrupted him and said: “Are you sure you needed blankets in the middle of summer?”
“Of course we did. You are not much younger than I. You should remember the
old days better than these guys. Don’t you agree that back then summers were not this
hot? I remember when I was a kid, it snowed up to here in winter.” He pointed at his
waist and continued: “What about now? When was the last time we had snow?”
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Everybody sighed and nodded, but Mohammad-Ali, who by now had heard
enough about old times and the miracle of windcatchers, wiped the sweat off his forehead
with a red cloth he wrapped around his hand, saying, “Must be good stuff you smoked
today, Ahmad.”
Everybody laughed, watching Mohammad-Ali with envious eyes as he walked
toward his yellow taxi. Two types of taxis operated in the town: the old orange shared
taxis like Ahmad’s, and the yellow private ones that came with paging systems,
automatic transmission, meters, and a thick installment book for the owner.
When Mohammad-Ali went to his car, he played a CD of setar music and started
cleaning the taxi with the same cloth he had used to wipe his sweat. He owned the
cleanest taxi in town because he preferred polishing his car to chit-chatting with his
colleagues. He took solace in the act of polishing, and it had turned into an obsession. He
was against using detergents on his pampered taxi, so he went with the old-school spitand-wipe method, which demanded more engagement and perseverance.
Every circular motion of the red cloth on his yellow taxi filled his heart with a
cold, heart-crushing dismay. Every time the cloth reached the driver’s door, he bent down
and looked at himself in the side mirror. He ran his coarse fingers through his grey hair,
touched the new wrinkles on his forehead, sighed bitterly and continued wiping the
remains of Tuesday off his car’s firm, yellow flesh.
His taxi was not only the cleanest, but the most exotic in town. It was decorated
with little ornaments that his older son brought back from Canada every time he visited,
or those that he himself had bought from the spice market. Of all those knick-knacks, he
was particularly proud of his golden Eiffel tower, his toy rickshaw and the marble
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Laughing Buddha, all carefully glued to the top of the dashboard. On the inside of the
doors, he exhibited dozens of foreign coins and bills from tourists he’d entertained with
foreign phrases he’d memorized like a parrot. A couple of colorful prayer beads hung
from the rear-view mirror, along with a beaded esfand-hanging, attached to a paper
dragon, which he believed would protect him, the taxi, and his passengers from evil eyes.
His taxi’s extensive decoration, the mystical music that he played all the time, and
the aroma of incense made the car like a world heritage museum to local passengers — or
a kitsch gift shop to the rare European tourists crazy enough to visit the remote town. The
way he dressed, however, had only the slightest resemblance to the way he decorated his
taxi. He wore a pair of black pants, iridescent on the thighs, and a white shirt with a huge
epaulette bearing his taxi code embroidered in gold, and with dark stains on the left
pocket.
Immersed in his thoughts as he polished the weather stripping on the driver door,
Mohammad-Ali heard his taxi code paged by a delicate, charming voice through the
mystic music that poured out of the window.
“Eighty-five, eighty-five, I need your response.”
He jumped behind the wheel, laid back his head, closed his eyes and savoured
every single bit of the voice he had been hoping to hear for hours. Echoing from the
bottom of the car console, the voice repeated number eighty-five several times until he
finally came to his senses and answered in a broken, trembling voice. The delicate,
charming voice on the radio line wanted his location as soon as possible. Mohammad-Ali
was convinced that his heart stung every time the delicate charming voice pronounced a
word. He felt the burn on the left side of his chest. That was why he had to press the palm
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of his hand several times on the left pocket of his shirt as he wrote down his next
destination in a rugged grey planner notebook.
From the very first time Mohammad-Ali heard that delicate, charming voice, his
days were torn between longing for it and trying to get over it. He had recurring
nightmares that deeply disturbed him. In his dreams he was given the task of picking up
the owner of the voice, but he lost his steering wheel and fell into a vehicle graveyard. He
woke up in the middle of the night, drenched in sweat next to his disturbed wife, Tahere,
seeking solace in the fact that in a few hours he would hear that voice again. He went on
the balcony to smoke, but after a couple of minutes a heavy guilt weighed upon him and
dragged him back to the bedroom to lie beside Tahere, just as he had for the last twentyfive years.
Mohammad-Ali had worried everyone by turning into a melancholic recluse. His
colleagues were almost persuaded that his condition was because of all his bills. In
reality, however, Mohammad-Ali couldn’t care less about financial matters. He pressed
the gas pedal from the white of dusk to the orange of dawn, hoping to hear that delicate,
charming voice. Every day, as if he was his own passenger, he brought himself home
wrapped in the same worn-out clothes, always a shade dirtier than the previous day. He
gave Tahere a wad of small bills, tied with red and blue rubber bands, without saying a
word. Then he sat with a stakan of tea in front of the canary cage, staring at the saturated
red of the freshly brewed tea and the yellow blur of the canary’s hasty flaps.
Tahere sat by him like a ghost and mouthed words that sounded like they were
being spoken under water. Apparently, none of the herbs she brewed for him could take
his problems away. Once, when the kids were not around, Tahere attempted to seduce
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him in her own way, hoping to use his lightheadedness after making love to get him to
talk about his problem. But Mohammad-Ali had rolled up himself like a hedgehog and
declined. This was how Tahere turned into a desperate woman, who was drifting away to
the pale blueness of her kitchen and the deep greyness of despair.

***

When a scorching Friday managed to stick its head out of the week’s collar, MohammadAli began turning purple. He noticed the first purple spots under his nails when he was
taking his taxi out of the garage. At first, he didn’t pay much attention. He thought the
spots were caused by pressing his fingers against the steering wheel too hard. Later, as he
sailed his taxi over hot asphalt waiting for the delicate, charming voice, he saw in the
rear-view mirror that his eyes and lips were turning purple too.
By the time the sun positioned itself on top of the town, purple was spread all
over his body to the extent that he had to ask his current passenger to get out of the car.
He drove all the way to the shade of an old cypress tree in his neighbourhood, parked the
taxi and relaxed in his sweaty clothes. When he pressed his head back to the headrest, he
remembered that love had manifested itself as a skin condition the last time he had fallen
for somebody too. He could vividly recall the night before his wedding when his barber
had to use all sorts of cosmetic products on his shelves to cover the nasty pimples on his
face that didn’t disappear until he made love to his wife for the first time.
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He was thinking of himself in his wedding tuxedo when he heard that delicate,
charming voice through the speaker again. He sat straight, breathed deeply and said:
“Eighty-five speaking,” in a voice that still carried traces of a clotted sob.
“Eighty-five, are you sure you are okay?” the delicate, charming voice asked.
“Couldn’t be better. Who do I have to pick up now?” said Mohammad-Ali, as if
he were saying the most ordinary thing in the most ordinary place at the most ordinary
time.
“What is your location?”
Reporting his location, he discovered that talking to the delicate, charming voice
could actually soften the purple. He put the car in gear before he finished writing the
address in his grey planner. In order to keep the purple under control, he started an
imaginary conversation with the delicate, charming voice out loud. He could see how he
had made his passenger uncomfortable, but he thought coming across as a lunatic was far
more tolerable than looking like a purple creature. When the passenger got out,
Mohammad-Ali had made up his mind. He realized that he had to be selfish for once. In
the past twenty-five years, his wife had never moved his five senses as much as that
delicate, charming voice touched him. So, he blocked all the guilt bubbling inside him
and accelerated to the paging centre where the operators worked.
Arriving at the centre, he rushed into the lobby, asking the receptionist where the
operators were. When the receptionist saw his purple face, she panicked. “What is wrong
with you, Mr. Zand? You look like a—.” Mohammad-Ali didn’t let her finish. “Show me
to the operators’ room now,” he said as he wiped sweat with his red handkerchief.
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The receptionist said. “Mr. Zand, aren’t you aware that… umm, that the operators
have been moved to the… um, the headquarter office in the capital?” Standing there like
a purple scarecrow, Mohammad-Ali stormed out of the room as soon as he heard the
word “capital.”
He threw his purple body in his yellow taxi and raced toward the capital at a
speed that was almost double the limit. When he exited the town, he disconnected from
the radio system, realizing that he couldn’t possibly survive without being in touch with
that delicate, charming voice. For a man who had gone past the pinkness of home, the
khaki of commitment and the whiteness of attachment, the road was the only comfort,
and running after that voice was, in itself, the only destination. He drove with all the
windows closed to keep all that delicate, charming voice to himself. He drove toward the
orange of the sinking sun that had guided him home for more than thirty years.
Back at his home, as the spearheaded fences on the walls of the yard drew
metallic meridians on the orange body of the sun, Mohammad-Ali’s wife was
experimenting with another herbal tea, blowing spells into the teapot and hoping to
finally knock the devil out of her husband’s spirit. Their daughter was emptying the bag
under the canary cage in the green of the garden, wondering if birds fell in love like
humans. In the racing yellow taxi, Mohammad-Ali rubbed his swollen fingers against his
purple skin as he pressed down his right foot as hard as he could. At the radio centre, two
senior janitors were disinfecting the entire place after the fuss the receptionist had made
over Mohammad-Ali’s skin condition. At the taxi company headquarters, the owner of
the delicate, charming voice was transmitting an address to an old man who had grown
weary of the blue above his head and wanted to go for a ride to amuse himself. The
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canary in the cage, hanging from the wall of Mohammad-Ali’s house, was desperately
flapping to communicate with the singing goldfinch on the persimmon tree in the
backyard. The big orange sun struggled not to get caught in the fences on top of the walls
of Mohammad-Ali’s house. And Mohammad-Ali, who had run over the orange setting
sun, was accelerating toward the absolute darkness of the capital in the most exotic taxi
of the town of muddy walls, malicious crows, cross-eyed cats, and insecure passionate
people.
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Tarragon

Grandpa didn’t think growing tarragon was possible. He grew all sorts of other herbs that
filled the plastic herb container in the fridge all year long. He grew basil, dill, parsley,
coriander, peppermint, chive, spring onions, varieties of chilies and tiny radishes that
Grandma turned into little red roses with a quick tic-tac-toe cut and two x incisions with
her sharp kitchen knife. When they had somebody over, she did the same thing with
spring onions, turning them into little white hyacinths. With all those varieties of herbs
and colourful combinations, Grandma’s herb container looked like the Garden of Eden,
or at least like our perception of it.
But tarragon was special. It was exotic, hard to find, hard to grow. I remember
one spring, Ahmad, a colleague of Grandpa, brought him a tarragon box from the
countryside, but the tarragon didn’t survive for long, and Grandpa didn’t succeed in
propagating it. He tried growing numerous cuts in multiple pots. He applied all his
farming knowledge and used all the tricks he knew, but none of them worked. None of
the cuts took. He was known to have a green thumb, but when it came to tarragon he was
helpless.
After that failed experience, he stopped trying, surrendered to the gods of
tarragon. We often bought tarragon from the Friday market. Some merchants imported it
from the south, near the war front where father served. Grandma added the southern
tarragon to her Garden of Eden collection to have a complete mix. She loved everything
that came from the south, because she thought it bore the smell of her beloved son. We
looked at the dark green tarragon leaves with awe and admiration. Grandpa looked at
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them with frustration and regret. Tarragon was even stronger than Grandpa, our hero, the
most powerful man we had ever seen in the flesh. It was the only thing that had subdued
him.
Tarragon smelled divine. We breathed in the heavenly leaves before putting them
in our mouth. When we touched it, our hands bore its fragrance for hours. We thought
somebody ought to start making tarragon perfumes. We didn’t know if anybody had. We
lived in a state of ignorance, knew nothing about the world outside, nothing beyond the
black and white pictures in Grandpa’s darkroom. Pictures of himself, with his bellbottom
pants and his toothbrush mustache posing beside landmarks, monuments and exotic
animals. Nothing beyond the only TV channel that we received in our small town.
Tara was not fortunate enough to go to school, or I wasn’t fortunate enough to not
go. Up until she departed, I hardly ever realized we were two. We always tagged along
with each other. Did everything together. Said everything to each other. We shared all the
pains, pleasures and bewilderments in the world. I was the boy, she was the girl. But we
ran behind the same ball, dressed and undressed the same doll, pulled the trigger of the
same toy gun. We wore blue, we wore pink. We were boyish, we were girlish. We
breathed the same air, we exhaled the same air. We were a creature with four lungs. We
filled our lungs with aroma of tarragon, filled our lungs together.
Grandma dried a couple of batches of tarragon when it was still in season for the
winter. She was the Ant. We were the Grasshopper. We were skeptical of all she saved.
She didn’t care what we thought. She was a pragmatist. Did the right thing. She dried
tarragon on a big copper tray and stored it in a couple of jam jars. She sealed the
checkered lids to ensure that their magic aroma did not disperse. Using a tiny amount of
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dried tarragon was enough to turn a mediocre lamb stew into finger-licking sublime.
Tarragon worked magic in the pot.
I later learned that the word is derived from Greek, from the word dragon.
Imagine a green dragon in the pot! Grandma was aware of its power. Never spoiled the
magic by overusing it. She just added a bit to certain dishes. Tarragon was treated more
or less like saffron, with dignity and respect. In the bazaar, men tipped their hats to both,
but there was something about tarragon that made it different. Something unspeakable,
something unworldly. She always secretly praised the farmers who grew tarragon. We
once heard her praise Ahmad. She never said it in front of Grandpa. Didn’t want to make
the man jealous.
When southern tarragon arrived from the Friday market, Grandma stretched out
one of her floral chadors in the middle of the handwoven silk carpet in the living room.
The sunbeams made a trapezoid spotlight on the carpet. When she sat on that spot, she
became the centre of the universe. Preparing tarragon became a performance, a grand
ritual. It wasn’t simple. She did it with utmost care. It was nothing like preparing basils,
peppermint or other herbs. She took the top of every stem in her left hand and let all the
lanceolate leaves drop down into a sieve by moving the tip of her tight index finger and
thumb along the stem gently. We loved to watch the skillful movements of her hands. We
even wanted to help her with tarragon. Nobody liked doing the rest of the herbs,
particularly the chives, because they were muddy, straight and boring. They left our
hands with an oniony smell and a greenish stain under our nails. With chives, all we had
to do was cut them in two-inch bits. There was no special technique, no gimmick.
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Dill plants were slightly better because they came with an edible bonus. We ate
the light green buds and the firm stems around the roots. We ate our bonuses secretly as
we sat on the chador, in the spotlight. If Grandma caught us nibbling them, she got mad.
We had to wash them first. We peeled the stems and munched on them. After eating a
handful, our breath smelled like dill. When we belched, a dilly taste filled our mouths. It
was a lovely and disgusting sensation at the same time. The taste stayed for hours,
flavouring the tasteless boswellia resins that we chewed all the time instead of the
imported gums that were suddenly unavailable because of the war. Grandma said eating
too much dill could blind people. It was something that she said about nearly all food.
Except for bread. Because bread made us full. Because bread made us big and powerful,
allowing us to go to war to help our father. Adults said eating coriander made us dumb,
eating too much cheese was bad for your memory, eating yogurt together with pickles
caused vitiligo. They said all sorts of things, but they said them for a reason.
The war was to blame. Everything had to be consumed moderately. Being
economical was rule number one. Every meal had to be accompanied with bread, which
was the cheapest food, and was subsidized by the government. Cheese with bread, meat
with bread, yogurt with bread, Russian salad with bread! Tara loved Russian salad. It was
her favorite food. Back then, Russian salad was an object of desire, like every other
Russian commodity. Rich people called it Olivier salad. Anything with a French name
was luxurious. We ate Olivier salad only at birthday parties. Birthday parties were
luxurious too. Tara loved Olivier salad so much that she first finished her share of bread
and then ate the salad on its own to enjoy the pure experience. I always ate the salad first
and was left with the bread. Oh, how we both hated bread! We thought all children in the
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world were brought up like we were. We couldn’t think of a world where children could
eat all the Olivier salad they wanted until their bellies were full, until they didn’t want
anymore. Oh, we always wanted more, we always needed more.
Growing up in the time of war meant that nothing was free, nothing was easy,
nothing was unlimited. Every action had a terrible consequence, an unreasonable price.
We lived in a world where children could get dumb by eating too much cheese. Imagine!
There were innocent lies like that everywhere. But when the truth is mixed with lies,
innocent or not, nobody can trust anything. When trust is destroyed, the meaning of life is
destroyed. The war had stolen all the trust in the world. The war had stolen our
everything.
Poor Grandma was not to blame. If anybody was to blame, it was the great
generals in the army. It was all the arms dealers who didn’t want their business to end. It
was those who tried to keep a nation in line by the fear of a foreign enemy. Some people
said they could finish the war in year four, but the generals had gotten vicious, wanted to
reach the holy lands, wanted to revive the empire, wanted to feed all the poor in the
world. The air was filled with propaganda. They propagated plants of lies and hypocrisy.
Were they successful? Did all the propagandas work? Well, it worked to a certain extent,
because people continued to volunteer to go to the frontlines. But people talked too.
Talked nonstop. People jabbered in cabs, in the long bread queues, in barber shops.
Nobody cared about the “No Political Discussion!” signs that grew in public places one
after another. There were rumours everywhere. Clouds of rumours hovering above the
trees of lies. They said that the generals wanted to bring the invaders to their knees. Their
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slogan was “Fight, fight until all the evils are wiped out of the earth.” What an ambitious
goal, what an endless battle!
Grandma was not to blame. She had never had a country. The house was the only
country she ever had. She didn’t care about anything beyond that. At least, that was what
she said. God knows what went on her head, or how she felt. She had more important
things to do. She had to focus on being economical with the little food that Grandpa
brought home. She had to preserve the ancestral dignity by working all sorts of miracles
around that spacious rundown house on a barren orchard. She sat there and did the herbs
on her floral chador under the spotlight. Enriched all the watery dishes with the magic of
dried tarragon.
Preparing tarragon was not like preparing any other herb. Grandma did it with
delicacy. Delicacy was something she was good at, something that defined her. Hurting
the leaves made them go bad too soon, made them rot before all other herbs in the Garden
of Eden. Grandpa sometimes joined in on the chador. It was the west meeting the east.
The yang embracing the yin. We got excited. It warmed our hearts so much that we felt
some sort of a burn. On the other hand, Grandpa was not good with delicate things. At
least that was what he pretended. Delicate was not how we wanted to see him or what we
were accustomed to. Division of labour was what they called it.
Grandpa was good with shovels, with all the digging, with watching the news
while keeping his eyes void of all sentiment, with hiding the occasional teardrops that
formed in his ever-squinting eyes. All Grandma was concerned with was that her son
come back alive. She didn’t want to know any details about the war. She didn’t have
time. She had a large house and two grandchildren to look after. Children who asked
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many questions. Asked too many questions indeed. She was not even concerned about
the right answers, just feeding their minds and their bodies. Feeding them a couple of
kilograms of meat a month and all the grains. All the damned grains. She didn’t care
about the raids, the missiles, the arms trafficking scandals, all the marines, the frogmen
who were found in a mass grave with tied hands, with all the identity disks that came
back wrapped in flags stained with blood and patriotism, with all the soldiers who came
back in a box. As long as her son was not one of them, she could live with the rest of the
trauma and terror. She had already lost a daughter-in-law in one of those bloody riots that
paved the way for the revolution. More than enough. She prayed for everybody, but we
all knew that to her, her son was everybody.
Asking Grandma and Grandpa about mother was not encouraged. It always made
them uncomfortable to talk about her. Talking about her was always accompanied with
tears. All we knew was that she was out for a protest and she never came back again.
Grandma said that our mother was in paradise, where things were far better than on the
earth. I once asked, if mother was so happy in paradise, why Grandma had to cry every
time we asked about her. She said that she cried because she was terribly missed. We
didn’t miss her that much. We didn’t remember her. She was just one of the many things
that we sacrificed for our land.
We were always asking questions. The question about growing tarragon was a
tough one, but not compared to questions about how mother was killed or where father
was. Grandpa and Grandma had divided the task of answering our questions between
themselves. Division of labour was what it was. When we wanted to know where babies
came from, Grandpa sent us to her. She was the expert in the field. She knew many
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stories. Knew how to conceal, how to sugarcoat, how to euphemize, how to make
children’s versions of all the little knowledge she had. We asked her lots of questions
about the war. She sent us to Grandpa. He knew all about the war although he was just a
retired taxi driver who had never fought. He had lived like a war hero though. He was
treated like a respected veteran. Living sometimes is synonymous with fighting a war. It
was definitely the case with Grandpa. We wanted to know how many Kalashnikovs our
troops needed to explode the enemy’s high-tech tanks. How many of our old Katyusha
rocket launchers were needed to bring down their American-made stealth bombers. We
always wanted to know if the American fighter jets were more efficient or the Russian
ones. If the American troops were stronger or the Russians.
Grandpa had told us that the Americans and the Russians were fighting a cold
war. We didn’t know what a cold war was. We imagined them fighting in snow, under
raids of frozen rain and sleet. In our childish world, American troops were bulky men
with sunglasses and splinter pattern uniforms. Perhaps it was the influence of watching
dubbed Rocky and Rambo movies on our television. We imagined Russians as tall,
skinny, cunning-looking men with tiny eyes. Grandpa said this did not concern us. He
thought our troops fought with their hearts, not with their guns. We wanted to know
everything, though, everything about the war. We wanted to know what happened to a
person if he stepped on a land mine. We wanted details. We wanted to know how a man
exploded, what happened to his face, to his legs, to his intestines. Where all the flesh and
bone went. Grandpa had once told us about the mules that were sent to the minefields to
clear the ground before the troops. We wanted to know how many pieces a mule was torn
into when it stepped on a land mine. We wanted all the details.
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I asked Grandpa a tough one. “How is tarragon grown?” We’d asked the same
question about all the other herbs. He had explained all. We asked Grandpa and Grandma
about how all animals reproduced; how roosters fertilized the hens; how chickens laid
eggs; how pigeons fed their chicks; how lizard’s tails kept wriggling when they were cut
off. They answered everything with patience. Answered all of it. They sometimes came
to rescue each other. They were good at telling stories, telling them to appeal, telling
them to sink in. They were perfect at mending facts with fiction. But Grandpa had been
avoiding the question of how tarragon reproduced. We kept asking. We had to know it.
Had to know it all.
He finally spoke. We already knew that tarragon did not reproduce by seeds. We
had never seen the tarragon we bought from the market with flowers, cones, seeds or
anything of the sort. We had established that they were impotent, asexual creatures. He
asked us to bring him his reading glasses. He always sent us around the house to run
errands for him. He wanted to establish that he was the boss. That was our theory. He was
like a commander in the house. He could have done many of the errands on his own, but
he wanted to test us. Moreover, there was plenty of spare time. We had to be kept busy.
The school was closed most days due to bombardments or the fear of them. They kept the
radio on in the principal’s office all the time. When the radio broadcast the red state, the
alarms went off. They evacuated the classes. We pushed each other. Pushed each other
hard. Had no mercy. Like in the front. They sent us down. Sent us down to a shelter, a
lousy bunker they had dug in the yard, with an entrance behind the handball target. It was
full of cockroaches and rats. It stank like shit. They sent us down there and then we heard
the jets whistle. We came out with our heads full of whistles and questions. Childish but
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serious questions. There was a kid in our class whose father was a jet pilot. We asked him
lots of questions. He knew some answers, but fabricated others. When we came back
home we had to confirm all his answers with Grandpa, our sage, our hero.
We brought the glasses. Every time he asked us to do something, it was a loyalty
competition. A competition to be the first, to be the centre of attention. That’s what twins
are like. There is always competition, competition with compassion. We handed the
heavy glasses to him. Handed them to the commander. It must have been like that in the
front too. Did the troops race each other to go to the mine fields? Grandpa said they did.
The commanders on TV said they did. What were all the mules for then? Grandpa put his
reading glasses on. He kept a Darjeeling tea box in a drawer in the TV cabinet. The big
bulky TV with anchors who yelled all the propaganda. The big TV with all the heroic war
songs. The big TV red with martyrs. There was an elegant woman on the tin tea box. A
woman entwined with an albino python. It was nothing like the tea boxes today. It was
embossed. They made the boxes to last. It was a different time, a different world. There
was a woman with a crimson head scarf that covered her brown hair, but not her right
breast. I loved staring at her bare breast. Did it secretly. One day, Grandpa caught me
staring at the box. Seeing it gave me a weird sensation. I didn't know what it was. It was a
syringe full of awe and pleasure injected in me. Her breasts were bulging out of the tin
box, and so were her thighs and the python’s head. Grandpa didn’t say a word. I just left
the box there and vanished. I had difficulty breathing for a while. I had committed a sin. I
was panicked. Didn’t know what the consequence was. I knew there must be one, but
there wasn’t. Next time I checked the box, I saw that the woman’s breast was covered
with duct tape. He used duct tape for everything around the house. Used them as plasters.
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He once put a layer of gauze on my cut and fastened it with duct tape. How did they treat
the wounds in the fronts? He repaired stuff with duct tape. Marked stuff with duct tape.
Censored stuff.
He opened the box. There were little packages of seeds wrapped in newspaper all
entwined with rubber bands and a label on each. He opened one in front of us. Small
round capsules. Slightly smaller than chickpeas, only with softer surface, hollow and
light, the shape of human buttocks. If you shook them, the seeds rattled. He squeezed a
seed between his fingers. The capsule broke with a crack, revealing the dark grey seeds
inside. Grandpa put some of the seeds in our curious, sweaty little palms. We sniffed
them like inquisitive dogs. Basic instincts. Our hands smelled like tarragon. It didn’t have
anything to do with the seeds though. It was because of playing with all those leafless
tarragon stems before. The seeds themselves were odourless. Esfand was their name, like
the last month of spring in our calendar.
Esfand was used to repel bad omens, to fight the evil eye. It was the same stuff
that Grandma put on a small brazier and moved around to sterilize the house. It made our
eyes teary every time. Esfand was the same stuff they burned when father returned for the
first time. I remember it vividly now. Father had aged terribly, a decade in only eight
months. He walked with a limp, talked with a heartache. There was a deep crease on his
forehead, one that never went away. The army had sent a butcher to sacrifice a lamb for
him. It was a protocol, a gesture of appreciation. The meat was always sent back to the
front though. But hadn’t father seen enough bloodshed? Hadn’t he come back to take a
break? He had come back to go again in a month. They said being in the front was
addictive. If you reached it once, you wanted to keep fighting to the last trench, to the last
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drop of your blood. We couldn’t watch the sacrifice. We hid behind the wooden power
pole, holding hands. The shining of the blade amidst the glorifying chanting and singing.
The lamb was calm, before and after. According to Grandpa that was how lambs were:
calm in the meadow, calm in the caldron. Blood trickled down the asphalt, finding its
way to the pomegranate tree that had slanted opposite the house for years. I can’t eat
pomegranates to this day. Tara wouldn’t eat them either. Looking at the warm pool of
blood running on the asphalt, we wondered where all the blood at the front went. What
fruit it reddened. When Grandma saw father walking like that, she started shaking. Then
she burst into tears. Cried like a generous cumulonimbus in the spring. Grandpa couldn’t
help it either. It was the first time we saw him in tears. Even when mother died, he hadn’t
cried. Everybody thought he was crying because he was happy to see his son alive.
People couldn’t believe he was crying out of sadness, out of desperation, out of
weakness. Deep down we knew it was because his son had turned into an old limping
man. He could have been killed, he could have been blown to pieces on a land mine, but
he had returned with only a couple of pieces of shrapnel in his right leg. Only a few. He
slightly limped when he walked, but there were many who couldn’t walk after coming
back, who never walked again.
“But you said tarragon didn’t have seeds?” We were all ears when Grandpa
explained anything. “I wish it were as easy as that, kids.” Grandpa smiled like the wise
man he was. We couldn’t wait to know, know it all. We couldn’t stand still. We wriggled
like earthworms in the sun. Being a child is like that. We learned everything like that.
Restless feet, restless minds. People are never the same after they learn something new,
no matter how trivial.
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Grandma came to join us. Came to learn about the magic of propagating tarragon.
Grandpa displayed the dark esfand seeds on his red palm. We were squirming, our eyes
wide with curiosity. “Tarragon is a hybrid plant,” Grandpa broke to us, like opening a
dam. He continued before we asked what hybrid meant, “Hybrid is mix of two beings,
two plants, two animals, like mules.” We asked together, “Like the mules that go on
mines?” “Yes, like mules that go on minefields. They are bred from male donkeys and
female horses.” We never learned how Grandpa knew the secret. One probability was
that his friend from the countryside had taught him the trick. But he told it in a way that
sounded more like prophecy, like echoing a revelation. It was like seeing it in a dream. I
dreamed about tarragon many times after hearing that story. I still dream about that
unfortunate day. Grandma knew how to interpret dreams. Even if she didn’t, she was
good at conjuring up interpretations. She said if the tarragon in your dream was dark
green, it was a sign of a woman with a quick wit, a chatterbox with a bitter tongue. If it
was light green, it was a sign of a man who would betray you.
Grandpa explained the process. Turnips were involved in his instructions. We had
no idea what he was saying. Tarragon had nothing in common with turnips, except for the
touch of bitterness. He said to grow tarragon, we needed to cut turnips into halves and
then hollow each half with a brass spoon. He emphasized the word “brass” as he
explained calmly. He said that the esfand seeds had to be placed in the turnip halves and
buried. The turnips acted like the uterus, the recipient of the seeds. Back then we didn’t
have any idea about childbirth. “They say presoaking the esfand seeds in vinegar results
in a better crop, a crop that resists winter.” We were full of awe and wonderment. It was
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going back in time. It was learning alchemy. Turnips and esfand seeds. What an odd
combination!
We kept thinking, “Which was the mother and which one was the father? What
could be the role of vinegar? What if we added vinegar to horses’ sperms? Were they
able to reproduce mules that could survive mine explosions?” There had to be some sort
of a solution. Grandpa had to know it. He was the one who knew all the theory. But
Grandma was the pragmatist. While we were still thinking about mules, she returned with
a couple of turnips, a brass teaspoon and her sharp kitchen knife. We could think of
nothing else that made the four of us as excited, except father’s return.
We filled the turnips’ bitter halves with a couple of esfand seeds. Then we all
went in the field that was attached to our backyard with a half turnip in each hand, the
four of us. We were so excited that we couldn’t think straight. We were about to bury
them, but Grandpa remembered his Lubitel camera and wanted to capture the great
occasion, to show it to his son when he returned home. He asked us to fetch the camera,
promising that they wouldn’t touch a thing until we returned. He sounded like a
commander with compassion, like a type of commander who sends the mules before his
troops. We would go to bring the camera together. The two of us. Would naturally race to
the attic. But I was too excited about the tarragon to leave. I couldn’t move. Tara agreed
to fetch the camera from the attic at the far end of the house. She trusted us when we each
promised her not to touch anything before she returned. She trusted us at the time of war,
when all trust had vanished.
Tara went to find the Lubitel in the dark, to find it in the attic, the darkroom.
Grandpa kept the camera in the dark. He was obsessed with cameras and light exposure.
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Always kept his cameras and the spare films in the attic. Tara was in the attic, looking for
the camera when the alarm went off. Perhaps she had bent over the big wooden chest,
holding the lid with one hand, rummaging through the stuff in the chest with another, her
long chestnut hair falling from both sides. The alarm was loud and shameless. It was a bit
too late this time. It came with the jets’ whistle and explosions, then thick smoke coming
out of the main door of the house, from the rooftop, from the windows. Shoals of dust.
Schools of smoke. Neighbours screamed. Women cried. Men cried. Division of labour
was a joke. What happened to the children? Did they wet their pants? Did they run
outside barefooted? We were intact while the earth was shaking, the sky was roaring. The
three of us froze there with the turnips in our hands standing on the edge of the orchard.
We could only smell the terror. What does terror smell like? Gunpowder, charred plastic,
burned wood, roasted flesh? We didn’t know. We were statues. We were like mules on
the edge of minefields. Unwilling to move. Unable to move. Unable to make sense of
what had just happened.
Tears were dropping on the turnip halves, over the unsoaked esfand seeds. Could
our tears be as effective as vinegar? Would they grow into lush tarragon with dark
aromatic leaves? Could our tears make mules that were immune from all the mines?
Could our tears bring back Tara?
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A Thing of Beauty
A thing of beauty is a joy for ever:
Its loveliness increases; it will never
pass into nothingness.
— John Keats

Morad was practising marbles, keeping as much as possible in the shadow of the cypress
tree, while everyone in the neighbourhood was having their customary nap after lunch.
Both of his pockets were heavy with marbles, which jingled in his loose pajamas as he
moved around. He was so skilled at the game that none of his friends would play him
anymore. He had beaten every rival in the adjacent alleys except Dara, who wouldn’t
play anymore after losing his sister in an air raid a couple of years ago. Now Morad only
practised by himself, hoping to find opponents from other neighbourhoods to enrich his
collection. He had fallen in love with these tiny crystal treasures when he was very small,
and it was his passion for collecting them that players remembered long after they had
lost to him. When he won a marble, he held it up, squinted his eyes, and watched the
glittering of its colourful core against the sky. He was known amongst his opponents for
this celebration of victory, but for Morad, it was the most natural thing to do, glorifying
the beauty of the marble against the desert’s blazing sun. Some boys played for glory,
others played for fun, but Morad played only for that final conquest of beauty, to hold it
close to himself, to own it.
Morad was particularly proud of his super marbles, each worth the value of three
regular ones. A super marble had an iridescent core, and when held against the sun, it
gave the impression of being a living organism. It sparkled like teary eyes and melted
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Morad’s heart in a way that was incomparable with anything else in his childhood world.
He also owned three king marbles that were five times the size of both the super and
ordinary marbles. In his neighbourhood, every king marble was worth twenty-four super
ones, but nobody traded them. They were meant to be won, to bring dignity and glory to
the victor. Morad always carried one of his king marbles in the bottom of his pocket and
took it out only when he needed to show a newcomer his status.
Every time Morad came into the dead-end alley to play, he watched carefully to
avoid being caught by the clergyman who lived around the corner, across from the
neighbourhood’s only mosque. The mosque had a magnificent sapphire dome and a pair
of tall minarets decorated with beautifully hand-painted tiles that stood out against the
monochrome muddiness of the surrounding buildings. The clergyman, called Haj-agha
by believers, and Mullah by the minority of nonbelievers, was against gambling, and
called the game of marbles “the abomination of Satan's handiwork.” Ali, Morad’s father,
thought the clergyman was so pious that he could heal a cripple, while his wife, Monir,
thought that in the Mullah’s book there was only one rule: everything that gives pleasure
is sinful. The kids didn’t understand the moral basis of the cleric’s objection to the game,
but they knew, very well, that when they saw the Mullah, they had to pocket their
marbles and run.
Squinting his eyes, Morad was ready to fire another marble into maat, the practice
bunny-hole he had dug in asphalt, when he noticed a flash of something green-blue
moving from a corner at the open end of the alley. He thought it was likely just the
reflection of the mosque’s blue dome on a piece of glass, so he shifted his weight from
one foot to the other, drew a deep breath, and flicked the marble with the tip of his middle
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finger as hard as he could. When the marble landed masterfully in the dusty hole, the
green-blue light flashed his way again, making him look up to find a feathery green-blue
semi-circle spread out across the entire width of the alley, like a huge Japanese hand fan
in the possession of an invisible monster.
Morad, who never in his life had seen such a magnificent thing, gave a grunt of
surprise and gasped for breath. He rose to his feet abruptly, dispersing the marbles in his
pajamas’ loose pockets in all directions. Their clattering bounced off the walls of the
alley and echoed across the neighbourhood. Alone in the middle of the alley, Morad
rubbed his eyes and pinched his cheeks to make sure he was seeing what he was seeing.
He didn’t seem to be dreaming. The big blue bird was still standing there, displaying its
fan-like crest of iridescent eye-spotted feathers in the flaming sun. The semi-circle crest
of the bird with all its eye-catching patterns seemed like a living copy of the splendid
hand-painted sapphire dome above it. Bewildered by the beauty of the bird, Morad
stepped gently forward, but stopped when the bird began to retreat. Making the bird fly
off or run away was the last thing he wanted at that moment. So, after making sure the
bird was calm at the end of the dead-end alley, he ran off to notify his friend, Morteza, by
flinging a pebble at the window opposite his own. Sleepy and dizzy, Morteza, a scanty
boy two years younger than Morad, appeared within it.
“I’ve told you not to throw things at my window like that.” Morteza said as he
stretched and yawned.
“Shhh.”
Morad put his finger on his nose and pointed at the end of alley with his other
hand. Recognizing the gravity of his friend’s gesture, Morteza stretched his meagre body
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out of the window to see a big green-blue bird standing in the centre of the lane, rubbing
a short grey bill across a carpet of magnificent feathers. Realizing there were two pair of
eyes on it, the bird stepped forward, fanned its tail so the hundreds of eyes on its train
quivered. It craned its shiny neck like a royal figure on parade. Unable to believe what he
was seeing, Morteza almost fell out of the window. He climbed down onto Morad’s
shoulder quietly, being careful not to scare the bird or to disturb the symphony of snores
still resounding through the neighbourhood.
“Oh my good Lord,” Morteza mumbled quietly as he got to his feet, wiping the
dust off his loose summer clothes.
“Where on earth you think this creature has come from?” Morad looked at the
bird that was now probing the dust, searching for things to nibble at.
“I swear to God I have never seen such a thing in my life.” Morteza tried to step
forward, but Morad grabbed him by the back of his shirt.
“Not just yet.” Morad released Morteza’s shirt. “What kind of bird do you think
this is?”
“Well, it might be a very large rooster.”
“Don’t be a fool. Roosters don’t have crests like this.”
“Or a really fancy turkey?”
Morad studied the bird up and down. “Huh, a turkey. Maybe a turkey from
paradise.” Morteza’s eyes picked up a gleam as he said that. “From paradise, hmm… a
bird from paradise. That must be what it is.” A smile lit up Morad’s face the more he
thought about it.
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“But how, how’s it ended up here on earth?” Although Morad wasn’t really
looking for an answer, Morteza tried conjuring up an explanation.
“It must have fallen down or something, like the story of Adam and Eve. Perhaps
it’s eaten the forbidden seed.” He almost laughed at what had come out of his mouth, but
he kept his face serious.
“That’s crazy! Look at the eyes on his tail. Look how many of them he has.” He
said this as the bird tried to find the right angle to swallow a caterpillar it held dangling
from its beak.
When the bird and the boys got used to each other’s presence, Morad and Morteza
tried to approach the bird to see how its iridescent plumage would feel under their hands.
When they were an arm-length’s away from its crown, the bird closed its train, turned
away and ran toward the mosque, bobbing its head. Not wanting to lose the bird, Morad
jumped to block its way with his hands wide open as Morteza guided it back into the
alley’s dead-end like a true cowboy. Heaving a sigh of relief, Morad tiptoed into his
house and came back with half a watermelon from the fridge, setting it down as close to
the bird as he could. Soon, the bird was pecking the melon with new enthusiasm. The
boys were watching the bird nibbling at the cool fruit when Morad snapped his fingers: “I
want to catch it. I want to keep it.”
“What? Are you out of mind? You can’t just keep a heavenly bird like that.”
“Of course I can. If it’s a gift from paradise, all I need to do is open my arms and
accept it.” He opened his arms and swelled his chest.
“How are you so sure it’s a gift for you?” Morteza scratched his chin.
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“Huh, easy.” Morad snapped his fingers again. “I saw it first. When god sends a
gift, he sends it to the right person. He doesn’t hire some lame messenger like our local
mailman who always mixes up the parcels. Plus, haven’t you read the story of the
heavenly food sent to Virgin Mary?”
“But being the first one to see it doesn't mean anything. If it had arrived two hours
later, there would have been many other people in the alley who could have claimed it.”
Morteza felt proud of his argument.
“But it didn’t arrive two hours later, or two hours earlier. It arrived at the right
time, for the right person.”
“Dah! We need to consult the Mullah about this first. After all, isn’t it a heavenly
matter?”
“No, we don’t need to consult with the Mullah first, because if it’s a gift for me, I
am responsible to accept it without any hesitation, otherwise it’s disrespectful and rude.”
Morad put his hand in his pocket, pulled out one of the king marbles and handed it to
Morteza.
“I think this will help you understand. Are you going to take it to the Mullah
before accepting it too?” He paused to watch his friend’s reaction. “Now would you
please fetch me a large bag from your father’s workshop?” Morad didn’t leave the spark
in Morteza’s eyes unnoticed.
While Morteza was on his mission, Morad stood there watching the beauty of the
bird that never ceased to be marvellous. The more Morad looked at the bird, the more he
yearned to have it, to get it close to himself, to own it by any means. He didn’t know how
he was supposed to handle or care for such a bird, but he was certain that he could find a
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way. He was so absorbed in admiring its plumage that he didn’t even bother to collect the
marbles that were still spread across the alley. He had two working eyes, he had this bird,
and these were the only possessions he required to feel like the happiest person on earth.

***

With Morad’s will to own the bird and the sense of cooperation that the generous gift had
grown in Morteza, they managed to catch the bird, put it in the bag and silence its loud
screams by holding its beak tightly through the bag. Morad decided to move the bird to
an abandoned underground water reservoir that once was a hub of life in the
neighbourhood. After the installation of a modern irrigation system in town, the water
reservoir had turned into a dead-end tunnel with eighty-nine steps and a single light bulb
which was installed recently for the rare European tourists committed to visit every area
of that ancient town.
“What if it dies on you down there?” Morteza asked as he moved cautiously down
the stairs, holding the beak of the struggling bird through the bag.
“Are you crazy? Heavenly birds never die. All things from heaven are eternally
alive. Haven’t you learned anything from your theology lessons?” Morad’s faith in his
beliefs about the bird grew with every step they took toward the end of the dim tunnel.
At the bottom of the water reservoir, Morad sat for hours watching the bird nibble
at the edge of the small pool of putrid green water. There, he looked at the bird’s feet for
the first time, realizing how ironically unattractive they were. “If it’s a heavenly gift,
doesn’t it have to be perfect? Couldn’t god have created nicer feet for it?” Morad thought
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to himself, before the bird fanned its magnificent tail again, allowing him to drown
himself in the rainbow of plumage that even the single lightbulb brought to a splendid
glow.
Before dusk, as the melodious call for prayer echoed from the twin minarets of
the mosque, people came out, one by one, getting ready for the afternoon prayer. Men
were rolling up their sleeves to wash while women walked quickly toward the mosque’s
separate entrance in their floral chadors. Morad and Morteza, who had watched the bird
enough for one day, tied it to a tap with the rope Morteza had also brought from his
father’s workshop and walked up to attend prayer for the first time in months, as if by
unspoken agreement that intelligent design, an idea they had long been taught, had a
sudden new relevance.
When everybody ended the prayer, shaking the next person’s hand and wishing
them blessing, Morad and Morteza approached the clergyman, hoping to inquire about
how religion treated heavenly gifts.
Morad, who had not attended the mosque for quite a while, tried to make a good
impression. “Haj-agha,” he called him, saying hello with a hand on his chest as a sign of
humility. The cleric looked at him in his dirty, dusty clothes. “Are you coming back from
a battle? It’s been a while since we saw you in the mosque. Seems you have more
important things to do,” the cleric said as he ran his hennaed nails through his long, saltand-pepper beard.
“We are in our examination season,” Morteza said, trying to help his friend out.
“Somebody swallowed their hello.” The clergyman turned toward Morteza, who
visibly blushed.
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“I have a question, Haj-agha. I was wondering if — I mean, what are we
supposed to do if we find something precious on the street?”
“Well, you should bring it to the mosque so that we can find its owner.” Now, the
clergyman’s voice took on a more familiar tone, resembling the speeches he gave from
the top of the mosque’s triple-decker pulpit.
“We can’t bring it to the mosque. It will—.” Morad interrupted Morteza by
pulling at his shirt.
“We mean, what if the owner is not — physically available?” Morad corrected his
friend.
“What do you mean the owner is not physically available? Is the owner dead?
Even if that’s the case, you should still bring it to the mosque so we can find the family of
the owner.”
“What if the owner has no family?” Morad scratched his head.
“Well, everybody has a family. People don’t grow on trees. All I’m saying is that
you need to bring it to the mosque. We will put up a notice and if the owner is not found
within three months, then the mosque will donate it to charity.”
“But it’s more complicated than that. The thing is … is that … you know….”
Morteza was trying to find a way to sound as innocent as he could.
“You must tell everything to the Imam of your mosque. Let me see, have you
found a piece of jewelry? Because if you have, I know somebody who’s lost a pair of
earrings.” The cleric picked up an inquisitive tone.
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“It is a kind of jewel. I mean—.” Morteza was trying to be clever, but Morad
pinched him in the side of his belly. He then pulled Morteza’s hand and tried to guide
him out of the mosque, thanking the clergyman as he backed out.
The cleric was offended by their odd behaviour, but soon he was circled by a
group of people who wanted to contribute to charity, and he quickly forgot about the boys
and their precious object.
“We need to bring the bird to the mosque,” Morteza said, hopping on one leg as
he tried to put on his sneakers in the mosque’s front corridor where the stinky shoe racks
covered the walls.
“Are you out of your mind? Have you ever seen a bird in the mosque?”
“Didn’t you hear what the Mullah said? He said it belonged to the mosque until
the owner was found.” He tucked the laces inside his shoes without tying them.
“Why do these people think they own everything? Why does it have to stay with
the mosque until the owner is found? Why can’t we keep it ourselves?”
“Because the chance of finding the owner is higher like that. Because it’s the rule
of god.” Morteza made the statements sound like questions.
“The rule of god, the rule of god.” Morad imitated Morteza and walked away.

***

For a couple of days, Morad and Morteza didn’t talk. If they happened to see each other
in the alleys, they pretended not to notice. To avoid passing too closely by each other,
they didn’t go through kucheye ashtikonoon, the narrow “reconciliation alley” linking the
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bazaar to the old public bath. Morad secretly brought food for the bird and spent most of
his free time staring at its magnificent plumage in the depth of that water reservoir all by
himself. One week after their fight, the two boys began to miss one another, and each was
looking for a good excuse to talk to the other again. The moment arrived one day when
Morteza found a piece of information in an encyclopedia that he had inherited from his
late grandfather. Tearing the thin page from the heavy book, he underlined some parts
and went down into the water reservoir to share his research with Morad.
“I heard you singing,” Morteza called out quietly over Morad’s shoulder.
“No I wasn’t.” Morteza jumped up and pulled himself together. “If you are here to
preach to me about the rule of god, you can leave now.”
“Come on. Look what I’ve got for you.” He handed the folded piece of print to
Morad. “Thought you might find it interesting.”
“What is it?”
“Open it. I found what type of bird it is. It’s not a rooster, or a turkey, or a
heavenly bird. It’s called a phoenix. See?” Morteza leaned over to read it for Morad.
“It’s a long-lived bird that is cycl-, cyclic-, cyclically reborn and believed to be
colourful and vibrant. The colour makes it stand out from all other birds.”
“That’s my bird!” Morad let out a shriek of excitement.
“But wait. There’s more.” Morteza ran his index finger along the lines. “It dies in
a show of flames and comb- combustion and is regenerat-, regenerated from its own
ashes.”
“So you mean it doesn’t lay eggs?”
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Gaining the upper hand for the first time in their friendship, Morteza said: “No,
stupid! It says the bird’s reborn from its own ashes.”
“And then there is a chick that will grow into an adult bird and then it catches fire
and gives birth to a new one and…”
“And this goes until eternity.” Morteza finished his friend’s mumble.
There was a moment of silence followed by the meeting of their eyes, and then
they began inspecting the bird for inflammable parts up and down. After the shivering
bird had endured much distress, the boys finally gave up and decided that their phoenix
might catch fire through some supernatural spark: a meteorite or something of the sort.
Feeling they had verified the heavenly nature of the bird, they decided to remove
some of its plumage to decorate their rooms with, despite the bird’s sad resistance.
Morteza split the single feather he was given into tiny shreds trying to regrow them inside
his heavy encyclopedia with the help of some added salt that his grandma saw as
necessary to the propagation of feathers. He continued to visit the water reservoir every
day after school to watch the bird, now curious to witness how it was going to catch fire.
He considered the phoenix chick that would be reborn, and imagined how cute it would
be with tiny iridescent feathers and a miniature fanned tail and little colorful crown.
Growing impatient, he brought the bird hot and spicy food, hoping it would speed up the
process of bringing the bird to the moment of its fiery rebirth.
Not a single one of these strategies worked. Morad, who was growing tired of
waiting for a fire to ignite in the damp reservoir, visited the bird less often. The bird’s
health was already compromised, and it began to lose more and more feathers as a result
of continual malnourishment and lack of sunshine. None of these changes, however,
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made Morad entirely lose faith in his bird. He thought so often about the impending birth
of a brand new bird that he forgot about all other joys in his life.
One afternoon when Morad visited the bird after a long period of negligence, he
saw the bird was left with no feathers at all. It had lost all its beautiful plumage except for
a single crest feather on his head, looking like a big turkey ready to be taken into the
oven. Seeing the bird like that sparked an idea in Morad’s head. He swept all the fallen
feathers into a pile, brought down some additional twigs and dry shrubs, then rubbed
some kerosene into the bird’s irritated skin and lit it with a match. The bird, too weak to
resist, gave a few miserable squeal as it burned in the flames. Morad poked the flaming
carcass with a stick to examine if the chick could be found. Finding no evidence of the
miraculous rebirth, he added more kerosene, making the flames rise higher and hotter. As
he leaned over the fire to watch, the high flames scorched Morad’s eyebrows, sending
him running from the water reservoir in terror and agony. He stood at the entrance and
watched the thick cloud of smoke billowing out. Soon, the smell of roast bird filled the
entire neighbourhood.
The clergyman, who was sitting in his striped pajamas reading the Holy Book by
his window, sniffed the air a couple of times.
“What an odd time of day to have barbecue,” he mumbled.
His wife, who was watching a TV series said, “Do they have to ask for your
permission for that too?”
“No, but it’s neither lunchtime nor dinnertime. God knows what these people are
up to. They have changed the conventions. We no longer know what these people eat or
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drink. Sinners are everywhere. Those who travel to foreign lands and come back with all
sorts of sinful habits are tainting our faith.” The clergyman sighed.
“Judging people, judging people is all you do. I hope god forgives you for putting
yourself in such dangerous positions.” She turned back to drown herself in the domestic
fight carrying on in the soap opera airing on the local network.
Out in the alley, hungry cats were intoxicated with the smell of the roasted bird.
Morad returned to hide himself in the depth of the water reservoir, crying for the bird that
had turned into a roasted lump of charred meat.
He was still squirming and sobbing when Morteza walked down. Dampness had
crept into his soul. When Morad saw Morteza, he got up and grabbed him by the collar.
“You tricked me into killing my bird. You were jealous from the beginning. Why
did you do this to me?” Morad cried as he shook Morteza.
Trying to untangle himself, Morad push his sobbing friend and stepped back to
see the box of matches and the bottle of kerosene beside the water tap.
“Did I tell you to burn the poor thing, you idiot? You are a selfish lunatic,
Morteza. Yes, that’s what you are. You are a selfish bastard. That’s what you are.”
Morad didn’t say a single word. He just looked down and fixed his gaze on the
charred carcass as tears ran down his cheeks. Watching his friend cry, Morteza’s anger
diminished. He sat down by his side and wrapped an arm around him. The two boys cried
until they had no tears left, so they wiped their wet cheeks with their sleeves and took the
bird out to bury it in the abandoned orchard under a dried pomegranate tree.
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The following day, Morad was seen with a plaster on his missing eyebrows,
leaning at the heavy wooden door to his house unwilling to talk to anyone but Morteza.
When kids in the alley invited him to play, he shrugged and looked away.
“If it was sent from heaven, sooner or later, it will be replaced by a new one. God
has his own mysterious ways to please us when we are truly desperate.” Morteza tried to
please his friend by sounding like the cleric.
“It was the most beautiful thing I’d ever seen in my life. It was even more
beautiful than the dome of the mosque, more beautiful than my king marbles. I shouldn’t
have done it. I should’ve waited longer.” Morad punched his fist on the palm of his hand.
Morteza was consoling his friend when an old smoking Vespa with a large box
behind the saddle arrived in their alley, stopping opposite Raj Abdollah’s house.
Abdollah was a merchant who did business in India, exporting silk and hand-woven
carpet and importing spices and decorative woodwork. He had been living in India, on
and off, for quite a while and had taken an accent, a turban and the nickname Raj that he
liked the town people to call him by.
The boys were curious about the contents of the box, as they rarely saw the
postman with such a big parcel. When the postman knocked, Raj appeared at the door in
a maroon housecoat and a crimson turban that was wrapped to look twice the size of the
clergyman’s white turban. He signed some papers, putting down the box with the help of
the mailman, and tipped him generously. When he saw the boys’ inquisitive looks from
down the street, he invited them to see the opening if the box. He was a generous man
and had done considerable charitable deeds for the neighbourhood, although the
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clergyman hated him because of his alternative lifestyle and his lack of interest in the
mosque’s charitable projects.
Opening the pins of the box, he invited everybody that passed by to witness what
he was about to unveil. Soon a big crown was gathered, some to see the unveiling and
some to see what others had been gathering for. When Raj opened the box, a magnificent
blue bird came out of it. Although it was not as big as the one that Morteza had killed, it
didn’t lack anything in beauty and magnificence.
“A phoenix!” Morteza cried, making Morad kick his foot with the sole of his
heavy school shoes.
“Have some self-control,” Morad grunted.
The spectators were amazed by the splendour of the bird. The elders had all
covered their mouth to hide their wonderment while the younger ones shrieked with joy.
Raj stepped forth and patted the bird that was had not yet adjusted itself to the light.
“Who said phoenix?” He tried not to laugh.
Nobody answered.
“This is a peacock. Native to India and Sri Lanka. Last month when I returned
from India, I brought a pair with me. The peahen is in its cage in the backyard, but the
peacock went missing a couple of weeks ago. I wasn’t aware they could fly, otherwise I
wouldn’t have let that happen. I had to contact my friends in Calcutta asking them to send
me another male so that the female would not be lonely.” He said it with a bit of an
accent that made him different from the town’s people.
“How do they reproduce?” Morteza made everybody laugh by his question.
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“So it was you who called out phoenix, right?” Raj stepped forward. “No, it’s not
a phoenix, my son. Phoenixes are mythical birds, they don’t exist in reality. Peafowls
reproduce by laying eggs, just like chicken and most other birds.” He then asked his
daughter to bring an egg that the female had lately laid.
The girl handed the large egg carefully to his father. Raj held it up and showed it
to the crowd, which was still aghast.
Younger boys and girls began to throw all sorts of questions at Raj.
“Do they eat meat? Can we have a feather? Can we pair them with chickens?
What happens if we get them to sit on pigeon eggs? Do they crow? How much do they
cost? Can we touch its crest?”
Morad was the only one among the crowd who was not listening. He was
touching the plaster on his eyebrow, staring at the big shiny egg in Raj’s hand, thinking,
“What a magnificent thing to have! I must get one. I must own one of these eggs.”
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I Crow

The chicken’s head was in Nasser’s hand while its body flopped around the alley, hitting
the adobe walls, sweeping up dust, and splashing blood all over. Four boys in their school
uniforms, playing with a striped plastic ball, had ended their game to watch the scene.
When the chicken’s heart stopped beating and the bird went into an eternal sleep on a pile
of mud and hay, Dara, the oldest boy in the group, stepped forward with his hands on his
waist and asked the plump old man cleaning his knife with a napkin, “Why did you kill
it?”
Nasser bent down, laid his chubby hand on the chicken’s warm body, and said
gently: “I killed it because that’s what chickens are for.”
“To be killed?”
“They are here to serve us, kid.” He chuckled.
“But why? Why do we have to kill them?” Dara asked out with curiosity
brimming off his eyes.
“To eat them. To have them for lunch,” said Nasser coldly. And that was all it
took to send Dara back to the game, making him goalie kick the ball as hard as the death
scene had hit him moments ago. The red and white ball towered high in the sky and
turned into a walnut-sized pink spot, making Dara an immediate hero in the eyes of the
three other kids. However, when the ball landed on a tall, old cypress tree nearby, the
boys started blaming their hero for being reckless and self-centred.
“Now what are we supposed to do? We’re already late for school,” said the
younger boy as he pressed a cypress stick firmly in his little hands.
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“I have an idea,” said Dara as he hopped on one foot and took off a shoe.
Soon, the four boys were throwing their worn sneakers at the cypress tree to
unseat the ball, provoking a family of crows into a state of temporary homelessness. They
cursed their bad luck every time they missed a shot, and then a shoe landed in the
adjacent backyard.
“Just when you think nothing worse is possible,” muttered the youngest boy, and
the neighbourhood went into a deafening silence. Nasser, who was meticulously scalding
the chicken, cast a disdainful glance at the kids, shook his head, and continued plucking
the brown feathers of the dead bird. Feeling guilty and ashamed, Dara hopped with one
foot toward the wooden door of the house that hosted his shoe and started knocking as
hard as if her were a creditor.
When the door opened, Morteza, whose puffy face suggested he would be late for
school, emerged in the doorway. “What the hell is going on here?”
“My shoe’s landed on your backyard, Morteza.” The boy jiggled like he needed to
pee.
“Is it the shoe that you wear on your foot or on your nose?” Morteza often teased
Dara about his oversized nose.
“I’m sorry.” Dara looked down, knowing that it was best not to start a fight if he
wanted his shoes back.
“It’s good to hear that.” Morteza yawned and allowed Dara in. He then stepped
out to see how the morning had been treating the neighbourhood. Noticing blood stains
all over the cobblestones, he walked toward Nasser, who was meticulously cutting off the
legs of the chicken with a cleaver.
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“You can’t do this here.” Morteza gritted his teeth.
“Is this how you greet an old man?” At first, Nasser didn’t even bother to look at
Morteza.
“But you can’t do this here. Nobody wants to look at it.”
“Yeah?” Nasser raised his head and studied Morteza up and down.
“Are you blind? There’s blood everywhere!” Morteza sniffed.
“So?”
“So, it’s disgusting. You can’t do this here.”
“Making food for my family is disgusting?”
“Killing a bird in the alley is.”
“That’s what birds are for. Have you ever had a whole roasted chicken?” The old
man grabbed the chicken with the leg that was left uncut and displayed it in front of the
young man’s face. Feeling disgusted, Morteza moved one step back. As he had been
keeping a pet rooster for years, this was the most obscene thing he could imagine
happening in front of his house. So he pulled himself together and stepped forward again
to say, “You should stop it now.”
Nasser put the chicken down, swung the cleaver in his hand and said, “And what
happens if I keep doing this?”
“I swear to God that I’ll—.” Before Morteza finished his sentence, Nasser
grabbed him by his collar, lifted him, and threw him back like a haystack tossed by a
combine. Morteza, who was by then fully awake, grabbed a brick from the pile beside
him and spontaneously threw it at the old bully. Nasser, quite quick for his age, ducked,
and the sky in the windscreen of his blue pickup truck shattered into a million tiny blue
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pieces. He chased Morteza, who was running away like a deer from a cheetah through the
maze of muddy alleys.
Hopeless of catching his prey, Nasser stopped in a narrow alley and placed his
hands on his knees. As he panted like an exhausted dog, he decided to go back to
Morteza’s house to complain to his parents. Meanwhile, Morteza had climbed a wooden
electrical pole to reach the rooftop of their house where he could easily witness what
went on in the backyard. When Nasser stepped into their house, Morteza’s rooster
crowed as if he sensed the presence of a wolf. Morteza’s mother held the edge of her
floral chador between her teeth and listened silently to Nasser.
“Give us some time and we will make it up to you,” Morteza vaguely heard his
mother say before the old man left to rescue his chicken from the army of horseflies
feasting on it.

***

In his room, Morteza’s rooster was sitting on the edge of a mulberry-wood perch in front
of a Bruce Lee poster that exhibited four parallel scratches over the champion’s right
nipple. Morteza was talking to the rooster like a lover sharing an unpleasant secret with
his beloved. The iridescent feathers on the bird shimmered every time a ray of sunlight
found its way inside through the dancing curtains in the room.
“I wish I had smashed his stupid skull with that brick. The bastard has no shame!
I’m glad you didn’t see it. There was chicken blood everywhere. Can you believe it?
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Now I owe him a fortune. If father learns about this, I’m sure he’ll get mad. He’s going to
beat me like crazy.” The big bird had bent his head as if he was listening carefully.
Morteza’s mother, who had been hearing her son from the next room, knocked at
his door and entered before getting permission. She was always the one who protected
Morteza, but when it came to money, there was not much she could do. She was a
housewife whose addict husband gave her a limited allowance, with which she had to run
the household and keep face in front of relatives and neighbours.
“If you don’t want your father to get involved, you need to pay him by the
afternoon.”
“But how can I pay him that soon? It’s a lot of money, ma. I have already broken
my piggy bank, and it doesn’t even make up for a fraction of what he’s asking.”
“I don’t know, but if you can’t find a way, I need to tell your father. I know that
old man quite well. He’s not going to let it go just like that.” Morteza’s mother looked at
the rooster, who had tied his glance to the corner of Bruce Lee’s eyes.
“Are you thinking about the same thing as me, ma?” The two of them were
looking at the rooster.
“I’m not suggesting anything. I know your rooster is dear to you. All I’m saying
is that we need to pay him soon. But it’s entirely up to you. I just don’t want to stand
between you and your father again.” She left the room after she placed a couple of bills
on Morteza’s table that could barely cover one-third of what they owed Nasser. Pressing
the bills in his hand and thinking about the peril of his situation, Morteza closed his teary
eyes and fell sleep.
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***

An hour later, when Morteza jumped from his nightmare, he looked at the clock ticking
faster than ever and opened the curtains. When the rooster saw the rush of light, he closed
his eyes and announced the morning for a second time. Morteza was still thinking about
the nightmare in which he was beheaded by Nasser in the alley. He had seen his head
afloat in a stream of blood that ran through the muddy alleys, reaching the top of the
fountain in the big pool of the main square where the entire town was gathered. Splashing
water on his frightened face, he looked at himself in the mirror and thought he had
enough pain in his life to be eligible to be called an adult. He put on a cheap t-shirt that
bore the picture of a fierce orange dragon breathing blue fire. He then put his pet bird in a
fruit box, covered it with one of his mother’s scarves and set out for the main square,
where street merchants had a corner.
When he got past the dried blood stains in the alley, he uncovered the rooster’s
box and started talking to him. “I’m going to find someone who deserves you. One day
when I’m rich, I’ll come and buy you back. I promise.” Morteza was, in fact, consoling
himself.
After several poultry dealers refused to let Morteza settle in their designated
corner, he took the box and put it at a distance from the main square on edge of a street
curb where no one bothered him. Morteza’s rooster erected his neck through one of
hexagonal holes in the yellow plastic box and inhaled the engine smoke that hovered over
the blazing asphalt. To avoid the sunshine, Morteza leaned against the wall of a noisy
school. Pushing his body into the cool of the cement, he busied himself playing with a
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can of soda that had been pressed into a disc, waiting for potential buyers to come. From
the opposite side of the street, Morteza’s body would have looked like another letter in
the graffiti on the elementary school’s front wall.
All the rooster could think of in that blazing midday heat was to stick his neck out
as much as he could and droop his wings to cool himself. He panted heavily, and the
more he panted, the more the polluted air filled his lungs and the more he felt sick.
Morteza’s head boiled like a cauldron of thoughts and worries. His sore bottom and the
scratches on his arm wouldn’t even allow him to forget the trauma for a second.
He was playing with the discus can when a young man stopped his black chopper
beside the rooster’s box and looked the two of them up and down. Without saying a
word, he raised his hand, positioned his fingers as if he was holding an imaginary pear as
he twisted his wrist to inquire into the price of the rooster.
Like a liquid that takes the shape of its container, Morteza followed the man’s
silent method of trade. Exhibiting his palms to the man, he closed and opened his fists
twice to show number twenty.
The man, who seemed electrified by the price, released the clutch bar of his bike
so tersely that the front wheel almost raised from the ground. The smoke made Morteza
cough and the rooster crow. The series of coughs incited the thought of Nasser, the fight,
the brick and the shattered windscreen. In the hours since that confrontation, a glass had
been frequently shattering in his head. He saw fractured images of their school principal,
the grumpy man’s coarse hands on his cheek and his worn-out father’s clenched
eyebrows when he walked home from work swinging his three-piece Mess kit. Morteza
was still immersed in these distressing thoughts when a car tire stopped a couple of
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inches from the rooster’s box. The driver, who seemed like a circus roustabout, erected
his head out the window and threw his high-pitched voice at Morteza, “How much are
you charging for this ugly duckling, son?”
“What?” Morteza sounded as if he had just woken up.
“How much for the big bird?” This time, the man spared the humour.
“Twenty.”
“Does it lay golden eggs?”
“It’s a rooster. Rooster don’t lay eggs.”
“Oh my God! You can’t be serious! I don’t do business with people with a dry
sense of humour.” He put the car into gear hastily as he drove away.
Morteza hadn’t yet collected himself when a dark blue Vespa stopped by the curb.
Its rider was an elderly man with wet hair combed like a raked field. When Morteza saw
him, he gathered from his skin tone and his sluggish movement that he must be an opium
addict, like his own father. When the man advanced, the sweet opiate smell on his clothes
made Morteza sure about his observation.
“Thish for shale?” asked the man as he scratched himself.
“I knew it.” Morteza muttered to himself as he shook his head.
“How mush?” The old man twisted his hand like he was screwing a light bulb.
“Thirty!” Morteza was hoping to expel him by overpricing the rooster.
The man put his shaking hand into his jacket pocket and took out a bill that was
rolled like a Cuban cigar. “I have five here, and two and let me shee—.”
“Leave me alone!” Morteza almost screamed.
“Have shome reshpect for older people.” The old man fired his engine.
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“Shome reshpect, sure.” Morteza imitated him as he watched the old man go.
Tired and disillusioned, he sat on a blue block of the curb and started patting his
rooster’s meaty comb. The car window shattered in his head once again, and he heard his
father cursing him from a deep dark cave in his unconscious. Ruminating on his day, he
felt something moving in his throat. At first he thought it was a sob, but after swallowing
a couple of times, he realized that the clot in his throat caused a noise that bounced off his
irritated tonsils. He tried to get at it by squeezing his Adam’s apple, but the source of
irritation was not externally accessible. When he finally managed to unleash whatever it
was that had accumulated in the back of his throat, he heard himself crowing like a
novice rooster.
“Cock-a-doodle-doo—cough, cough.” Morteza panicked when he heard himself
crowing. He stood up, placed his hand on his throat and tried to test his voice by
pronouncing random words. “Rooster, penalty, motorbike, dad, twenty,” he aimed to
articulate, but all that his vocal cords could produce was a chain of clumsy cock-adoodle-doos that intermingled with the street noise and the army of cheering kids in the
elementary school.
Morteza dragged himself to a tamarix tree on the sidewalk that was leaning
toward the street. He held on firmly to the tree and tried pulling himself together, but he
couldn’t figure out where he was or why he was there. He looked at the rooster’s box and
asked himself, “What is the rooster doing there?” Another human cock-a-doodle-doo was
what the outside world heard.
He was thinking and crowing loudly when a curious pedestrian walked past him,
slapping in his loose sandals. It was a tall man in his thirties with a prominent mustache
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that gave him a disagreeable quality.
“How much?” He twisted his greasy moustache and lifted up its tip.
Morteza opened his mouth to say “What?” but his larynx let out another
flamboyant cock-a-doodle-doo that almost popped the man’s eyeballs out of his sockets.
“How much do you want for the rooster?” the man tried asking word by word.
Morteza crowed again, but this time, he closed his eyes and stretched his neck like
a real rooster.
“Poor thing, I hope God has mercy on you.”
After transferring his weight from foot to foot a couple of times, the man cast a
final look at the rooster and walked away dragging his short, skinny shadow along.
Morteza had just found the liberating fun in his cock-a-doodle-doos. Every time he made
that mythical sound, a rush of unbridled ecstasy filled his existence. He was articulating
his most refined crow yet when the man with the mustache returned and advanced upon
him. He squatted low over the hot asphalt, looked Morteza in the eyes, then grabbed the
rooster by its legs and snuck away.
The rooster flapped its heavy wings, scattering tiny brown feathers across the
street as the shadow of man holding bird dragged itself away and receded. Meanwhile,
Morteza felt he was free of all worries and traumas; he cared neither about missing
school nor about compensating for Nasser’s car or the loss of his rooster. He had
mastered the art of crowing on one of the hottest streets on earth, and he was enjoying
being an adolescent rooster to the full.
Moments before the school bell set a battalion of young boys free in the street, the
man, who had become weary of the bird’s struggles to untangle himself, took out his
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pocket knife and, in a few quick movements, slit the rooster’s throat over the edge of the
curb. He killed the rooster in the manner of an artist creating a complex object with the
fewest lines. The energetic body of the rooster flapped against the side of the dusty curb
like a deflating balloon, splashing blood over the azure blue of the paving stones. Dara
and his three friends, swinging their bags to celebrate their temporary freedom, would
soon find traces of another killing in the street.
Morteza watched the bloodshed with open eyes, but didn’t see anything. He had a
more important mission to accomplish: crowing like the rooster he was.
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The Sheep’s Head Party

Monday morning, as the sun showed its shiny teeth, Hooshang put on his dark blue
waistcoat, strapped his camel wool saddlebag on his old Raleigh bike, and walked the
bike into the alleys that had still maintained the pleasant cool of the desert night. Now
that the tall adobe walls and the narrow roofed alleys didn’t have to protect the
pedestrians from the heat, they focused on echoing the chirping of morning sparrows and
finches and the whistling of the old bearded boot polisher as he brushed wax into leather
gutters. Moving close to the walls to maximize shade, Hooshang noticed his handlebar
leaving intermittent scars on the dry skin of the adobe walls. He always thought the
screeching sound gave the lizards that had nested in the crevasses of the walls the creeps.
It had been a while since he had first thought of using his bike as a substitute for the cane
he stubbornly avoided.
For sixty years Hooshang had been going to Ali the butcher on Thursday
mornings to buy fresh sheep head for the soup that his wife Zari made on Friday
mornings. It was, in fact, the most controversial dish made in that house, as some family
members called it divine and others thought it was simply abhorrent. Hooshang often
remarked that sheep head soup was like a leather jacket: some found it classy while
others thought of it as tacky and unfashionable. There was nothing in between. Making a
good sheep head soup was not a job for just anybody. It demanded a good amount of
cooking experience, a degree of brutality to prepare the heads, and most importantly, the
ability to find the right sheep head. To get the perfect sheep head in an ideal size, one had
to be willing to leave the comfort of bed early in the morning. However, for Hooshang,
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who went to bed every night after watching the headlines of the 9 pm news, waking up
early had never been an issue.
At that early hour of the day, the town was usually ruled by stray cats, inquisitive
crows, perseverant sweepers, rare insomniac people, and old men like Hooshang who
liked nothing so much as a good sheep head soup. When Hooshang turned into the roofed
alley that led him directly to the old bazaar, he rang his bell a couple of times. He wanted
to scare a crow that was trying to pull a dead lizard’s tail from a crack in the wall.
Following the gentle dance of the black feather that was left as a casualty of that threeway encounter, his eyes met those of his lifelong friend Nasser, who appeared from the
bend in the alley. Although Nasser was at least a decade younger than Hooshang, they
had long ago decided to be the sort of friends who give each other a hard time.
Tipping his hat in a sarcastic manner, Nasser said jollily, “You’re still breathing,
old man? Why don’t you let it go already?” Making sure to straighten his posture as he
passed, Hooshang rang the bell hastily and replied, “Huh, only after wearing the black
suit I have been saving for your funeral.” The two men walked past each other with a
smile and said nothing else.
Arriving at the bazaar still exchanging jokes in his head with Nasser, Hooshang
chained his bike to a palm tree surrendering its crop to the birds of the sky and the vehicle
parked under it. He walked over the cobbled square toward the butchery, noticing that the
bakery was uncustomarily closed at that hour of day. He normally had the baker torch the
fleece and the skin of the heads in his oven. In the butchery’s display, next to a tray full
of sheep shanks stacked like a pyramid, half a dozen sheep heads were lying on their ears
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with frozen grins on their ghostly faces. As Hooshang carefully studied the heads through
the window glass, the butcher stepped out of his shop holding two big knives.
“Aren’t they gorgeous?” Ali scared Hooshang.
Trying to pretend he wasn’t surprised, Hooshang replied, “Well, gorgeous is
something, delicious is something else.” He looked back at the display and studied them
one last time before entering the shop.
Unlike most butchers, Ali was a skinny man with a trimmed mustache and a
feminine voice.
“I’ve just put them in the display. How do you like the big one at the centre?” Ali
rubbed the sharp blades of his knives against each other.
“Well, I’m thinking the black one! My experience says, black sheep are always
more tender. Have you got the matching shanks?”
“I’ll look for you. I have fresh livers, hearts and kidneys too.”
“I guess I am just going for a head and the matching shanks for today.”
“Oh, you and the matching shanks! It’s not like the soup will limp if they’re not
matching.”
“Huh, but it will create a confusing taste, I suppose,” Hooshang chuckled,
warding off the fly that had just flown off a basin of lamb tripe. Standing under the noisy
ceiling fan, he thought of inviting all his children and grandchildren this Friday to throw a
sheep head party. Historically, sheep head soup was mainly consumed by the poor in that
region, but over time it had turned into a delicacy, a dish that older people made to gather
family members at the table.
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Taking a closer look at the display from inside, Hooshang noticed a white head
leaning amorously against the black head. The white head had a bloodstain on its
forehead and the dreamiest pair of eyes among the heads. Its empty look into the distance
evoked that of a passionate but unrequited lover. The black one, on the other hand, was
looking rather aloof. It had the eyes of one determined to live in the moment even if it
comes at the price of staining the past or ruining the future. Fixing his eyes on the two
heads, Hooshang felt the urge to buy both of them, thinking that they were meant to be
together, even if they ended up in a boiling pot. He gave an inquiring look at Ali, grabbed
the two heads by their long, shaggy fleece and dumped them on the copper tray of the
greasy scale on the counter. On the other side, Ali, who had been tracing the blood drops
as they fell over the clean white tiles, put two big iron weights, three small ones and a
heavy bolt—the equivalent of fifty grams—onto the empty tray to see the two bird-like
fulcrums of the scale kiss each other on the beak. Hooshang paid Ali with a bunch of
fresh unfolded notes and took the heads, which had been separately wrapped in sheets of
newsprint.
“Keep the change,” said Hooshang, realizing that he didn’t want bills Ali had
touched with his bloody hands.
Placing the heads and a bag of eight matching shanks in his saddlebag, he looked
at the bakery once again and noticed a black banner hanging on its sliding door. He
unchained his bike from the palm and walked it toward the banner to see that it
announced the death of the baker’s wife. Hooshang knew that when the death messenger
was in the neighbourhood it wasn’t safe to stay out, so he set off without killing time,
more concerned with his unscorched heads than with the baker’s wife.
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Walking home, he was trailed by a couple of stray cats mewing behind his bike,
begging for bites from the source of the smell that had worked up their appetite. When he
passed by the door of the underground water reservoir, he heard a voice that sounded like
the bleating of a sheep from behind. He stopped his bike and looked back to find the
source of the voice, but he didn’t find anything. When he heard the bleating again, he
convinced himself it must be coming from sheep being kept in one of the neighbouring
houses. When he reached the empty downhill alley, he climbed laboriously onto his bike
and enjoyed the easy ride home and the mild breeze on his face.

***

On his kitchen table, the two sheep heads sat face to face in a big brass tray. The finality
of death glittered in their half-open eyes. A trickle of thin blood that ran down onto the
cold brass attracted a horsefly. Disturbed and confused, Hooshang and Zari's sixteenyear-old cockatiel was sending air kisses while moving around his cage, which sat on
their antiquated Maya blue fridge. Rostam, their odd-eyed cat, a hybrid of Turkish angora
and Persian, was holding his tail upward as he sniffed each table leg. When Hooshang
entered the kitchen, the air was thick with the metallic smell of death. Standing above the
sheep heads, he again heard a bleating; this time it seemed to be coming through the
decayed teeth of the black head. He tried to make sure the voice wasn’t originating in any
kitchen appliances, so he started peering around the room like a lion ambushing a deer.
Following a silence, he had just opened the window to let in some fresh air, when he
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heard the bleating of a sheep again. Alarmed yet composed, he cautiously opened the top
drawer across from the table, pulled out the biggest knife, and called to Zari.
Zari, who was busy making a red pepper garland, dropped the cord and needle
into her basket and rushed to the kitchen, where she saw the old man standing with the tip
of the knife pressed against the black sheep's forehead. He looked pale and frightened.
“What’s happening? Are you out of your mind, man?”
“The the the, they are bleating. The black head is bleating.”
“Oh, really?”
“I, I, I swear I heard the the the black head bleating. Ja, ja, just now.”
Zari smiled and stepped forward to take away the knife. Thinking that it could be
a lot worse, she wiped the sweat from her forehead, making sure she didn’t touch her
eyes with her peppery hands. When she put the knife down on the tray, she noticed two
worms swirling in the watery blood. Unable to take his eyes off the worms, Hooshang
was shaking like a willow tree in a storm.
“Either you’re out of your mind or the jinns finally found us.” Zari sounded as if
she was talking to a child. “Why don’t you start torching the head before it’s too late,
man? You don’t want to be out in the heat by noon, do you?”
Hooshang, still trembling, sighed and went to the backyard with the tray of sheep
heads shaking in his hands and the bag of eight shanks dangling from his ring finger.
When he placed the tray on the edge of the small pond, two sparrows in the persimmon
tree turned their head from the obscenity of death in the tray. The worms that had
climbed down the sheep’s nostrils were still wriggling on the tray, which was rapidly
heating up in the sun. Hooshang first lit a match and opened the orange tap of the
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pressure regulator on the gas cylinder. He balanced the black sheep head on a concrete
block, and when he aimed the roaring blue flames at the black head’s ear, he heard a cry
that made him fall off his plastic stool. Hitting his head on the garden edging, he fell
unconscious beside the bed of radishes that had all popped out above the soil.

***

An hour later, when he opened his eyes, Zari was sitting next to his bed, running her hand
through his silky grey hair. Tracing the source of pain, Hooshang touched the back of his
head to feel a bump that was as big as a radish.
“They are bleating. They are bleating everywhere,” said Hooshang in a
hallucinatory tone.
“You almost killed yourself. Didn’t I remind you to light the match first?”
“That’s what I did.”
“Then how did you pass out like that?”
“I got scared. The sheep were bleating. I swear to god they were.”
“Okay, even if they were, they are not anymore. We torched them while you were
taking a rest.”
“We?”
“I asked Arash to come. How else could I have taken you to your bed? We
thought you were thrown back by the ignition.”
Still haunted by the bleating in his head, Hooshang fixed his eyes at the blinking
florescent light on the ceiling.
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“I am never eating meat again. I feel disgusted and ashamed.”
“I think all you need to do is stop talking and try to relax.” Zari went to turn off
the blinking light so that Hooshang could catch some sleep.

***

Drenched in sweat, Hooshang woke up from a nightmare to see he had slept through
every bright hour of the day. He remembered a herd of sheep that at some point turned
into toddlers. There was a tall luminous man in green overalls with a dull sword in his
hand that had made him uncomfortable, but he wasn’t able to recall the chain of actions
or any particular incident, as they had all blended into the crying of an infant he could
still hear in his head. Closing his eyes made this wailing louder and led him through the
entrance of a tunnel he knew would lead him back into his nightmare. The only way he
could stop that noise was by making a sound even louder than the voices in his head.
Hearing him moaning like a sheep, Zari came to the room with a bowl of soup.
“You should eat if you want to get back on your feet.”
Unable to talk properly, he uttered a few incomprehensible words amid the
delirious bleating and moaning. Zari thought that he must have a fever, but when she put
the back of her hand on his forehead, it felt like cold marble. She thought the warm soup
might help, but the old man was unable to swallow. His throat was a one-way path from
which emerged only occasional bleating. Seeing Hooshang miserable like that, Zari
climbed up into the bed and lay beside him. The warmth of Zari’s breath on his face felt
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like a brief moment of salvation before he began to hear the bleating again. He cried like
a baby as he pulled Zari tightly to his cold body.
“Can you call Nasser for me?” Hooshang asked as he caressed the bulging veins
on Zari’s wrinkly neck.
“What do you want to tell him?”
“Please call him for me. I’m hearing voices, Zari. I’m not feeling okay.”
Zari dialed the number, handed him the heavy orange handset, and sat down to
watch him.
“I feel I’m dying, Nasser!”
“Ha, ha. Is this one of your silly pranks?”
“I’m serious,” said Hooshang in a weak voice.
“What happens to your plan to attend my funeral then?”
“I’m not joking, Nasser. It’s for real this time.”
“What’s wrong?” Nasser was still ready for Hooshang to crack into laughter at
any moment.
“I bought two sheep heads in the morning. After we met in the alley. Ever since I
put them in my bike saddlebag, I have been hearing them bleat.”
“Are you sure you haven’t bought living sheep?”
“I’m telling you, I bought two sheep heads. One of them was black and the other
was white. Now that I’m thinking, I recall that there was something special about their
eyes. But that’s not the problem, the problem is that they keep bleating in my head.”
“Are you serious?”
“I’m dead serious, man!”
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“Oh my God! It must be a jinn. Sometimes they visit us as animals. I’m coming
over. Just make sure you are not under a high ceiling.” He hung up the phone before
Hooshang could say anything more.

***

An hour later, Nasser arrived with a white rooster in his arm and a big plastic bag. Putting
the bag on the marble edge of the entrance stairs, he turned to Zari and asked, “I want to
know if you have cats, mice or pigs in the house, or if you’ve seen spider webs in any of
your wardrobes or something?” Looking shocked and worried, Zari said, “We do have a
cat that we love and probably some spider webs around the house, but what does all this
have to do with anything?”
“Well, basically they’re more likely to intrude in places where one of those
animals lives or where there are spider webs. We don’t want to use their name here, but
you know what I’m talking about. Oh, and they love houses with high ceilings.” He
looked up and down at the tall windows that cast a shimmering light over the yard.
“What are we supposed to do now?” asked Zari, having a hard time making sense
of all Nasser was saying.
“What are we supposed to do? Expel them, unless you have plans to keep living
with them, which I doubt. So, instead of looking at me like that, fetch me a chair, some
vinegar and salt, and stay inside till I let you know, okay?”
Nasser held his friend’s arm and helped him walk to the backyard. He seated
Hooshang under the persimmon tree on the velvet dining chair Zari had brought. He took
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out a chess mat, a mirror, a razor, and a tube of shaving cream from his bag and placed it
next to the chair. Seeing Zari, who was peeping through the curtain, Nasser raised his
voice: “Close that curtain and don’t come back until I call you.”
Inside the house, Zari sat on a sofa as she worriedly fixed her eyes on the pepper
garland hanging from the bronze curtain rod. Soon the cockatiel came to perch on her
shoulder and began bobbing its head to the music on the radio. When Nasser finally
summoned her out, she saw Hooshang sitting on the chair with all his hair shaved off.
“That’s that. You don’t have to worry anymore. I would shower him and put him
to bed.” Nasser busied himself putting his stuff back in the bag.
“Why did you do this to his hair?”
“It’s part of the ritual. Didn’t you want to expel them? Well, I did it, and I tell you
what, it wasn’t easy. So I’m tired now. Very tired. And one more thing. If I were you I
would sacrifice a lamb, a goat, or at least a rooster for him. But not the white rooster that
I have brought. Keep it, feed it, and take care of it. White roosters are their number one
enemy.”
In the shower, as Zari rubbed the washcloth over Hooshang’s bald head, she felt
that something had changed about her husband forever. He still wouldn’t speak, and he
looked like someone who had just gotten back from a war. As Zari rinsed him, tears ran
down her cheek silently. When she seated Hooshang on the edge of his bed to help him
put on his underwear, Hooshang said his last words like someone possessed.
“The sheep are bleating in my head.”

***
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Throwing out the last shovel of dirt, the gravedigger bent down and grabbed a stone with
a sharp edge. He looked at it and put it in his pocket. Three men helped the gravedigger
lower Hooshang’s body, wrapped in a white shroud, into the grave. A mullah stepped
down after him to say the farewell prayers, shaking the body with his hand. The scent of
camphor that permeated Hooshang’s shroud mingled with the smell of caesalpinias a few
steps away, making the death seem more natural than it was. The crows, sparrows and
stray cats in the cemetery were all watching the shrouded body lying peacefully and
quietly in the grave. At a distance, a battalion of carpenter ants was taking a dead
grasshopper home in a parallel funeral. The earthworms in the pile of dirt beneath the
grave were enjoying a stretch in the open air before getting back to work feasting on
Hooshang’s body. Zari was sobbing while she had covered her face with her black
chador.
Back at Hooshang’s home, the two sheep heads were boiling in a huge copper
cauldron on a Kerosene cooker, waiting for Zari and the children to return home from the
funeral. Customarily, the tip of the tongues would be saved for the youngest grandchild,
who spoke with a lisp. The eyes would be given to the oldest son, who worked as a
welder. The younger daughter-in-law, who came from an upper-class family, would only
eat the sopped bread using a fork. Dara, who wouldn’t even sit at a table where sheep
head soup was being served, would bite at his burgers in front of the old TV. Rostam, the
odd-eyed cat, would thoroughly lick the skulls before he began to munch on the bones
themselves. The cockatiel, which was normally sick of the smell, would make everyone
want to laugh by shouting, “More shanks for Hooshang.”
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Nasser wouldn’t leave his house that day. He knew best that, when the messenger
of death was around, staying home was the wisest decision.
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The Phantom Limb

When the sun emerged from the tallest sand dune to splash orange at the scarce wispy
clouds in the sky, Dara woke up to his budgie’s nibbling at its empty feeder. He felt the
thorns of sun beam down over his freckled brown face, so he buried his head under the
leopard-print blanket, thinking how swiftly the peaceful nights surrender themselves to
the greedy days. Convinced that he couldn’t resist the brutal passage of time, he stretched
out his cramped leg muscles under the blanket and dragged himself out to greet the day
that had stood in front of him like a bully. Seeing his familiar face appearing out of the
wriggling leopard was a relief to the terrified budgie, who always mistook Morteza with a
member of the big cat family every time he buried his head in the blanket. As he leaned
in, whistling intimately to the bird, Dara almost kissed the rusty cage bars before putting
on his glasses to start the day.
In the bathroom, Dara made sure he avoided the mirror. He squatted over the
white cold porcelain and began going over his daily schedule as he tried to concentrate on
his aim. Then, when he placed the towel on his face, he let out a shriek of pleasure that he
always feared might be misunderstood by his grandparents while he was in there. He
rubbed the towel on his puffy eyes for longer than it was needed and took his time to
savour the ecstasy of that softness on his face. When he pulled down the towel along the
big hump on his nose, he started to see little dancing stars that made the basin look like
one of those exceedingly clean kitchen sinks in detergent commercials.
Standing amid the reflection of the light in the mirror and the stars dancing in his
eyes, he thought his nose looked like a gigantic monster that carried a skinny man along.
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He tried the old trick of taking pride in his appendage as his grandpa’s inheritance. When
the trick failed him, he decided to think about nothing, but thinking about nothing just
added another layer to the stream of thoughts eroding him from inside.
To flee the illusionary dancing stars, bubbles of self-pity and beams of useless
glorification of hereditary deformities, he made a sound that resembled a war cry. Every
time he thought about the size of his nose, he felt as if all his nerves coalesced on his
nasal hump; he thought his nose was so swollen that it blocked his sight. Mirrors were his
number one enemy. So, when he passed by his parents’ wedding mirror and candlestick
set, he almost shattered the mirror in a fit of rage. He recalled the way his supposed best
friend, Morad, had humiliated him in front of all their friends the other night. “Can you
smell what I’m thinking, buddy?” Then, all of a sudden, the voices of all the wicked
people in his life started to bounce off the walls of his skull:
‘Do you want another sandwich buddy? One for your nose this time?’
‘You’ve got something on your face, Dara. Oh sorry, is that your nose?’
‘Can I borrow your funnel, Dara? I could really use it in my kitchen.’
‘Take out that nose for a minute so that your face can breathe, dude.’
‘Stop breathing up all the air, Dara.’
‘Guys, did you know that Dara NOSE everything?’
‘His nose isn't much trouble, he just has to lift it a little to eat.’
‘Did you know that Dara’s nose has its own Zip Code?’
‘I don’t think we need more chairs, two of you can sit on his hump.’
Dara let out another of his war cries to empty his head of all those exasperating
voices. The cry made his grandmother rush to the living room. “Are you okay Dara?” He
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didn’t even bother to look at her, let alone venture an explanation. He just looked away
and returned to his room. He knew exactly what she was going to say. Past a certain age,
Dara had realized he could predict what his grandparents would say with extraordinary
precision. The more he dissociated from childhood years, the more he realized how
rapidly his grandparents were resembling children. Living with them after losing his
parents in the war was a blessing, but the considerable generation gap sometimes made
things complicated.
Dara felt that, of all the living beings around him, his budgie was the only one
who could soothe him when he was sad, who could cheer him up when he was down and
who could distract him when he was distressed. Even if this was all in his head, at least it
was true that she didn’t humiliate him or pick on him for no reason. Nonetheless, since
the day he had seen a flock of wild birds in a park, he was tempted to free her. She had
asked him to let her go; at least, she had flapped in a way that had suggested such a
demand. Years of intimacy and working together as partners would not allow him to
release her like that. So he procrastinated and looked for a really good reason to grant the
bird its freedom. Dara doubted if she had ever had a sense of freedom. She had been born
and raised in a cage at his uncle’s aviary. But wasn’t that the same excuse that any
repressive government provided to defend withholding its people’s freedom? Dara
himself had never been free, but that didn’t stop him from wanting to be. So he promised
the bird that he would free her after his big plan was accomplished, after he was finally
free himself.
Watching the bird nibbling at the seeds and puffing up her chest, he pulled out a
glossy slip of paper he’d been keeping under his desk and started reading. It was a post-
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rhinoplasty homecare pamphlet that he’d picked up from a surgeon’s office two years
ago. He read some of the nose-shaped bullet points that he had highlighted on that
poorly-designed pamphlet, like a kid reading his composition in elementary school:
-

Avoid sniffing, laughing and yawning for the first week.

-

Sleep with the head elevated or upright for at least two weeks.

-

After surgery, it is not unusual for an individual to go through a period of mild
depression.

-

Avoid strenuous facial motion like laughing after surgery.

-

Call the doctor if you begin to bleed heavily from your nose or the corners of your
eyes.

Reading that pamphlet, he imagined a trickle of bright blood running from the corner of
his eyes. He saw himself afloat in a boiling pool of blood with skull-sized bubbles
bursting on its surface while his nose was being pulled out with a clothes peg as a latex
hand cut through his nostrils, squishing cotton green sleeves over his lips. An amalgam of
Morad’s and Morteza’s voices echoed in his head again: “Can you smell what I think
buddy? Can you smell it? No seriously, can you fucking smell it?”
That day, Dara’s nose exited his room before him, entered the bus before him,
and greeted every single passenger on that bus before he got the chance to find himself a
seat. His nose beat more than his heart, and the thought of his nose resonated in his head
louder than any other thought. In the past two years, he had always travelled in that bus
from the suburbs to the centre of the town with the company of his green budgie. He sold
fortune-telling cards that the bird pulled from a deck to pedestrians at the main square,
where merchants traded their goods and artists, acrobats, jugglers, witches and singers
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exhibited their talent. He put the deck together himself. On each card, he had transcribed
a line of Hafez poetry along with a romantic interpretation of each line. Although some of
the interpretations had little to do with the poems, they fulfilled their purpose of
appealing to the customer. He usually targeted young couples who he knew would tip
him generously upon reading his open-handedly positive interpretations. His show was
simple and effective: when the budgie pulled out a card with its beak, he kissed the bird
on its green head and recited a poem as he closed his eyes to show he knew the line by
heart. His show was based on the common belief that what comes from your heart will
eventually penetrate the heart of another. That was why, every day when he returned
home, his heart felt worn-out even though he was not physically tired.
He had never been on that bus alone. His budgie’s cage had always been on his
lap during those hour-long journeys. All the regulars on that route, mostly construction
workers with coarse hands and smelly bodies, knew both of them. They treated him as
one of their kind and would occasionally buy cards on the days he complained about
business. Hopping on the bumpy road, he was heading to the bank to accomplish the task
he had secretly saved for since he graduated from high school.
When he got to the bank, he let his nose in through the automatic door and then he
followed it all the way to the front desk. All of the bank employees knew him very well.
He went there often to deposit most, if not all, of the money he had earned that day. He
sometimes gave the clerks complimentary fortune-telling cards in return for the small
exceptions they made for him, like not frowning at the bag of change he dumped on the
counter for them to count or leaving a bird cage on the information desk. With the
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amount he had saved, he was finally eligible to apply for a loan he’d been trying to get
for months.
Dara filled out the loan forms one after another, thinking that everybody in the
bank was watching his nose. His self-esteem declined every time he entered the city,
particularly when he found himself in a corporate building. He read the items on the form
out loud as he pressed the tip of the pen hard so that it traced copies on the multipart
form: first name of the nose, family name of the nose, date of birth of the nose, address of
the nose, the amount of loan requested by the nose. Checking the number of zeros in that
long figure for the last time, he pushed his large glasses down toward the tip of his nose
to conceal more of the beast on his face from the cashier. He had come up with a couple
of creative tricks that at times helped him hide his embarrassing nose from others. After
all, living with any deformity requires honing some defensive skills, especially if you are
surrounded with judgmental people who are too invested in the idea of normalcy.
“Sign here Mr. Nose” was what he heard from the cashier who made him draw his
pretzel-like signature at the bottom of the paper. He slid the form across the shiny granite
counter and exited the bank with the cashier’s voice still resonating in his head:
“Sign here please Mr. Nose. Sign here Mr. Nose. Here Mr. Nose…”
Back at home, when his grandmother pushed the bowl of squash soup toward
him, Dara had already rehearsed the line with which he meant to open the discussion.
“I applied for a loan today.” Dara nervously held the salt shaker at its thin waist.
Twisting her fork on the plate like a slow-motion scene in a classic picture, his
grandmother said: “Didn’t know you had a bank account. Your grandfather would be
happy to hear that. What else have you been hiding from us? A wife? A child? Tell me.
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Don’t be shy.” She had always had a difficult time keeping her erupting emotions to
herself, and when she got nervous, she used a sarcastic tone that was more intimidating
than anything else.
“I know a surgeon who can fix me.” Dara’s voice was so low it sounded as if it
came from the bottom of a well.
“Fix you? Fix you? What’s there to be fixed?”
“You know what I’m talking about, Grandma. It’s my nose. Just look at it for
god’s sake.” Dara lifted his head and looked his grandmother in the eyes.
“Why are you doing this to us, Dara? Do you think raising you was easy? Do you
have any idea how difficult it was for us to raise you after your mum and dad?” The old
woman’s tears were dropping into a porcelain bowl that bore the image of a blue bird.
Feeling disturbed and agitated, Dara was looking at the patterns in the bowl, his
heart beating like a race horse. However, he was more concerned about his grandmother,
who took an under-the-tongue pill with her shaky hands. It had always been like that
around the house. Every time they discussed a serious matter, Dara was reminded of the
sacrifices his grandparents had made to raise him. That was why he almost shared
nothing with them unless it was crucial. Secrets piled up over more secrets until
somebody pulled one out and made the whole pile collapse.
Getting his grandmother’s approval, which was always translatable to his
grandfather’s, was not easy. Dara had to dance his hands in the air, strain his vocal cords,
flare his nostrils, and shed some tears for about an hour amid his grandmother’s sobs and
fragmented words before returning to his room with a green light, albeit a pale blinking
one. He had always thought if his parents were alive, things would not have been as
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difficult. But over the years, Dara had learned how to win an argument with his
grandparents: he had to touch their emotions by highlighting the things he missed in life
as a result of being an orphan. He knew how to soften their hearts, but he also knew that
he couldn’t overdo it.
Despite having gotten their approval, when he curled himself in the leopard print
blanket, the whole world smelled like his grandmother’s briny tears. His budgie, who
seemed to sense the overflow of tension in the air, chirped sharply as she hopped down to
the edge of her open door. Dara took it as her way of consoling him. So he walked over
to the cage to pat her little head as he cried quietly, leaving a couple of tear drops on her
feathers that intensified the green of her plumage.
During the two weeks that he had to wait for his surgery, the nightmares of
bloody scenes, the grinding of shaving bones and the dreadful scenes of bleeding from
the corners of his eyes complemented his classmates’ jokes about his nose. Among the
long list of things to avoid on that pamphlet, the only item he didn’t worry about was the
prohibition against laughing: life had already forbidden it.
Dara spent his days in that purgatory state sitting beside his budgie’s cage and
thinking of a series of alternatives to surgery. These involved the unappealing option of
growing a full mustache to hide the size of his nose and the absurd option of immigrating
to a land where people were not judged by the size of their noses.

***
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On the day of the surgery, Dara’s grandparents were sitting next to each other in
the waiting room at the hospital. His grandmother was moving down her prayer beads so
fast it was as if she had entered a praying competition. His grandfather was nervously
playing with his old taxi’s key. In the rhinoplasty ward, everything came down to the
shape and size of the nose. Noses were the centre of attention no matter whether you
were a member of staff, a nurse, a doctor, a patient or a poster on the wall. The nurses
walked around with their shapely noses, looking at your nose immediately when they saw
you. A good number of people who were walking around had some sort of a cast or a
plaster on their nose. In the waiting corridor, below the shushing lady in a frame, on a
cork board in front of Dara’s grandparents, a printed article titled “Tehran: The Nose Job
Capital of The World” sat among all the before-and-after photo albums.
Dara’s grandmother wasn’t able to read or write so she was just looking blankly at
the pictures in that feature article. The middle-aged woman sitting next to her was
shaking her legs anxiously. She had an attractive nose sloping upwards at the tip. Her
matching leather shoes and purse screamed “I have money.” When Dara’s grandmother
turned her head to check on the surgery door, their eyes met.
“You must be anxious too.” It was the old woman who began.
“My daughter is having her second nose job,” said the woman in a proud tone.
“What had gone wrong with the first one?” Dara’s grandmother didn’t mean to
be sarcastic.
“Nothing really,” she chuckled nervously as she rubbed her hands against each
other. “She wanted the tip to be upward,” she said, pointing at her own nose.
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“These kids! His grandfather and I have always taught our grandson to be
thankful for what god has given him. I don’t know what they put in their head out there.”
She looked at the room that had devoured his grandson moments ago.
The woman shrugged. “We only live once. Why not look the way we want.”
“I mean, there’re other things we can focus on. I don’t understand this obsession
with being perfect. There are other things in this country for people to focus on. I mean,
we haven’t fought a long war, sacrificing our children to end up being here.” The old
woman tucked a lock of her gray hair in her chador.
“Last time I checked, the war was over, and we’re not living in history. Isn’t it
this passiveness that keeps some of us backward? Plus, they say plastic surgery boosts
your self-esteem. When you love yourself, the world loves you back.”
It was only then that Dara’s grandmother realized the woman’s nose was too
perfect to be natural; then as she looked at her face, she realized that her cheeks and lips
were also too good to be hers. Realizing that she might find other unnatural parts as she
looked further down, she looked away and excused herself to focus on her praying beads
without answering the woman’s questions. Linking herself to a bigger source of power
was the only thing that could calm her down when she was stressed. On the opposite
bench, two younger men were waiting for their appointments. They were chatting
nonchalantly while flipping through one of the glossy beauty magazines sitting on the
dusty tables in the waiting room.
“Didn’t I tell you about my grandma who was diabetic? They amputated her right
foot…”
“Jeez. Stop it. I’m already scared, and all you can talk about is amputation?”
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“Honestly, she sometimes cried because she couldn’t scratch her itchy toe.”
“Are you making this shit up to freak me out? You just said she was missing a
foot, not her hands.”
“Oh no,” he giggled. “I mean, uh, she couldn’t scratch her toe because she didn’t
have a toe.”
“Now you’re trying to be funny.”
“I swear, I’m not. They say it’s in your head. Apparently after they amputate a
limb the nerves still deliver signals and stuff.”
“Man! This is horrible.”
Every time the nurses rolled a patient out of the surgery, all the conversations
came to a halt. When Dara was brought out, his grandparents followed the nurses who
were hurriedly wheeling the bed to the recovery room. In the recovery room, Dara was
having a peaceful time before the tempest of hallucinatory curses at his wicked friends.
Aware of this embarrassing stage after anesthesia, Dara’s grandmother had already
dedicated a round of prayers to stop the cursing from happening. Were the prayers
effective?
“Fuck you, Morad! I’m going to make you suck at my beautiful nose. Fuck you,
Morad!” repeated Dara.
His grandfather walked out, her grandmother wiped off beads of sweat with her
black chador and the nurses chuckled as they experienced the most entertaining stage of a
day at the surgery.
While Dara spent his recovery days vertically, he rehearsed a story about falling
off a ladder and breaking his nose. He couldn’t wait to start a life in which his appearance
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didn’t attract any extra attention. He was looking forward to a day when people neither
made jokes about his nose nor pointed at it as they whispered to each other. Dara sucked
the tasteless, thin soups that his grandmother made through a straw, dreaming of a
tomorrow when an oversized appendage would not be at the core of how people defined
him.
When he eventually freed his brand new, humpless nose from the last plaster, he
went right to the park in the centre of the town where he had seen a flock of free birds.
He thought he had finally enough freedom that he could grant some to the bird. Flying
from Dara’s fist, the budgie perched on the nearest tree and chirped anxiously like an
orphaned chick. Dara walked toward the tree and the bird flew back, perching on his right
shoulder. Teared up and emotional, he cupped the bird off his shoulder, kissed her little
head and threw her, as hard as he could, toward the spinning colours of the manual ferris
wheel at the farthest end of the park.
“Fly far, my friend! You have earned it; you have worked hard for it; you deserve
it.” Dara wiped his tears with hands that still smelled like the budgie’s oily feathers.
This time, the bird flew away until she turned into a tiny green dot that eventually
vanished into the jolly kids on the wheel. Dara laid the empty cage on his lap to wait for
the bus that would take him to the main square, where he could return the cage to the pet
shop. Thinking back at the bird’s reluctance to fly away at first, he realized that freedom
does not come to us as naturally as he always thought. He thought that people should be
trained to be free and to appreciate freedom. Proud and nostalgic, free and hopeful, he
touched his nose every now and then to enjoy its smooth steepness. The gentle breeze
from the park dried his sweaty body, making him feel cool in the heat of the spring day.
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He imagined his budgie as she merrily cooled her wings with the aromatic spring air. All
he could focus on were the new opportunities that life owed a man with such an
impeccable nose, all the confident hangouts, all the normal encounters, all the excitement
that he thought being normal entailed. The thought of going places with that flawless
nose excited him just as the thought of wearing new shoes to school excited a child.
Tapping his sandals on the pavement to the merry tunes in his head, he heard a weird
voice:
“Prepare two bus tickets Dara, one for you and one for your almighty nose!”
He thought it was some sort of a prank by his friends who only had one less
reason to be mean to him, but when he heard the otherworldly voice again, he put his
hand on his chest and frightfully looked around. The only person he saw around was an
old sweeper in orange overalls, brushing the almond blossoms off on the rough asphalt
with a tall porch broom. This time, when Dara turned his head to identify the source of
the voice, the bus stopped at the station.
“Two tickets Dara, one for you and one for your almighty nose!”
He turned his head swiftly for the last time. The sweeper was bent at the waist,
rummaging through the trash bin. The almond tree was lending more white petals to the
warmth of the asphalt.
Getting on the bus, Dara felt the hump on his nose was itching badly. He touched
his nose cautiously while he could still hear that terrifying voice in his head. He wanted
to scratch the hell out of the nonexistent hump on his nose, but he resisted for fear of
damaging it. He gave the grumpy driver just one ticket, which he tore immediately and
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dumped in a bin. When Dara leaned back at his seat and closed his eyes, he felt that the
entire bus was pointing at his nose and laughing.
“You and your Almighty nose, you and your almighty nose, Dara.”
The nonexistent hump on his nose was still itching badly. Terrified and trembling,
Dara was holding tight to the empty cage in his lap. The spring breeze was permeating
the sweet scent of almond blossoms outside. His budgie was flying somewhere far away.
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Colonel Alzheimer

Every year in September, Grandma lined up the firm golden persimmons behind her
kitchen windowsill to let them ripen into luscious orange perfections. She believed that
persimmons ripened under the moonlight, so she made sure the curtains were open
whenever the moon hung over the neighbourhood.
“There’s nothing worse than an unripe persimmon. They’re bitter as gall, and
when you eat them, they cause your lips to pucker into a twenty-four-hour kiss.” We
heard Grandma say this every autumn.
Although she was a private woman, during the autumn she invited all the eyes in
the neighbourhood into her kitchen for the sake of the persimmons. For Grandma,
autumn was a special season. It was the season of exposure, the season of liberation, the
season of womanhood, and the season of resistance.
Grandpa was against leaving the curtains open in the evenings. The idea of other
men looking at his pretty wife upset him. So it was natural for him to believe that the
persimmons would ripen without any special intervention and to think of autumn as the
worst season. In fact, his insecurities had made him hate persimmons so much that he
couldn’t even bear their indistinct smell. Was it possible for a person to dislike a fruit out
of jealousy? It seemed it was, and I was on Grandma’s side when she said prejudice
blinds people. They say when people age they turn into children. Being the only child in
the family and spending a lot of time with my grandparents, I could see how true that
statement was, how the two of them sometimes spent an entire day playing childish
games.
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During autumn nights, Grandma would wear her red lipstick and settle down
behind the kitchen table in front of a burning candle, drowning herself in the sea of
memories while she let the world watch her through her kitchen window. It had been a
while since the world outside had had any real interest in looking in on her now wrinkly
face, but to her what really mattered had always been how she felt, how she looked at
things.
She had married Grandpa sixty years ago, back when boys and girls met secretly
on the muddy rooftops and gave each other a fruit, a stone, or a shell as a sign of their
passion. When my grandparents first met, the sky was governed by the silver luminance
of a full moon. She was sixteen and he was twenty-one. Grandma had recounted their
first conversation more than a hundred times. Every time she told the story, it got better.
Offering a persimmon to the boy she loved, Grandma had said, “You can’t eat it
now. You should let it ripen under the moonlight, because it’s not ready yet. My mother
thinks I’m not ready either.”
Grandpa had replied with a cunning smile. “Then you should keep coming up
here under the moon until you are ripe, and guess who will be waiting for you here every
night?” They had both giggled.
But things hadn’t remained that sweet. Grandpa always said marriage was like a
cucumber: people keep eating it happily until they get to the bitter end. Then, they have
no idea whether to spit it out or swallow it. My grandparents had had their differences
and their arguments for as long as I could recall. Where we live, there is a saying that
goes, “Couples fight, fools believe.” At least it was true about Grandpa and Grandma,
because they had their own way of reconciling after hurting one another. When they had
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a disagreement, they argued nonstop until they fell into a silent period. It was only after
the silence that one of them said something to reconcile and they would talk again until
they remembered their first encounter, their first conversation, their first kiss. Then their
love for each other deepened—at least until the next argument, which was always lurking
somewhere around the corner. When father was still alive, he called it the cycle of love
and hate. I had no idea what he meant, until I fell in love myself. It was only then that I
realized, if love is like a shore, our communications are like sea tides. The tides are
always coming toward you, but they never pass a certain line unless there is a storm.
Grandpa and Grandma had managed to survive all the storms. They had never quit that
strip of the shore even if it came at the price of clinging to separate trees when the wind
was high and everything was crazily flooded.
Grandma was good with words. When she talked, she made the words dance their
way to the listener’s ears. Grandpa liked saying that Grandma could pull a serpent out of
its den with her tongue. Despite her eloquence, she didn’t know how to read or write. It
was ordinary for women of her age to be illiterate, but we always wondered how she got
to be so smart without reading anything. Grandpa never missed a chance to recount the
time when people from the adult literacy program knocked at their door to see if there
were any illiterate members of the family.
“Well, my husband is quite educated, but I’m not really that good,” Grandma had
cunningly said.
“But you can read and write, yeah?”
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Grandma had replied with a modest tone, “Well if you can call it that,” sending
them on their way without actually lying. Although she loved the idea of being able to
read and write, she knew that Grandpa would not want her attending any classes.
Grandpa, on the other hand, was good with neither words nor people. Although
he was not uneducated like Grandma, he couldn’t finish a single sentence without veering
off. That was why he always had a notebook and pencil in his pocket ready to illustrate
the ideas that came out of his month. He was the best at illustrations. It was almost
magical how he brought a whole concept to life by drawing just a couple of lines. When
they had an argument, Grandma thought he didn’t have any feelings, but deep down she
knew he was a caring man. He just didn’t have the right words to express how he felt, or
perhaps he was so good with his hands that he didn’t bother using his tongue too much.

***

When father’s identification tag, a boot, and half a phonebook were sent back in a
cardboard box, Grandma decided to stop adding to the chain of her traumatic memories.
We thought after losing so many of the closest people in her life, the death of her only
son would be the last straw. Everybody had their own way of dealing with the loss: I
cried my eyes out, Grandpa turned into a silent rock, and Grandma decided to unload
some of her heavy memories so she could live more freely. It made a lot of sense that she
wanted to erase the image of her son limping back from the front, the memory of the day
she said goodbye to him, and the day we lost my sister in an air raid. When people take
out big chunks of their memory, other things get displaced. It’s like pulling your wisdom
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teeth. Sometimes a bit of the jawbone comes out. So instead of cooking, she started
working alchemy in her kitchen, mixing all sorts of concoctions that made no sense at all.
She added salt to tea, put the cutlery in the freezer, and made dishes that came from no
recipe books.
The day she put the eggs from the fridge on the edge of the window to ripen,
Grandpa broke his silence. I had never heard him sound so scared before. When I went
over following his phone call, I saw Grandma sitting on the floral carpet in the living
room with a yellow basket in her hand.
“What are you up to, Grandma?” I asked.
“She is picking tarragon from the carpet for crying out loud!” Grandpa
interrupted, as he often did when anybody talked to Grandma.
“Picking tarragon?” I asked, thinking I had just misheard him.
“She thinks she is picking tarragon from the carpet. Can’t you see the basket?”
Grandpa’s voice was shaking with confusion.
Kneeling in front of Grandma on the carpet, I asked: “Are you really picking
tarragon, Grandma?”
“Are you being silly, Dara? I’m cleaning. Your grandpa doesn’t see the bits and
crumbs in the carpet. He just walks around the house and litters.” There was a special
quality in her voice, as when people are looking for words they can’t find.
When I turned my head, I saw Grandpa sitting with his back against the pillar
between the living room and the guest room, crying quietly. I went over and sat beside
him, laying my arms on his back. I was rubbing his gaunt shoulders when I heard
Grandma amid the clatter of dishes from the kitchen. “Hey, what are you doing back
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there? Don’t you want to give me a hand here?” She sounded as if nothing had really
happened.

***

The next day we took Grandma to a neurologist. Sitting in front of the caring doctor, who
wore a pair of thick-rimmed glasses, Grandma could have been the smartest woman in
the world. She was funny, spontaneous and sociable, and she made the doctor laugh a
couple of times during the examination. However, after weeks of tests and scans, he
diagnosed her with pre-dementia which, he said, could lead to Alzheimer’s disease.
Grandpa first heard about Alzheimer’s when he spoke to the neurologist privately that
day. He wondered why the disease is called that. Since then, the word itself had been
haunting him. He ruminated on that foreign name day and night. It evoked the name of a
top commander working for the Third Reich, and it terrified him. He had consulted his
old dictionary for a trace of the word with no luck. When he later talked to the
neurologist about it, he found out he wasn’t too wrong. We were together that day. The
neurologist told Grandpa that the disease was named after a German doctor called Alois
Alzheimer. He even showed the picture of Dr. Alzheimer in one of the heavy books that
he had his assistant bring for him. To my surprise, Alois Alzheimer looked very much
like Grandpa. In fact, he was almost an identical version of Grandpa’s brother, who was
in the army. But for some reason Grandpa couldn’t get rid of the image of a Nazi officer
in his head.
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When he tried to empty his mind of all his painful thoughts and worries, the word
Alzheimer was the only thing he couldn’t expel. Soon he began to feel the physical
presence of Colonel Alzheimer in his household. He felt like a prisoner in a concentration
camp ready to be taken to a gas chamber by someone named Colonel Alzheimer. After a
while, Grandpa saw the Colonel as the mastermind behind all the crazy things Grandma
did or said. The Colonel was the person who asked Grandma to pick tarragon from the
carpet. He was the person who encouraged her to toss her false teeth for the sparrows in
the backyard and come back with a toothless smile.
Visiting Grandma and Grandma more often, I started to feel the pervasive
presence of the Colonel too. I never talked about him with Grandpa, but perhaps we both
had a feeling that each of us knew of his existence. When I closed my eyes, I saw the
Colonel as a more refined version of Grandpa. He was a tall man with a toothbrush
mustache who wore a neatly cut garrison uniform with colorful badges on the chest and
an armband with a red disembodied brain on the left-hand side. I saw the Colonel as one
of those highly authoritative humans, the sort of man who could easily influence
anybody, the sort of man who could draw a serpent out from its hiding place with only
the power of his words, the sort of man who could look at a people frowningly and make
them feel uncomfortable or even ashamed of themselves for no reason. He roamed
around the house in his heavy boots commanding Grandma, asking her to displace
objects, say unreasonable things, remember fragments of the past, and forget where she
was or what she’d done.
As Grandma went deeper and deeper down the tunnel of oblivion, Grandpa’s
memory kept working like the Swiss watch he had worn for more than sixty years. With
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the blood of resistance and stubbornness flooding in his veins, he stood in front of the
mirror, looking the Colonel in the eye and reassuring himself that he did everything he
could to stop the Colonel from tearing his life apart. Grandpa started his reforms by
taking control of strategic territories in the house: the medicine cabinet, the fridge, and
the 29-inch television in the living room. He kept the pills Grandma took in three plastic
containers and labeled them with his red magic marker for morning, noon, and evening.
He drew elaborate illustrations of chicken, beef, and vegetables on the freezer
compartments, hoping to stop Grandma from making weird-tasting dishes that were
becoming increasingly harder to recognize and eat. He protected the TV, using several
coffee tables so that Grandma couldn’t randomly press the buttons.
Although Grandpa managed to control the household with his structural reforms,
he couldn’t apply his strict rules to the things Grandma said. This was the only battlefield
on which he kept losing terribly to the cruel Colonel. He was not able to correct the
haphazard words she randomly dispersed around the house, even with the formidability
of his red magic marker and his brilliant illustrations. How could one control the mind of
a woman who thought “coriander seed” was the name of their son and “flowering the
waters was necessary” because “if the waters were left without flowers, they wouldn’t
bear light bulbs and the nights would be prone to chickenpox”?

***

Another persimmon season was around the corner. The leaves of the trees in the backyard
were still negotiating with the wind over their separation agreement. Grandma had
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always seemed happier at this time of year. I went to their house to get their shopping list
and to help Grandpa pay the bills. They were sitting at the small oak table in the kitchen
having their routine breakfast of cheese, bread, and seasonal fruit. Grandma’s niece,
Mehri, was supposed to come over to dye Grandma’s hair. Grandma kept repeating
“chestnut brown” like a parrot who had learned a new phrase. Grandpa was furious over
the whole idea of Grandma having her hair dyed, because he thought it was unnecessary
for an old woman who couldn’t take care of the words that came out of her mouth.
That morning, Grandma looked graceful and calm. She had a benign smile on her
face, but when she wanted to talk, the Colonel stood over her head with his broad
shoulders. This made her combine words that were possible together only in poetry or
hallucination. The fact that she was at a loss for words and failed to follow her line of
thought embarrassed her, yet she was intelligent enough to cover it with her humour.
Rummaging through the shelves by his desk, Grandpa asked, “Where did you
hide my glasses again?”
“Glasses? Don’t you always keep them in your…? I mean the thing, where you
know... Well why do you need them anyway? Isn’t it a beautiful day for wearing, the, the
the thing, I mean for wearing anything in general?”
“Do you see what I’m going through every day in this house?” Grandpa said to
me as he pulled out his glasses from a glass of water on the desk.
I wasn’t used to solving their problems, as it had usually worked the other way
around. But Grandpa’s response, and the way he sometimes ignored her in my presence,
annoyed me. So I asked him to go with me out onto the terrace to talk about the situation.
He complained that Grandma manipulated him by playing with words like that all the
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time. He explained how she deliberately had mixed their morning pills with the evening
pills and then scattered the noon pills in all the drawers around the house and watered
them so they might grow faster.
“Sometimes I think she is a threat to me,” he said.
“Do you really think she does all these things deliberately? Don’t you remember
what the doctor said?” I asked.
“I do, but remember at the clinic, how quick and funny she was with the
answers?”
“Yes, but it’s a condition that only gets worse. She has no control over it.” I tried
to be calm and rational.
“It’s not only that. There is one more thing she’s started recently. She mistakes
me with others. Sometimes I’m Ali, sometimes Ahmad. I don’t have any idea who these
men are. Doesn’t she have any shame after so many years of living with me?”
“You need to understand that she has no control over what she thinks or says,
Grandpa.” I was losing my temper as he further aired his complaints.
“I think she’s retaliating. She is putting on these acts to torment me. I can’t let her
treat me like this anymore. I deserve better.”
I knew that changing an old man’s mind was not easy. I had also noticed that
when Grandma was in a formal circumstance or among strangers, she acted pretty
normal. Grandpa sometimes wanted to show others how negligent she was, but
apparently Grandma had the ability to hide her condition in certain situations. For
Grandpa, she was like a parrot embarrassing its owner by refusing the trick it had done a
hundred times in private. It was surreal how Grandma sometimes remembered things that
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nobody else recalled. These were occasions when Colonel gave her a break, when she
roamed in the field of past memories with only a tiny basket and brought back small
portions of the crop. When she remembered these things but was still unable to recall
what had happened a few minutes before, Grandpa’s conspiracy theory got stronger and
stronger.
Returning to the living room, we saw Grandma flipping through an upside-down
photo album, saying all the names out loud.
“I don’t know which is stranger: that she’s holding the album upside-down or that
she recognizes everybody anyway.” Grandpa mumbled.
Trying to be cool and fair, I said, “You think she’s holding the album upside
down on purpose, Grandpa?”
“I don’t know. I just put it beside the fact that she recognizes everybody and I get
confused.”
Asking Grandpa to complete the shopping list, I sat beside Grandma and turned
the album right side up. We started looking at the picture of the four of us: me, Tara,
father, and mother. We were sitting on the edge of the pond in the backyard near a
watermelon vine with a couple of huge watermelons the size of me and Tara at that age.
“Do you recognize the faces, Grandma?” It was weird that I thought I had to
speak louder than usual for her to understand, although her hearing was intact.
“These beautiful faces. Oh and the, the the eggplants are huge.”
I gently closed the album, kissed Grandma on the forehead, and wiped my damp
eyes with my sleeves.
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When I returned to Grandpa’s desk, I saw the old man putting the spongy tip of
the marker down on the piece of paper, making a red swelling that was gradually taking
over the whiteness of paper. I took the marker from him, closed its cap, and when I
turned my head I saw the Colonel in his heavy uniform sitting at the other side of the
desk with a nasty grin on his face.
“You’ll forget it too. You’ll forget everything. Forgetting is the peace, forgetting
is the future.” The Colonel laughed and evaporated in the air like ink from the tip of a
magic marker.

***

Three days later, Grandpa called to let me know Grandma was not feeling well. He
sounded so traumatized that he was unable to explain what had happened. When I
arrived, I found Grandma lying naked on the hot pavement stones in the backyard. Her
hazelnut eyes glowed in the sun as she smiled like a happy baby. She had a bruise under
one eye, but showed no signs whatsoever of being in pain. The old man, on the other
hand, was in pretty bad shape. He looked pale and devastated and still seemed unable to
speak. I didn’t try to talk to him, I just went inside to bring an icepack for Grandma.
When I entered the kitchen, I felt the victorious presence of the Colonel in the air. I
grabbed an icepack from the freezer, rushing without looking around, fearing that I might
bump into the dreaded Colonel somewhere around the house. Carrying Grandma to her
bed, I saw Grandpa snuggling in his bed on the opposite side of their joint room. As I was
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rubbing the icepack on Grandma’s soft, wrinkly face, I was trying to figure out what to
make of the whole situation.
I didn’t have to deal with that dilemma for much longer. When I was leaving the
house, I had no idea that it was the last time I would see Grandpa. The next day, when I
went to check on them, the old man was lying white and cold in his bed. His glasses were
on his forehead while his eyes were fixed on the kitchen window. Grandma was
wandering, displacing objects around the house like a fish in a bowl turning over every
single grain of sand without recalling any of the previous sand it has lifted. The Colonel
was sitting on a cabinet, shaking his heavy boots, encouraging Grandma to keep doing
what she was doing. She was in such an oblivious state that breaking the news of
Grandpa’s death didn’t seem necessary.

***

With Grandpa gone, everything in that house seemed to be in a state of limbo. Every
object seemed to be waiting for something to happen. Grandma was still in such physical
health that she could live for many years. However, she spent most of her day sitting in
front of the kitchen window, which missed the persimmons that were now feeding the
noisy sparrows in the backyard. The Colonel sat between her and the nurse who lived
with her now, making sure she didn’t remember anything from the past. When I visited, I
didn’t have anything to say to her. We were like two strangers. I didn’t know much about
the new person she had become; she didn’t know me at all. I just kissed the forehead that
I had kissed many times before and sat beside her quietly until my tears appeared. Then I
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sat in my car and cried all the way home without knowing how long I could keep doing
this. Whenever I thought about that house, I saw the Colonel in his uniform with the same
cunning smile on his face. I knew that Grandma was quiet and peaceful and that the nurse
did only enough not to be accused of negligence. While each of us had different agendas
and emotions, we all thought about the same thing; we were all waiting for the same
person to descend on that house: the Colonel’s only superior agent, the almighty General
himself.
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Cyrus the Great

Colonel Zand was sitting on his over-stuffed royal armchair wearing a burgundy robe de
chambre and staring at an old Philips TV that was showing white noise. On his left, there
was a silver bowl full of dried apricots from his ancestral orchard in the suburbs. On his
right was a big window that looked out to a spacious backyard. A round shallow pool at
the centre was filled with fallen leaves, bird feces and dust. Crows crowed in the
pomegranate trees so ardently that it seemed to be a special day, at least for the feathered
community. The sky was partly cloudy and the wind was bringing along more and more
odd-looking lumps of clouds that each bore the shape of an impending disaster.
Almost all the furniture in the old Colonel’s house was labeled with pale yellow
Post-it notes. The note stuck to the now vintage typewriter close to his armchair read:
THIS IS A TYPEWRITER, WE USE IT TO. Another note that was stuck on the bottom
of the old note read: NOT ANYMORE. Next to the typewriter, there was a bronze bust of
the last Shah with a Post-it note attached on the base that read: THE LORD, THE
COUNTRY, THE SHAH.” The world SHAH was underlined three times in red ink. Next
to his armchair, there was a fountain pen with red ink on an antique telephone table along
with a pile of blank Post-it notes, pills, suppositories and an old remote control, all
meticulously arranged by the night shift caregiver who left Colonel’s house sharp at
seven in the morning. All the buttons on the remote control were covered with black tape
except for the volume and the power buttons, to stop the Colonel from ruining the TV
adjustments as he always did after a memory disorder.
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He was rubbing his bare feet together, looking at the white noise on the TV when
the old Siemens telephone beside him started ringing. The sound made Colonel jump, but
he pulled himself together and aimed for the phone like a military general at his desk. He
hoped it was Dara, his brother’s grandson who was the only person who still called him
sometimes. However, when he picked up the phone, he found out that it was Sima, the
young nurse who had been taking care of him in the morning shifts for the past couple of
month.
“Colonel Zand speaking,” he said in a rigid tone.
“This is Sima. I’m calling to let you know that I’ll be a little bit late today. I have
to attend to a personal emergency. I’m calling to check if you are okay.” Sima was almost
shouting through the street noise to make her voice heard.
“You know things are never okay with me,” replied Colonel, sounding
like he was getting fresh with a lower-rank officer.
“I’m sorry for that too, Colonel. I’ll try my best to be there soon.
When I arrive, you can show me your photo albums if you like.”
When Colonel heard this, a big smile appeared on his serious face, making him
look clownish. He hung up the phone and turned the channel, as if the phone call was all
he needed to combat the inertia haunting his soul and body. Flipping through the
channels, he stopped at the morning local news and placed the remote in the armrest
organizer. A female anchor in full hijab, sitting behind a flag-like arrangement of
artificially colored gladioluses, was celebrating the twenty-fourth anniversary of the
Islamic Revolution. In no time, Colonel pulled out the remote control again and turned
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the TV off as he growled bitterly: “You and your stupid flowers, you and your fake
smiles, you and your pathetic revolution. You’re all a bunch of filthy revolutionary pigs.”
Colonel, shaking with rage, went to the TV rack and found a Super 8 film in the
drawer that was labeled THE ULTIMATE PARTY, 1971 in red. He laboriously put it in
the player and pressed the play button as hard as he could. It was silent footage of the
2500th Year Celebration of the Persian Empire, set in the ancient city of Persepolis with
more than sixty members of royal families and heads of states dining together making for
the largest and most lavish official banquet in modern history. Colonel was one of the
generals in charge of designing the security platforms for the event and was proud of the
way the celebrations were managed and organized by his team. Despite his admiration he
was critical of some of the stupid ideas put forward by some of his colleagues—like
importing sixty thousand songbirds from Spain to create atmosphere in the artificial
woods they had specially planted for the occasion. All the birds had reportedly died
within three days as the desert had proved to be too hot for the sensitive European birds.
However, even on the days Colonel’s memory worked fine, he tended to neglect the
mistakes the Shah and his regime had made and preferred to focus merely on the glories
of the past.
When Colonel saw the Shah in his colourfully adorned military uniform, heavy
with stacks of glittering medals, raising the official toast, he touched the Medal of
Honour that was safety-pinned to his robe de chambre and felt proud and nostalgic. With
eyes filled with tears, he turned down the TV and walked toward the guest room. On a
large cage at a corner, a playful African grey parrot sat, singing a line from the prologue
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to The Book of Kings to himself in an old man’s voice. There was a Post-it note attached
to the bottom of the cage that read: THIS IS CYRUS. HE IS NOT A TRAITOR.
Colonel sat on a chair beside the cage and started talking to the bird. Cyrus was
the only creature that could make Colonel act like a human being, void of the vanity that
his career had imposed on him. “You should have seen the fiasco on their TV, Cyrus.
How many years are they going to celebrate this for? The thirty-sixth anniversary. Thirtysixth anniversary my ass!” Colonel said in a tender, friendly tone.
The old playful bird tilted his little head, wagged his orange tail and said in a
voice that was unmistakably like Colonel’s, "My ass, my ass!”
“You shouldn’t use that word, Cyrus,” Colonel said in an alarming tone.
“My ass! My ass!” repeated Cyrus.”
“Stop that already. Say hail to the Shah. Say hail to the Shah for me, Cyrus!”
“My ass! My ass!” repeated Cyrus as he twisted and turned cheerfully on the top
of the cage like a wind-up toy.
Colonel lost his temper and started rummaging through the stuff around him until
he found a checkered flannel sheet next to the chair and threw it furiously on the cage.
Cyrus managed to fly off and perch on a now ornamental revolver on a coffee table at the
far end of the spacious guest room. When the bird flapped, the Post-it note on the pistol
base that read TO PROTECT THE SHAH ONLY came off and glided under the sofa.
Running to catch the parrot, who was repeating his last favourite phrase, Colonel tripped
over, bumped his forehead on the sharp corner of a carved table and fell flat on the
carpet. His forehead started bleeding immediately. Colonel managed to stand up and drag
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himself to the washroom as he talked to himself, cursing and mumbling
incomprehensibly.
Standing in front of the washroom mirror, he looked at the bleeding man looking
in the mirror without recognizing him. The note on the mirror read, YOU ARE SEEING
YOURSELF COLONEL. Almost all the objects in the washroom were neatly labeled
too. SOAP IS USED BEFORE WATER. WHEN YOU FLUSH, IT WILL MAKE A
NOISE. IF YOU SEE BLOOD IN YOUR STOOL DON’T PANIC. THIS IS THE FAN,
TURN IT ON IF YOU FEEL YOU ARE SUFFOCATING YOURSELF. Blood dripped
in the white sink as he massaged his wrinkly face in front of the mirror and slurred: “A
bunch of traitors, a bunch of mediaeval peasants who still wrap their women in black
sheets. You should be ashamed of yourselves. You didn’t deserve that great man. You
didn’t deserve the glory. You didn’t deserve shit.” He opened the tap and as he looked at
the swirling thinned blood going down the drain he parroted, “Twenty-fourth anniversary
my ass!”
The utterance prompted Cyrus to say “My ass. My ass!” from the living room
again. Feeling that he couldn’t bear that anymore, he screamed, “I will kill you, you
bastard! You traitor. You peasant.” He slammed his left hand hard on the edge of the sink
and trudged out of the living room as he felt a sharp pain in his left hand, a burning
sensation in his forehead and a faint discomfort in his ever-deteriorating hemorrhoids.
He had to stand in the middle of the room for a moment to remember why he had
walked out of the bathroom. Before getting too disoriented, Cyrus’s shriek reminded him
of his mission and made him go right to the coffee table to grab his pistol. He checked the
Post-it notes on several drawers before he eventually found a box of ammunition with a
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note that read: ONLY TO DEFEND YOUR HONOUR, YOUR COUNTRY, YOUR
KING.
Loading the pistol with his shaking hands he said, “Shut up or I’m going to kick
your sorry ass like a chicken in the slaughterhouse. You do not deserve this royal life.
You are like those peasants. You don’t deserve shit.” By the time he loaded the pistol,
Cyrus was sitting on top of an antique long-case clock in the guest room, imitating the
ticking of the clock with his tiny head. Furious and restless, Colonel aimed the pistol at
the parrot, who wouldn’t forget the fun phrase he had just learned
When Colonel flexed his finger muscles to pull the trigger, thunder roared outside
and drops of rain began hitting hard at the window. Soon the leaves and the feces in the
pool were dancing on the water and the yellow of the pomegranate leaves turned into a
glittering gold as they felt the hand of rain on their skin. When the thunder rumbled
again, the crows finally put an end to their deafening ceremony and found themselves
shelters as they looked at the rain drops rolling down on their greasy, black feathers. It
was a rare rainy day in the desert town, and everybody would soon be gathering in the
streets to celebrate.

***

Colonel was crying over Cyrus’s dead body on the floor, still holding the pistol in his
right hand. “Who has done this to you, Cyrus? Please say something, Cyrus. Say
something for God’s sake,” Colonel muttered sobbingly. The dead bird was now the size
of a sparrow, as if life had escaped his body in the shape of flesh and feathers. Colonel
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touched the silent bird on its grey feathers, which had turned red to match the bird’s
fancy tail. When he touched his sore forehead their blood mixed, and Colonel felt his life
without Cyrus was like the life of the Shah without his kingdom. He cried as he touched
the ring around Cyrus’s leg, like Rostam in The Book of Kings sobbing over the dead
body of his son, Sohrab, whom he had unknowingly killed before recognizing the
familiar bracelet on his arm.
When Colonel finally had no tears to shed for his dead bird, he rolled away
toward the TV and continued watching the footage. He gazed at the TV as the Shah was
introducing the tomb of Cyrus to the heads of states in an arid desert. They were
surrounded by an army of soldiers standing like statues, sweating in their thick uniforms.
The young Colonel could be seen standing worriedly in the first row of the special guard
as a flock of birds flew above their heads. Colonel watched the footage with enthusiasm,
as if a single roll toward a distant past on a carpet had been enough to wipe out his
memory of the traumatic past hour. As he continued to watch the footage, he voiced
random words like “Shah,” “peasants” and “Cyrus” in a parrot-like fashion without
making much sense to himself or anybody else who might have heard him. Eventually,
when he tried to sit up to grab a tissue for his bleeding forehead, he heard the doorbell
buzzing persistently. Colonel didn’t know how to react to that sound, so he just sat there
gazing at the rough red disc at the centre of the white tissue in his hand.
After a click of a key in the door, Sima entered the house with a drenched
umbrella and a bag of sunflower seeds. She was soaked all over and panting as if she had
run a marathon. As she bent down to put her muddy boots in the shoe rack, she noticed
the note on the entrance door that read: IT’S A DOOR. ONCE YOU OPEN IT, YOU
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ARE EXPOSED TO TRAITOR’S AIR. The note made Sima laugh every day when she
entered. It also reminded her, before starting her housework, what sort of person she had
to deal with.
Hanging her coat, she started saying out loud, “I’m terribly sorry for being late,
Colonel. I had something that I had to deal with. You should see how it’s raining outside.
I think God has pressed the wrong button today. I've never seen it rain here like this.”
When she didn’t hear anything back from Colonel, she stepped cautiously forward.
“Colonel? Colonel Are you there? It’s me, Sima, your morning nurse. Colonel,
can you hear me?” She said it as loud as she could but didn’t hear anything back. At this
point she was feeling worried, not for Colonel, but in case her lateness had made Colonel
do something stupid that could get her in trouble. Reaching the living room, she paused
for a second, “Oh, I can smell something sweet, something burnt, like, like fireworks!
Colonel? Are you there?” She sniffed and advanced.
When she stepped into the guest room, she saw Colonel lying at the centre of the
maroon Persian carpet with Cyrus and a pistol beside him as he was gazing at a crystal
chandelier. A framed picture of the Shah was shattered and a couple of Post-it notes were
scattered around the room. Sima stood a few steps from Colonel’s body, certain he had
killed himself and the parrot.
“Oh my dear God, not today!”

***
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Three days later, Colonel was sitting in his wheelchair under a leafless elm tree in the
garden of a nursing home in the capital. The nurses in white overalls flitted around the
garden like butterflies in a daisy field. The golden medal pinned to Colonel’s pale blue
shirt was not the only thing that made him different from other residents: he had a cheap
green parakeet shrieking loudly on his shoulder too. The young bright bird, tied to
Colonel’s hand with a blue harness, bit his hand every time he offered it a treat. There
were a couple of Post-it notes stuck to the accessories he had with him. The note on the
end of the bird’s harness read YAYA IS YOUR BIRD NOW. Looking at the bird
desperately, he asked it to say hail to the Shah over and over again. The more Colonel
tried, however, the louder the untamed bird let out its loud screams. Colonel was looking
cold and distant like a griffin-topped column in the ancient city of Persepolis, with no
recollections of the wars, droughts, genocides or victories in the past. All he was left with
was a prominent scar on his forehead that was never going to go away.
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The Final Release

At nine in the morning, when Dara turned his vehicle down his grandmother’s alley, he
felt turmoil permeating the neighbourhood. It was going to be another sizzling day in that
excruciating time of the year when the sun curves closest to the earth. A few birds flying
from electric poles to the palm tree flapped their wings more hastily than usual. Under the
palm tree opposite his grandmother’s house where Dara always parked his car, an army
of ants were attacking the melting dates that had fallen from the tree. Waving a hand to
greet the few neighbours who walked briskly about, Dara stopped the car under the
shifting shade of the palm tree, covering the steering wheel with a wet cloth. When he got
out of the car, he could sense chaos in the alley, realizing that even the roosters crowed
with an unprecedented sense of urgency. He tried to ignore his instincts by rapping the
shining bronze knocker on the wooden door in a jolly rhythm.
“Which one of you is this?” answered Zari, the septuagenarian widow who was
still as quick as a sparrowhawk.
“It’s Dara, Grandma! Open!” He wiped a greasy layer of dirt and sweat off his
forehead with a finger, wiping it on his flannel pants.
“Thank God you are here, darling. Hold on, I’m coming. Don’t take off your
shoes.” Zari’s voice echoed amid a rattling sound through the old wooden door.
Her children and grandchildren were used to her habit of asking them to run
errands for her before letting them inside. She hoarded groceries, so as her reserves
shrank, she became increasingly anxious and bitter. Everybody knew her behaviour was
due to the recurring periods of war and famine she had witnessed, so they helped her to
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feel safe by piling up food, far more than a single person could consume even over
several months.
Opening the door, Zari appeared with an oilskin army bag that used to belong to
Dara’s father, who had lost his life during the war.
“Are we going to war?” Dara chuckled, but when he realized how pale his
grandmother was, he changed his tone. “What’s wrong, Grandma?”
“Open it wide and hold on tight until I return, son.” Zari, who had always been
incapable of talking about her emotions, handed the bag to Dara and went back inside
without kissing him.
Dara thought of following her to see what was going on, but he knew his
disobedience would upset the old woman. Trying to find the opening of the green army
bag, he guessed what the problem might be but refused to entertain the thought. Once he
opened the bag, he smelled the aroma that, as a child, he used to smell on his father’s
clothes each time he got back from the front. Contemplating these remote memories, he
heard a mewing followed by the roaring of his grandmother. Although the tension was
making his heart race, he tried to remain optimistic about what was going on behind the
door.
When Zari emerged again, she was holding Rostam under her arm with rage
running like thin blood under her skin. Rostam was a twelve-year-old, odd-eyed white
cat, a hybrid Turkish angora and Persian who had been living with Zari since he was a
kitten. Seeing the struggling cat with her, he realized why he had sensed chaos before.
The cat was all Zari talked about after the passing of her husband, Hooshang, so it wasn’t
surprising to see this creature as the reason behind her joys and sorrows. However,
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although the old woman was known for her love-hate relationship with the cat, Dara had
never seen the two of them this disturbed.
“Give me a hand, instead of just standing there like a rock with eyes.” Zari never
spoke to Dara like that.
Putting the cat in the bag, Zari tied the opening with a rope she pulled out from
under her shirt. Feeling relieved to be detached from the old woman’s arms, Rostam
settled calmly into the bag, but seconds later, in the darkness, he began to scream like an
infant separated from its mother.
“Why are you looking at me like this, Dara? Let’s go.” Zari grabbed the heavy
bag and shuffled her feet toward Dara’s car.
“Where are we going, Grandma?” Dara was puzzled.
“Get in the car, get in. Can’t you see how he’s wriggling?”
Zari got in the car, put the bag between her shaky feet, redid the knot of her scarf,
and held the rope over the opening of the bag firmly in her skinny hand. As they drove
through the maze of narrow adobe alleys, neither of them looked nor spoke to one
another.
When the car passed over the first bump in the road, Dara looked at his
grandmother and saw tears running down her cheeks. Not daring to ask any questions, he
breathed heavily as he aimlessly passed through the narrow monochrome alleys that
deepened the blueness of the clear sky. The old woman cried quietly as Rostam moaned
like a wildebeest in the bag. Amid her tears, Zari sometimes mouthed a curse at Rostam,
asking him to be quiet, and sometimes patted him lovingly through the oilskin bag.
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When they arrived at the town’s only park, which exhibited a monkey who
smoked cigarettes, a pair of peafowl, and a couple of ducks in a stinky pond, an old
pickup truck with a couple of sheep on the back made a careless swerve in front of them.
Dara rolled down his window, popped his head out and released all his accumulated
frustration on the old pickup driver.
“You should ride a donkey!” Dara’s words came out louder that he expected.
“I wouldn’t want to be riding you,” the pickup driver retorted immediately.
“Watch your language, old man,” Dara said in a bitter tone.
“If I’m not beating you right now, it’s out of respect for the old lady sitting next to
you.” The driver of the truck put his foot down, making the sheep in the back of the
pickup bleat madly in unison.
The incident broke the silence between Dara and his grandmother, and finally
Zari began to speak.
“The bastard has driven me crazy.” Zari moved the bag between her feet.
“What do you mean, Grandma?” Dara asked cautiously, not wanting to say
anything that might discourage her from talking more.
“The cat has totally lost his mind. He’s been jumping at all the mirrors in the
house. He darts around breaking all the glassware in sight.”
Dara remained silent.
“He has totally gone crazy. I don’t feel safe living with him anymore. Look how
many scratches he has given me,” Zari said as she rolled up her sleeve.
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Looking at the scars on the old woman’s arms, Dara remembered the days after
his grandfather’s death when Rostam had decided to act like a wildcat, killing the pet
cockatiel in a fit of rage, making Zari send him into exile in the shed for a couple of days.
“What are you planning to do now, Grandma?” Dara asked, with his eyes still
fixed on the road. “Are we taking him to the vet?”
“A vet? Do you have any idea how expensive that can get? Plus, I don’t think the
cat is salvageable. Once a cat is crazy, it stays crazy.” She paused for a moment and
continued. “I’m going to release him.”
“But where? Are you sure he can survive on his own?”
“I have thought about that. We should release him where there is a reliable source
of food. Nobody wants to keep a crazy cat at home, so I can’t offer him to anyone. This is
the only option we have.” The old woman wiped the tears off her soft, wrinkly cheeks.
When they arrived at the town’s only hotel, a potential site for Rostam’s release,
Zari realized that the hotel was not as popular as she imagined. After all, it was the
hottest season of the year, when no tourists would be setting foot in the sizzling town.
Giving up on the deserted hotel, Zari asked Dara to drive to a restaurant on the main
street where perhaps they could gamble on the customers’ lack of appetite and the
generosity of the restaurant’s owner.
When they arrived, however, they saw a big stray dog rummaging through a pile
of garbage out front. Exchanging a glance with his grandmother, Dara rolled up his
window and drove away.
They proceeded until they reached the Zoroastrian Tower of Silence that, in the
old days, had been very far from the town, but had become part of it in the recent waves
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of construction. Seeing the volcano-like tip of the tower, Dara slowed down to study the
area more carefully. However, when his grandmother saw the modern-looking cemetery
built near the tower, she would not even allow Dara to pull over. She didn’t want Rostam
running around with her fellow citizens’ bones in his mouth.
Having driven past the last of the residential buildings, they reached a bare road
stretched under the sun that imposed occasional mirages on the asphalt. Zari kept patting
the cat under the bag, while Dara rubbed his bare arms, which were burning under the
merciless sun. If the two of them had one thing in common with the cat in the bag, it was
that they didn’t know where the road was leading them.
Some ten miles out of town, the old woman noticed a walled orchard on the right
side of the road. Deeming the place as ideal for Rostam’s release, Dara parked opposite a
big blue door. Over the wall, he could see a cluster of red pistachios among the dark
green leaves. Zari studied the place through the window for a while, then got out of the
vehicle with the bag in her hand and skepticism in her eyes. Casting sweeping looks
around, she put the bag on the ground and untied the rope cautiously. When Rostam came
out, he looked nothing like the docile, timid cat Dara knew. He resembled a fierce tiger
who had just lost a cub to a pack of wolves. After taking a moment to reorient himself, he
lashed out at the back of the old woman’s hand and ran up the short wall.
From the edge of the wall, Rostam gave Zari and Dara a nasty look, turning his
big furry tail around his body without moving from his spot. He sat down and began
licking himself with no apparent care about his surroundings. Stung by the painful scratch
on her hand, Zari glared back at Rostam, picking up a stone to throw at him. She was
about to toss it when the big blue door opened and an old man emerged from the garden.
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“How can I help you?” the man asked in an unwelcoming tone.
“We were, we were here to, to—.” Dara stumbled over his words as he looked at
the old man’s dirty work clothes and rough hands.
“We were releasing a cat in your orchard.” Zari stepped forth.
“Why would you release your cat here?” The old man had not expected to hear
such an answer.
“We weren’t able to keep it anymore. Are you saying you don’t have room for a
small cat in your spacious garden?”
“God’s earth is vast. You could release him anywhere. I don’t have anything
against it if you pick this place. He won’t be the only cat here, but the thing is, I’ve heard
that when a domestic cat is taken away, it eventually comes back to where it lived
before.” The old man brushed some dust off his shirt as he talked.
“It doesn’t make any sense. We’ve come a long way. There is no chance the cat
will ever find his way back,” Dara said. He was about to thank the farmer before his
grandmother interrupted him.
“His name is Rostam. I thought you might want to know, now that he’s here with
you. Have a nice day, sir,” she said, then returned to the car.
Through the windshield, they saw the old man closing the big blue door behind
him as Rostam sluggishly walked toward the far end of the wall and disappeared behind
the tops of the pistachio trees.
On the way home, Zari cried quietly while Dara listened to the rattle of his car on
the bumpy road and tried not to think about anything. The car stank so much of the cat
that he had to roll down the window, even though it let out the cool of the air-conditioner.
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The old woman coughed and coughed between her long sessions of sobbing and sniffling
as they drove back to the house, passing by the cemetery, the restaurant, the hotel, and
finally through the maze of narrow adobe alleys downtown. As they reached Zari’s
house, Dara could feel that nothing would be the same after that trip, but he chose not to
speak about it.
The next few days were extremely tough for the old woman. She was agonized by
the continuing series of coughs that began the moment they drove away from the cat. Her
life had been narrowed into short, torturing intervals between the coughs that shook her
frail body. Dara thought there must be some kind of link between the cat scratch and her
coughs, but a medical checkup the next day proved him wrong, and Zari was sent back
home with only cough medicine and a few tranquilizers.
Two days after the release of the cat, Zari asked Dara to take some food for
Rostam at the garden. Busy, and unwilling to drive in the tormenting heat, Dara declined
by reassuring her that there was plenty of natural food for Rostam in the big garden. If the
cat failed to find his own food, Dara added, the old man wouldn’t allow him to starve.
Although the argument didn’t please Dara himself, Zari stopped insisting.
By the third day, Zari was overwhelmed by a devastating feeling of shame for
what she had done to her pampered cat. She couldn’t take the coughs, which continued to
torment her, any longer. Dara felt the same, so when he went to visit his grandmother in
the morning, they agreed to take a trip to the pistachio orchard to check on the crazy,
exiled cat.
Parking opposite the big blue door, they observed a group of men loading a truck
with large bags of fresh pistachios. The bitter scent of the squashed soft, pink pistachio
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peels was in the air. The men had covered their faces with a checkered cloth to protect
themselves from the sunshine and the allergens in the crops. Dara and Zari were not able
to find the old man among them, so they went to speak to one of the loaders.
“Good day, sir. I was wondering if you have seen a Persian cat around.” Dara felt
intimidated by the masked man.
“A cat?” The man pulled down the cloth over his mouth, showing his thick
mustache.
“Yes,” Zari said. “A white, Persian cat with odd eyes, one blue and one gray.”
Zari’s coughs interrupted her several times.
“Do you think I look every cat I see in the eyes, madam? Do you think we have
time for watching cats here?” He lifted the cloth back over his mouth and returned to the
orchard to bring out more bags of pistachios.
Giving up on the loader, Dara and Zari entered the orchard without asking
permission. Inside, they realized it was so big that they probably wouldn’t find Rostam
even if he was still there. They were desperately looking around when Dara saw the old
man emerging from behind a harvested tree.
“You are the people with the cat, right? What made you change your mind then?
Suddenly feeling sorry for him?” the old man asked with a grin.
“Please tell me if you’ve seen my Rostam, sir?” Zari put her hands together, ready
to plead with the old man.
“No. Last time I saw it was moments after you left. Didn’t see it again. I’m too
busy to look after cats here. It’s harvesting season, as you can see.” He picked a big
bunch of pistachios from the tree and offered it to them. “Here, have some fresh
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pistachios. The crop is exceptionally good this year. You can pick more for yourself if
you’d like.”
The man left them, moving on to fill his red basket. After wandering the orchard
for a while, Dara and Zari gave up and left.
On the way home, Zari looked around restlessly to see if she could spot Rostam as
she continued to cough heavily. Dara nervously opened pistachios with his teeth, piling
the shells in an ashtray until they got back home, hopeless and desperate.
Within the next couple of days, Zari almost lost her voice. She felt as if every
time she coughed, a chunk of her guts came up in her mouth. Despite her deteriorating
health and general weakness, she had set herself the task of boiling the lamb lungs Ali the
butcher put aside for her for the stray cats in the alleys. She went out around the
neighbourhood, laying out her homemade cat food on sheets of newspaper before noon.
Hungry cats left their hiding places to fight each other over those tasty lung chunks. For
Zari, it felt like atonement, but for the stray cats in the neighbourhood, it was simply a
heavenly offering that they accepted with enthusiasm.
When she was not feeding the strays, she sat on her floral quilt at the corner of her
tiny living room, holding her long, marble prayer beads and chanting atonement spells all
day. She spent her nights suffering from disturbing nightmares. Once, she dreamed that
the old farmer in the orchard had put her in a bag, taking her to the mill where the
pistachios were ground. All she had to do to free herself was to tell the old man that she
wasn’t a pistachio, but her constant coughs wouldn’t allow her to speak.
Deep down, she was content with the torturous days, because she felt they were
deserved. She thought the more she suffered, the sooner the burden would be lifted from
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her soul. She looked at herself in the mirrors that crazy Rostam had been so desperate to
throw himself into, touching the growing wrinkles on her skin and observing with dismay
the diminishing flame of life in her eyes. When she recalled how she’d wanted to throw
the stone at Rostam on the garden wall, beads of sweat formed on her skin, filling her
with an excruciating sense of guilt.
Mani’s morning visits lifted Zari’s spirits a little, but as soon as he left she went
back to her cave of agonies, dwelling on the gloomy destiny she had brought upon
herself. Dara offered to adopt a new cat for her, but the old woman no longer saw herself
as deserving companionship.
On the seventh day after the release of Rostam, the strays in the neighbourhood
had figured out exactly where the old woman lived. By the time the sun rose, a group of
hungry cats had gathered at her door, howling out of hunger and hope. Zari was lying in
bed with her mouth and eyes wide open. The curtains in her living room danced gently in
the hot wind that found its way in through a broken window. Zari would no longer have
to worry about her coughs, her guilt, or the fate of the cats outside her door.
When Dara came to visit before work, he saw the old woman lying flat on her
quilt with her prayer beads in hand. Within an hour, the small house was open to
everyone. Neighbours and relatives all appeared, bringing with them the hot air that had
been struggling to enter the house for a while. Mournful women swished the floor with
their long black veils as they came to bid her farewell. Men quietly sobbed, standing in
the corners as their shoulders shook gently. The sound of children playing in the
backyard intertwined with the weeping of Zari’s close relatives and friends. Dara cried
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quietly with his head against the harsh adobe wall, pressing his grandmother’s prayer
beads firmly in his fist.
The chanting of mournful religious verses echoed over the neighbourhood. The
summer sun didn’t discriminate between old or young, dead or alive, those who have lost
somebody or those who have not. It burnt everything without mercy or exception.
Dara was thinking about the narrow width of the muddy alleys that were in most
parts smaller than the length of a coffin that was supposed to carry his grandmother. The
thought filled him with a deep, sudden sorrow and a pain in his chest. The stray cats, who
once again had filled their stomachs with boiled lamb lungs, were full and content. They
wouldn’t worry about food anymore if they knew how they had been provided for in the
old woman’s will.
A few steps from all the drowsy cats who were now resting on their full stomachs,
a white cat curled his tail around his exhausted body, sitting like a member of the royal
family under the shade of the palm tree, licking dirt from his body.
Dara doubted at first that this white cat could be Rostam. However, as he walked
cautiously toward it, he realized the cat had recognized him. Excited and aghast, he bent
down and invited it into his open arms. When he felt the warmth of that familiar body
against his chest, he recalled what the pistachio farmer had told them. Smiling through
his grief, he lifted Rostam and pressed his cheek into his long, dirty fur as tears rolled
down the white fur.
As Dara held the heavy cat, ripe, sweet dates dropped from the palm tree with
every blow of the warm morning breeze. Mournful melodies could still be heard inside
the old woman’s house. Four men stepped through the narrow wooden door, carrying the
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coffin, eager to ensure that Zari’s funeral not overlap with the peak of the day’s heat.
Immersed in the softness of Rostam’s fur, Dara whispered to the cat in a soft, regretful
tone as they followed the mourning crowd, “We’re going to release Grandma today.”
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Sky Burial

It was 2 o’clock when our indigo tourist van arrived at the last of the historical sites on
the itinerary. The big green sign next to the gate read Maneckji Limji Hataria, which
sounded like a spell to the strangers. The late April sun shone as if it was a lunatic who
scratched every living creature in reach with its sword. April was not the cruelest month
in the desert, but it was the end of the season when people would undertake discretionary
outdoor activities. Other than the sixteen Swedish tourists whose hair glowed in the sun
like corn silk, the van carried the fifty-two-year-old local driver, a plainclothes morality
policeman who maintained a shrewd grin at all times, and Asha and me, who worked as
guides for Pearl of the Desert, a local tourism agency run by a penny-pinching
entrepreneur. We were coming from a touristy lunch at a traditional restaurant downtown,
and everybody was heavy from eating saffron rice with orange peels and pistachios and
the famous kubideh kebabs, all served with soporific yogurt drinks.
When the van parked in the shade of the tall walls of the Zoroastrian site, the
passengers came to me and Asha one by one, asking for coffee. We had to apologize and
explain that there was no chance of finding coffee on a Friday afternoon in our town. It
was then that Peter Larson came to our rescue. He was one of the Swedish tourists with
whom I had briefly conversed earlier.
“But isn’t it that drinking coffee in your culture is considered a luxurious gesture
reserved for infamous “intellectuals,” the nouveau riche and showoffs?” Peter said this in
a jolly tone, making everybody laugh except the driver, who didn’t speak English.
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Peter was a tall, blond man in his late forties with a scar on his right cheek that
looked as if he had had a narrow escape from death. He had introduced himself as a
“death scholar” based in Stockholm, claiming that he was writing a chapter on
Zoroastrian death rituals and that he had been engrossed in the idea of excarnation for
years. As I secretly examined the mark on his face, I realized that his eyes were filled
with an urge to discover, a passion for exploration of something that he couldn’t possibly
find among books in Swedish libraries.
We walked past the entrance kiosk, where we had to buy sixteen tickets for
double the price locals would pay, and arrived at the vast walled desert. The compound
comprised twelve humble adobe buildings scattered around a cylindrical stone
construction on top of a mountain. It attracted attention from miles away. The tower was
built by ancient Zoroastrians for excarnation, the removal of flesh from the dead body by
scavengers. It had been gradually developed as a tourist attraction a couple of decades
ago, since the practice of such burial methods was declared a health hazard and
consequently illegal.
When I brought tours to that site, I often began my explanations with the most
intriguing part: the dead bodies. I explained that the dead bodies were placed atop the
tower to be cleaned of flesh by vultures for the fear that burying the corpse would
contaminate the earth, a sacred element in the Zoroastrian religion. Based on several
unpleasant experiences, including tourists fainting in the tower, I made sure to reiterate
that the whole excarnation practice was abolished long ago and that the dead were now
buried in a cemetery on the opposite end of the town. However, I have to confess that I
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could sometimes smelled the aroma of death, particularly when I stood on the edge of the
ossuary pit in the centre of the tower.
As we walked on the fine sands toward the tower, we saw a caravan of camels
loping on a remote patch of mirage long before we could hear the jingling of their bells. I
hadn’t seen so many calves in years. It was perhaps the sign of a wet year, which had
been made possible thanks to the miracle of Russian propeller airplanes participating in
the cloud seeding program. The number of birds was exceptional too. The old-world
vultures, locally known as pharaoh's chicken, could be seen flying at the highest
imaginable distance, above all propeller aircrafts, chubby ravens and colourful kites that
children flew on weekends. They made turns above the tower looking for animal
carcasses that the Zoroastrian community had put there to keep these feathered agents of
Ahura Mazda content. Everywhere we walked pieces of bone were lying on the sand, and
I had to reassure the tourists, time and again, that they couldn’t belong to humans.
As we passed by the closest of the adobe buildings, I showed the group the old
guardians of the site, who were also the last living Zoroastrian dead-bearers in the entire
country. The very old couple, sitting in the shade of a wall, had skin covered in moles and
wrinkles that went perfectly with the earth beneath their feet. The old man, Jamshid, was
poking at his pipe, mixing the aroma of cheap tobacco with the incense that was burning
smoothly in brass stands all around the site. His wife, Mehrbanu, wearing all the colours
of nature in her floral scarf, was sitting at a decrepit table, dusting sunscreen lotions,
sunglasses, straw boaters and packs of incense that exhibited their five-digit price tags in
the ever-weakening local currency. For a couple who, according to tradition, were not
allowed to leave the cemetery for their entire life and had to live mainly on the generosity
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of the shrinking community, that small business meant slightly more ingredients in
Mehrbanu’s pots and better tobacco in Jamshid’s pipe.
I was explaining who Maneckji Limji Hataria was to an elderly tourist when Peter
Larson came to stand by my side. When I finished, Peter added, “He was also appointed
emissary by the Persian Zoroastrian Amelioration Fund, which sought improved
conditions for the less fortunate co-religionists in your country.”
I was baffled by how knowledgeable he was about our part of the world. During
our brief conversation before, not only I had gotten familiar with his academic interest
and his knowledge, but I had taken a liking to him because of his warmth and his
humour. He was among the tourists whose memory would last with me for a while, and
perhaps one of the very few I would consider keeping in touch with. This feeling was the
main reason I risked my position and warned him about the existence of the plainclothes
policeman, who would immediately notify the authorities if he suspected any tourists of
an agenda other than sightseeing. But Peter did not look like a man who would be
bothered by such small risks. His eyes were hungry for new stories and his ears were
ready to absorb all the trivia in the air that had even the thinnest connection to the topic of
death.
Having led tours in that Tower of Silence for a couple of years now, I had a good
knowledge of the sky burial: the historical significance of the place, the architecture of
the tower and the funeral rituals practiced around it. I was also confident in my ability to
deliver an accurate account in English to meet the average tourist’s needs, but I had a
feeling that the answers to Peter’s questions could not simply be found in my surface
knowledge. I particularly realized this when he asked me if I had read Robert Murphy, a
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translator for the British colonial government of India in the early nineteenth century who
had first proposed the term ‘Tower of Silence’ as a translation of the Avestan word
dakhma. I was embarrassed that a man from a Nordic country knew much more than I did
about a place that was only a ten-minute drive from the home I had lived in my entire
life.
After trying to answer a couple of his questions, I realized that Peter wanted me to
take him to the old guardians of the site for some further inquiries. For that, I put Asha in
charge of leading the team toward the tower and walked with Peter to the old couple's
cottage. I was curious to know what questions he had in mind and how the results would
appear in the book he had promised to send me once it was published. Peter made it clear
that he mainly wanted to know how the couple’s experience of not leaving the cemetery
for years had affected their lives and what had motivated them to make such as
commitment. These were topics that immediately made me uncomfortable because I had
heard that the old man had had some chest pain while conversing with a tourist a couple
of years ago. There were rumours that the incident had exacerbated the old man’s heart
condition and led to his only trip outside the cemetery, for treatment. I was also
concerned about the plainclothes policeman, who not only had to make sure the tourists
observed Islamic hijab at all times, but was ready to report any other suspicious activities.
Despite these concerns, I felt that, for some reason, I wanted to witness Peter and the old
couple’s conversation, and I had mainly my curiosity to blame for that.
After a warm handshake, Jamshid and Peter sat on the two ends of a bench in the
narrow shade of the cottage wall. Looking at the old couple reminded me of my late
grandparents, who had raised me. I seated myself on an upside-down mortar in front of
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them so I could see both of their faces while translating their words. It was an intimate
and yet awkward encounter. They seemed to have a mutual understanding that was
unlikely for two people who didn’t speak each other’s languages. Unlike Jamshid, his
wife seemed a little nervous and uncomfortable around Peter. She refrained from saying
hello to Peter and only nodded to return my warm greeting as she kept busy dusting.
As I could anticipate, Peter first asked Jamshid why he had chosen to work there.
With the enthusiasm of a man who seemed to have waited long to tell someone an
unfinished story, Jamshid started by saying that he had been living in that cemetery since
he was sixteen and had been working as the guardian of the site for almost 70 years.
“I didn’t choose anything. I had never chosen anything except the fact that I didn’t
want to have children. I didn’t want to make another human being go through what I had,
what I had borne in my life.” Jamshid paused for a long time before continuing.
“When my grandfather died, I was sixteen. My parents had died of cholera when
I was very young. So I was brought up by my grandfather. He was the nicest person I had
ever known in my life. I had never had children or grandchildren, but I think the type of
love he gave me was unique, a kind reserved for grandparents, a way of loving with all
the affection and no commitments. At his funeral, I was walking behind the crowd. My
four uncles were carrying his heavy metallic coffin. The coffin was followed by my
cousins and my aunts. Mehrbanu’s father was also there. He was the dead-bearer of the
tower at the time. He walked ahead of the coffin in his white cotton robe and everybody
else followed. He chanted verses from Avesta as he shuffled on the sands toward the
tower.” Jamshid pointed at the tower, which was being circled by a couple of vultures.
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“The sun was crazy that day. The sweat on the body turned into sharp crystals in
no time and penetrated our skin like needles. You should come here in the summer to see
what I mean by the heat.” He turned his head from me to look at Peter.
Fanning himself with his blue and yellow cap, Peter smiled, “I wouldn’t. This is
already too much for me. I can feel that I’m already melting.”
“Back then, there were sand dunes all over here, where the town is expanded
now. This desert has always been indifferent to death. It shrugs every time somebody
dies. It was the same when my grandfather died, and I was mad at the desert. He was the
man who taught me everything, taught me how to live like a man. That day I realized
how death really felt without having any idea that I would be dealing with death my
entire life. To me, death is now like anything else, like smoking the pipe, like making the
fire, like dusting the table, but at that time it was huge. It shook me. It changed me
forever.” Peter made some notes, nodding to me as I translated.
Jamshid had a way with words and all the time in the world to tell stories, but I
could see that Peter was anxious for him to answer his question. So he interrupted me to
ask Jamshid what happened next.
“The old man was being carried and I felt exhausted under the blazing sun. My
lips were so dry that they could crack any minute. I was looking around to see if anyone
had a drink of water when I noticed two black cars, with flapping flags, emerging through
a path between two sand dunes, right there.” Jamshid pointed with his pipe stem at a
scene dominated by four transmission towers that were standing there like bullies with
arms folded.
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He coughed a lot. Smoking had given his coughs a grotesque quality. “The cars
were making dust behind the trail as they advanced. Then came the sound of drums,
cymbals and flutes. The black cars were followed by a large crowd of people who were
singing mournful verses from the Avesta.”
Telling the story had blown life and energy into the old man. “When they got
close enough, I noticed a big band of twelve percussion players and five flute players,
hitting and blowing their instruments to break the silence of the desert. They walked
behind the two black Mercedes that bore the logo of the town’s gendarmerie, followed by
a large crowd of soldiers and then ordinary men and women in their bright attires. A
coffin was being carried by sixteen men. The population was so large that they pushed to
the margins in no time. The loud music made all the vultures fly away. I can still
remember the flapping of the vultures that had darkened the sky.”
He then turned his head to Peter and said, “Soon we found out that the man in the
coffin was Colonel Kaykhosrow, the head of the town gendarmerie. I was wandering
around, watching all of this when I bumped into a girl with a water urn in her hands. She
had big beautiful eyes that I can’t ever forget.” I noticed that Jamshid was trying not to
look at Mehrbanu.
“I asked the girl for some water and we ended up chatting. I found out that the
gendarmerie people wanted to gather as big a crowd as they could, thinking that the
population could bring the Colonel the kind of popularity he had never had while he was
alive.” The old man chuckled bitterly.
“I was too young at that time to understand, but everybody knew that the Colonel
was horrible man, a corrupt military tyrant who had gained power by assisting the Shah
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to buy more and more properties in that region. The girl told me that she was sure that the
next day at dusk when the vultures landed on Colonel’s body, they would pull out his left
eye first.” When Jamshid said that, Peter suddenly sat upright and had a rush of blood on
his fair cheeks.
“I asked the girl what if they didn’t take out the eyes; what if they started with,
let's say, the tongue. The girl said that there was no way the vultures would begin with
any other parts, because it was what Ahura Mazda has taught them to do. She was the
first person who explained this to me, that with righteous people, the vultures would
begin with the right eye, and with sinners they would first take out the left eye.” When
Jamshid said this, a huge vulture flew from the neighbouring adobe building and perched
on the edge of the wall that had lent us its shade. Hearing the flapping of the vultures’
wings, Jamshid went inside to return with a plastic bag full of chicken carcasses and put
it next to a wooden electricity pole in front of the building. When he clapped his hand the
vulture made a big cloud of dust, flew over the plastic bag, grabbed it with its powerful
claws and flew back to the roof of cottage. The fear and the dust made Peter cough a
couple of times. His face had turned pink and he was shaking his legs nervously on the
bench.
“Tell us what happened next?” This time I impatiently asked him myself.
Jamshid puffed at his pipe and said, “The big drum banged and all the assembled
people bowed to the body of the Colonel before he was taken inside the tower. I said
goodbye to the girl and walked toward my grandfather’s body which was beginning to rot
in the sun. I couldn’t forget what the girl had told me about the eyes of the dead.
Although I was almost certain that my grandfather was a righteous man, I wanted to
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make sure he went to heaven. As I was standing by his coffin, I finally burst into tears
when I saw one of my aunts holding my grandfather’s glasses. As I was crying, I saw
Colonel’s mourners coming back from the tower with steps that made the entire desert
shake under my feet.” He was crying again and wiped his tears with the back of his hand,
making me think of my own grandfather’s last days.
When Mehrbanu saw her husband cry, she left her desk and came forth to ask us
to stop. Peter seemed like a child who didn’t want to let the story end. I turned my head
and saw the morality policeman marching with his heavy praying bead in his hands and
eyeballing the four of us. The group was climbing down the tower like a swerving line of
colourful dots. It was a tricky situation, but I tried to stay cool.
Mehrbanu poured some water for Jamshid out of an urn and placed it in his shaky
cupped hands. Then she looked him in the eyes and said, “You know what’s more
dangerous than smoking this goddamn pipe, it’s remembering stuff! Don’t you remember
what the doctor told you?”
Pretending that he hadn’t heard Mehrbanu, Jamshid placed the glass on the bench
and continued, “I was heartbroken and angry by how the gendarmerie people have given
priority, but at the same time hopeful that I could arrange to send my grandfather to
heaven. I had made a plan and was determined to accomplish it. I found an excuse to
miss the ritual of fire that was supposed to be held after the funeral and stayed on the site
after everybody else left.” I was getting emotional and it made the task of translation
more difficult.
Mehrbanu was sitting by her husband, holding his hand as he looked up at the
sky: “When the moon propped itself on top of the tower, I climbed up the hill with a
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peculiar fear in my guts. I used a candle that I had found in one of the cottages to
supplement the moonlight, which seemed particularly bright that night. Stepping on the
pebbles that covered the entire platform, I discovered that both bodies were placed next
to each other a few steps from the pile of skeletal remains. Behind the corpse there was a
semi-defleshed body in a shredded white shroud with blood stains all over. I found the
foul smell unbearable, something that I got used to over the years, so I hid my nose under
the collar of my shirt and advanced. When I stood over his body, a candle tear dripped on
my grandfather’s bare chest.” Jamshid's tears dropped on his hand-woven top shoes.
“I bent down to wipe the tear, but the reality of his death hit me so hard that I
started crying all over again. As I was listening to the howling wolves in the distance, I
realized there were shadows roaming on the circular wall of the tower. I looked up and
found out that the shadows belonged to the clouds that were crossing over the moon with
the breeze that at the same time was trying to put out my shimmering candle. My entire
body was shaking, but I wasn’t sure if it was fear or grief. I balanced the candle on a
stone, bent over my grandfather and touched his short beard as my tears dropped on his
neck. I moved my fingers gently over the old man’s forehead and through his nose and
eyelashes. The thought of that fact, that his eyes had no life anymore, was devastating to
me.” Jamshid paused for a while and continued after he gave Mehrbanu an affectionate
look.
“It still saddens me after decades,” added Jamshid in a low tone.
Peter was rubbing his hands over his kneecaps fretfully. Three vultures were
clapping their heavy greasy wings at a distance as a group of tourists filmed them with
their phones.
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Jamshid faced Peter for the first time and continued, “I had to get the job done
quickly, so I pressed my two shaking fingers against each other, formed them into a hook,
placed them it on his right eyelid, and just when I was about to poke, I heard the crack of
the gate from behind.” Jamshid had screwed his hand into a fist.
“I immediately blew out my candle and walked back until my back was against
the wall. I noticed two men in uniforms scanning the area with their torches. The leading
man was slightly chubby with a pencil mustache, and the man following had a face that
in the dark looked like a defleshed fox. As they entered the tower, they were having an
argument. One of them was saying that he hadn’t become a sergeant to pull dead people’s
eyes. The other one was saying that he hadn’t become a sergeant to be fanned on a throne
either, so he had better stop whining and do his job.” Jamshid filled his pipe with fresh
tobacco.
“The two sergeants were arguing as one of them bent over the Colonel’s body.
When he reached his hand to perhaps pull a knife or something, a pebble slipped under
my feet and the two sergeants jumped off out of fear. The first one screamed and the
other one tried to calm him down by placing his hand over the former’s mouth. When
they overcame the shock, they turned toward the source of the sound to find me there,
shaking like a weeping willow. They were so scared that they attacked me hysterically
and beat me before I started begging them.”
“The next day I woke up in a cell in the gendarmerie. The deceased Colonel’s
son, who had taken over from his father, had already summoned my family to threaten
them. Eventually, he gave us a settlement that involved dispatching me to the Tower of
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Silence to work as an assistant dead-bearer with Arbab-Shahryar. I was never to talk
about that night or the night before.” Jamshid placed his hand on Mehrbanu’s lap.
“You know the dead-bearers had never been allowed to leave the site unless there
was an emergency. Our children were bound to stay here and become dead bearers too.
That was why, when I married Shahryar’s daughter, we decided never to have children.”
Jamshid talked as he looked at Mehrbanu from the corner of his wet eyes.
Mehrbanu just bit her lip and didn’t say a word. The morality policeman, who was now
more concerned with the scarves on the women who had gathered at the gate, glanced at
the three of us and addressed me in a sarcastic tone: “I hope your conference has been
productive, Dara.” I knew that the more I reacted to the morality policeman the worse
things could become, so I just smiled at him. Peter had placed his red Moleskine on his
lap and jotted down something quickly, looking content and even victorious.
Just about the time Peter and I were to say goodbye to join the rest of the team at
the exit gate with Asha, a vulture flew over Jamshid’s cottage and dropped a bone a few
steps away from his bench. Peter, who was no longer frightened by the big birds, went to
grab the arm-length bone. Jamshid smiled and took the bone from Peter. I went ahead so I
could translate what was about to be exchanged between them, but Jamshid just grabbed
the bone and shuffled toward his cottage. Reaching the door, he turned back and told me:
“Tell him that this vulture has been bringing back my grandfather’s bones for sixty
years.”
Mehrbanu was back at her desk, dusting stuff, hoping to make some sales. I told
Peter that there was an old saying in the desert that it’s not the passage of time that makes
women old, it’s all the dusting. Peter just gave me an empty smile. He was perhaps not
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hearing what I was saying, completing the chapter on Zoroastrian death rituals in his
head.
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Afterword

I
It started from the bus that took us to the capital to visit Tehran International Book Fair.
If the people who visited just to enjoy the cheap snack and the rare unsegregated
atmosphere were to be counted, the fair could be considered the most crowded event
centred on books in the world. In that old Mercedes-Benz bus, I was accompanied by
thirty-two of my classmates, most of whom were to visit the capital for the first time in
their lives. We were supervised by a secondary-school teacher, a war veteran with one
artificial eye, who was supposed to teach us morality if such a thing could be taught, but
fortunately focused mostly on his stories of the war. He was good at telling stories, and
that made the long ride on that malodorous bus pass more swiftly. Unlike most of the
boys in my class, I came from a family with a literary background — storytellers who,
unlike many ordinary people with similar ability, were conscious of their exquisite skill.
The maternal side of the family took pride in being the descendants of a celebrated
nineteenth-century poet and owning a family anthology with page after page of corny
classical poetry on love and patriotism. So acquiring a list of worthy books to buy from
the fair was not difficult given the abundance of intrusive uncles and aunts who were avid
readers and willing to influence the budding boy. However, the list gave me a good
excuse to act snobbishly and the boys an excuse to give me a hard time.
In that gigantic book fair, I was baffled by the size of the crowd and the diversity
of books in the shelves. Well-dressed boys and girls from the capital talked about their
favorite books in the too generously lighted, air-conditioned corridors, flipping through
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the books they had bought on the lawns as they enjoyed their ice-cream cones and soft
drinks. Having come from a remote desert town, I immediately responded to that aura by
thinking that I was being completely left behind from the heart of events that took place
out in the world. It was my first time realizing that a universe existed outside my small
desert town — a universe that I needed to educate myself about and strive to be a part of.
While most of my classmates wandered around, trying to talk to girls or find a tastier
snack for a better price, I was sailing through the busy corridors looking at the books and
the people with awe and wonder. In my dream-like meander, I came across a tall stack of
books in a trolley being pushed by a vendor who sold copies at half the price printed on
their white and blue covers. The books in the trolley were copies of the Persian
translation of Gabriel García Márquez’s One Hundred Years of Solitude; they were being
rapidly sold because the authorities had sent an ultimatum to the publisher to take the
novel out of the exhibit due to its explicit content. It was a time when books in Iran were
subject to a post-vetting policy and not just the regular pre-auditing that has been
common for the last four decades. I was one of the lucky ones to get their hands on a
moderately expurgated copy of that book, partaking in that allegedly sinful bargain
without knowing the author or the content.
On the cover of the book appeared a quote by Natalia Ginzburg that I still
remember vividly to this day: “If it is true as they say the novel is dead, or is preparing to
die, let’s stand up and cheer for the last novel.” That fascinating blurb gave me a good
excuse to seclude myself from other boys on the return trip that, in retrospect, passed like
a short flight. Nauseated and sick from hours of reading on the bus, I arrived home with
an urge to finish the book. For the next few days, I hardly ever left my room as I was
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busy reading and rereading the chronicle of Macondo, making notes and drawing a
family tree of the Buendía clan, who seemed as if they were my own uncles and aunts.
Prior to that date, I had read various fantastical fictions, from Jules Verne, Isaac Asimov
and John Christopher to One Thousand and One Nights, The Book of Kings and the tales
of Calileh va Demneh. But as intriguing as all of these books were, I found them so
otherworldly that I was never curious about them beyond their covers. In fact, I had no
idea literature could be so much closer to my own life and at the same time so captivating
and extraordinary. Until that intense experience with One Hundred Years of Solitude, I
had never considered reading as an automatic, self-motivated activity. If I read, I did it as
a pastime in the warm days of summer when playing ball was out of the question; or I did
it simply to impress my mother, who fed me with the books that she herself loved as a
teenager. It was the Colombian writer who encouraged me to explore more, breaking the
walls of my confined surroundings that since the trip had started to feel suffocating. This
yearning for exploring the worlds beyond was perhaps the main reason I gave up
studying engineering, choosing the path of literature to reach the blurry, faraway goal that
I had set for myself.
Nevertheless, university years came to me as a bit of a disappointment. Realizing
that the books I had to read for my degree were not going to be set in that familiar warm,
animated world that García Márquez had revealed to me, I gradually lost interest in my
major. Another reason for my disenchantment was that I had to deal with Chaucer and
Shakespeare and Milton and all those great British authors in a language that at that time
I could hardly hold basic conversations in. I had started taking my English lessons
seriously only recently and had never read a book in any language other than my mother
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tongue prior to my enrolment in that English literature program. So I was experiencing
one of those familiar cases in which academia succeeded in dimming the flame of a
student’s love for a subject. Luckily, the disillusionment didn’t stifle the urge to explore
the world or to escape the dead end that I saw myself in. Upon graduating from my fouryear program, I seized the first opportunity to escape home, this time against the
objections of my grandparents, who were too fond of me to let me leave. Moving to
Southeast Asia, I was still interested enough in literature as a subject to continue in this
academic direction. There, instead of focusing exclusively on British literature, I had the
chance to familiarize myself with English-language fiction from other parts of the world,
particularly the so-called Commonwealth countries. I also savoured living in the tropics
because it projected the sharpest distinction from the monochromatic khaki of my desert
town. I thought I had found my paradise, the other end of the world. I was thrilled to be
living in that easygoing place, waking up to the singing mina birds on palm trees,
walking amidst the scent of mangos and guavas being carried on carts by jolly vendors in
the streets of Kuala Lumpur, the melting pot of various traditions and languages.
During those years of studying literature, I never thought I would be able to write
my own stories. I dedicated a considerable amount of my time to translating works of
fiction to and from English, but I had never thought of writing my own. My writing was
confined to classical poetry, which in our family was nothing impressive. I always
considered fiction a task reserved for foreigners because every novel or short story I had
read so far was written in English or had been translated from a European language.
Because I was unfamiliar with Iranian fiction at the time, the thought of writing stories in
my native language didn’t make much sense, just as the thought of creating fictional
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characters that bore the same name as my aunts and uncles seemed absurd. I was under
the impression that the oral nature of my mother tongue was so dominant that it only
suited daily conversations or writing rhyming verse on no other subject than love. In
retrospect, I believe that in order to write I needed access to some sort of a literary
tradition, which in my case was non-existent at the time.
Still in Southeast Asia — in a life that, looking back, seems like a distant dream
— I received a phone call from my grandparents, whom I had been avoiding for a while.
I didn’t take their calls mainly because every time I spoke to them, I felt under great
pressure to go back to the town that had taken me hostage. During that conversation, I
realized my grandmother wasn’t making much sense and my grandfather was frightened
and frustrated by her deteriorating memory. She had Alzheimer’s disease, and it was at
this moment that I suddenly felt the danger of losing them for the first time in my life.
What was even more frightening than their inevitable loss was the thought of not being
recognized by them by the time I returned. So I started packing up my stuff to go back,
feeling an urge to write about them, not for the sake of writing, but as a way of preserving
them, a way of pushing the pause button or taking control of a world that was in danger
of shattering before my eyes.
Back at home, I witnessed my grandmother’s withering day after day. I helplessly
clung to writing in an attempt to resist the devastating circumstance. I wrote my first
story, autobiographical as many first fictions are, by relying exclusively on my heart. I
sent the story to a literary magazine in the capital. The next month, I received a copy of
the magazine with my story in it, a quote from it on the cover, and a cheque that I knew I
would never cash. At the end of that same year, I was notified that my story was selected
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as one of the top three stories of the year by the magazine’s readers and was going to be
published in a collection. I realized that although my grandma was a door that was being
shut, at the same time she was opening a window in front of me. Still, writing that piece
brought some difficulties too. After reading the story in the magazine, my relatives
started accusing me of portraying an unreal image of my grandfather, of demonizing him,
and of being disrespectful. The experience made me not want to publish anything else for
a while. While I continued writing stories, I published them as Persian translations of an
amateur Arab writer that I claimed I had befriended — a strategy that in the long run
made me feel disgusted and ashamed.
After the passing of both my grandparents within a year after my return, I felt I
had no fear in life. The death of the closest people in my life turned out to be a liberating
experience. Suddenly, I felt free of that perpetual sense of shame for being away for too
long, for writing about them, for my pseudonymous writing. When we buried them in the
ground, I was no longer frustrated about my decision to return home. I realized that I
wanted to write about my hometown with all its peculiar customs and the superstitious
beliefs that I had previously revolted against. I felt that I suddenly loved that town to the
extent that I wanted to rub my hands on its blistering walls, embracing its pillars, adoring
it with all that was in my power. As a result, I started photographing the town and writing
nonfictional pieces about it.
After immersing myself in such experiences for a while, I thought I had better
give fiction another try. I needed the liberation that fiction gave me as opposed to the
precision that non-fiction demanded and the confinement it entailed. Remembering that
controversial first experience with fiction, I thought maybe I could use another migration,
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this time to a foreign tongue to make my life easier. Writing in English, I could escape
not only the burden of being judged by my relatives but also all the confining
associations that were piled up around our mother-tongue. Although I had a smaller
vocabulary and less spontaneity in English than in Persian, I felt freer and truer to my
feelings in that language. Putting together some stories for my portfolio, I found myself
intoxicated with the possibilities that the English language had to offer. Suddenly, I was
writing within a literary tradition that felt more familiar. I realized that in the absence of
the distracting possibilities of wordplay and language games that writing in my mother
tongue presented, I could concentrate exclusively on storytelling. In this process, I
discovered through experience what linguists Benjamin Whorf and Edward Sapir
hypothesized: namely, “that speakers of a particular language are led to think, perceive
and remember the world in a way specific to that language” (Tohidian 68). I was
intrigued by the rationality of the English language, its technicality in contrast to the
excessive lyricism I felt my mother-tongue imposed. Writing in English not only gave me
a new set of words and phrases and a greater freedom of expression, it also offered new
ideas and new perspectives that enabled me to tell of the world that surrounded me.
II
I come from Iran, a country of many controversies: an ancient civilization, it is a longtime ally of the West — Jimmy Carter called it the “Island of Stability” — but after the
Islamic revolution it became part of the “Axis of Evil” and subject of countless disputes
in the media. It is a country of contradictions that induces heated global discussions and
interpretations. Foreigners’ limited access to the country during the past four decades has
resulted in Iran’s ever-growing obscurity and misrepresentation. Hence, many people in
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the world don’t know what to think of the country or what to expect from it. In Maritime
Canada, I personally encountered a man who, sincerely or cunningly, asked me if we still
rode on camels. I met with a well-meaning family who wondered it was all right if they
invited me to a game of pool or shook my hand. In all these moments, I didn’t know what
to say or how to react because yes, there are still people in some remote villages who ride
camels in the desert and yes, there are some fanatics who believe women have to cover
themselves head to toe and have no contact whatsoever with men; but at the same time a
great percentage of our population live in modern cities with every comfort while men
and women have relationships just like men and women in most of the rest of the world.
Within the last couple of years, by traveling to various places and meeting with many
people, I have learned that my homeland cannot be easily represented or described. It is a
vast, plural country that is at the same time a democracy and a theocracy with a
population of liberals and fundamentalists, conservatives and reformists, rightists and
socialists and intellectuals and bigots. It is everything that the media and many people in
the West say it is and, at the same time, not at all like that.
While knowing a fair amount of background information and context about the
country could be used to interpret the stories in Colonel Alzheimer, I do not intend my
fiction to be about any of the hot issues that make it to the headlines of Western media.
While the works of Iranian diaspora authors such as Marjane Satrapi, Shahriyar
Mandanipur, Azar Nafisi, Shahrnush Parsipur and Betty Mahmoody have enjoyed
widespread popularity in the English-speaking world, most of them take up a politically
oppositional stance, tending to focus on representing gendered and political repression,
liberation in exile, and migration — subjects that can occlude the reality of ordinary life
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in Iran. Unlike the writing of the aforementioned authors, my stories do not seek to
appeal to existing beliefs held by the majority of Western readers or to reiterate the
clichés of the diaspora memoirists, who often play the role of expatriate informers with
views that are biased as a result of repression, exile, and the political parties they wish to
impress. As an Iranian who can freely travel to and from Iran, I have been careful to
avoid victimization and self-Orientalism, which, according to Iranian studies scholar
Hamid Dabashi, would provide an ideological foregrounding for imperial domination by
the West. Such cases of internal Orientalism, an extension of Edward Said’s influential
concept of Orientalism as “a general patronizing Western attitude towards Middle
Eastern, Asian and North African societies” (Mamdani 32), facilitates the cultural
hegemony of the West by using the same lenses that imperial forces have historically
used to view their subjects.
As critics have pointed out, many of these mainstream, often autobiographical
works end up cultivating Western public opinion against the authors’ native country. As
Dabashi points out, these “native informers” are reminiscent of Britain’s colonial project
in India as described by Thomas Macaulay in 1835: “We must do our best to form a class
who may be interpreters between us and the millions whom we govern, a class of persons
Indian in blood and colour, but English in taste, in opinions, words, and intellect” (qtd. in
Dabashi). Having such criticisms in mind, throughout the collection I have made sure to
avoid tapping into stereotypical representations by focusing on the kinds of people who
had rarely been given a voice in literature. I also made certain to have a more careful and
fair representation, by avoiding exoticizing or whitewashing the realities on the ground.
The latter is evident, for example, in the portrayal of women in the collection. While the
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stories were written with no active consciousness of gender, looking back at them I notice
that the representation of women in mostly subordinate roles is directly the reflection of a
period in my experience when gender equality discussions had not yet been triggered and
when strict gender segregation made it almost impossible for men and women to have a
fair knowledge of each other, particularly outside the familial realm.
In an era when some Western politicians try to alienate us by passing xenophobic
legislation and appeal to their electorate by advocating the building of walls to separate
people, my collection of short stories is an attempt to highlight the cultural elements that
can unite people from different cultural, ethnic and religious backgrounds. I am resisting
this ever-growing cultural alienation by portraying the most ordinary levels of life in the
depths of my homeland, depicting people who are like other humans throughout the
world, with the same strengths and weaknesses. Although the collection is in a sense a
personal tribute to my hometown, to my late grandparents, and to the traditions that I
cherish, it most importantly strives to draw readers’ attention away from the ideological
and cultural differences so often used to narrowly define us. As Hertha Wong argues,
quoting Jay Clayton, storytelling is “an act of self-definition and cultural continuance”
that “can be ‘empowering’ because it creates community and because stories are all we
have to counter the ‘grand metanarratives’ of history” (71). In this vein, Colonel
Alzheimer is faithful to the representation of a community but has an eye on fighting back
against the metanarrative being fabricated by politicians, reiterated by the media, and
reaffirmed by many of the mainstream novels and memoirs written by my compatriots in
the West.
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When writers from developing countries write in a European language, many
readers will default to a postcolonial lens. However, because Iran’s relationship with
colonialism is not as straightforward as that of the formerly colonized nations that
celebrated their independence in the twentieth century, and indeed because it has a
history as a colonizer, placing Iranian literature within a larger perspective —
postcolonial or otherwise — is a rather complex task that requires reviewing some
historical facts about the past century. While historically, Iran has never been a colonized
country, it has developed institutions similar to those of postcolonial states and has been
demonstrating post-colonial tendencies in the past century. The Constitutional Revolution
that broke out in 1906 is a good example of the nation’s struggle to curb the power of the
Qajar despot, who granted ludicrously generous concessions to colonial powers to
finance his extravagant lifestyle. At the beginning of World War II, despite Iran’s
declaration of impartiality, the British and Russian forces divided Iran into spheres of
influence after a short-term occupation in 1941. The violation of Iran’s territorial
integrity marked the beginning of a long-time exploitation that was intended mainly to
access oil resources and transportation routes to assist the allied forces. The Anglo-Soviet
occupation and the later US-assisted coup d’état of 1953, which overthrew the
democratically elected Prime Minister Mohammad Mosaddegh in favour of the
monarchical rule of Mohammad-Reza Shah, caused many Iranians to mistrust the West.
As a result, a large body of the nation has been rejecting the imperial order of modernity
and resisting the hegemony of Imperial forces.
The eruption of such anti-Western tendencies among the Islamic revolutionary
forces with the highest civil support among opposition parties — and also among other
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groups opposing the Shah — paved the way for the launching of the revolution of 1979.
In other words, the revolution was mainly a backlash against the westernization,
modernization, and secularization efforts of the Western-backed Shah of Iran. The IranIraq war that was imposed on the country reiterated such tendencies, as the West was
extensively supporting Iran’s invasive neighbour. Moreover, the revolution resulted in the
migration of many writers and intellectuals from the country, making a large diaspora of
writers in Europe and North America who became the international voice of Iranian
literature due to their location in the West and their access to European languages. Hence,
the Islamic revolution brought about two distinct bodies of literature: (1) a budding
national literature in Persian that has been produced locally with little or no prospect of
transcending the borders and (2) a diasporic literature often tainted by writers’
problematic understanding of the country due to their limited access or their political
agenda.
Where can we place Colonel Alzheimer on this broad map of Iranian postrevolution literature? While there is obviously no clear-cut answer to such a question, the
collection can be described as an independent work that bears some attributes of these
two aforementioned trends. Although the collection has a prospect of appealing to a
larger than the local audience, especially in being written in English, its scope is confined
to the kinds of subject matter favoured by those who write from inside the nation. The
stories feature a world that is still struggling to reject a Western order of modernity, with
protagonists who are faced with their small-scale local challenges. Such resistance toward
modernity is presented directly, for example, in “The Phantom Limb,” where the
protagonist’s grandmother has an argument with a younger parent in the rhinoplasty ward
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over the choice of following Islamic/Iranian traditions or surrendering to the growing
Western lifestyle in the years after the Iran-Iraq war. This cultural resistance is also
traceable in the broader representation of place. The collection’s focus on authentic urban
landmarks such as windcatchers, water reservoirs, roofed alleys, and Towers of Silence is
a way to celebrate local values in a time that imperialism is devouring the cultural
identity of many local communities in our region.
Tracing assimilation, mimicry, dislocation, subalternity, and most other
postcolonial concepts in Colonel Alzheimer would be irrelevant due to the different
historical background that the stories are written against. However, the decision to write
in English inevitably charges the stories with some features of postcolonial fiction as well
as characteristics of Iranian diasporic literature. One significant feature that the collection
shares with such works is linguistic appropriation. Like Indian novelist Raja Rao, I have
navigated the challenges this poses, which he famously described: “One has to convey in
a language that is not one’s own the spirit that is one’s own” (vii). As Ashcroft et al.
explain in The Empire Writes Back, in many postcolonial texts written in English, “the
untranslated words, the sounds and the textures of the [author’s original] language can be
held to have the power and presence of the culture they signify” (51). In the same vein,
Colonel Alzheimer features a number of linguistic qualities that invoke the spirit of the
local culture and foreground a cultural difference. The avoidance of colloquial
expressions reminiscent of North American culture, as well as the occasional use of
untranslated words and phrases (such as esfand, kucheye ashtikonoon, abanbar) are
among the choices made to reinforce local identity and to inscribe difference. Moreover,
using allusions to local literature (for example the reference to Ferdowsi’s tragedy of
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“Rostam and Sohrab” in “Cyrus the Great”) and the use of local songs (for example in
“Born on Apricot Day”) are some other linguistic characteristics that Colonel Alzheimer
has in common with many works of postcolonial fiction.
Despite the local scope of the stories in Colonel Alzheimer, they are focalized
through a narrator who has an awareness of a larger world. While the narrator positions
himself in the heart of the community, his views are not necessarily limited to that
confined communal circle. This is more observable in “Sky Burial,” where a European
character is positioned in the story to relay a private local anecdote to a wider audience
through Dara, the central character in the collection, who in the closing story has become
a translator and tour guide. In “Tarragon” the larger-than-local awareness is portrayed by
reference to the global roots of the war that has paralyzed the family. In other stories, the
remoteness of the desert town is often emphasized by mention of the occasional Western
tourists who are “adventurous” or “crazy” enough to be visiting that arid, isolated town.
“A Thing of Beauty” features the opposition of a local clergyman to a merchant who
allegedly endangers the identity and the faith of locals. In the titular story, “Colonel
Alzheimer,” the foreign name of the eponymous condition is responsible for the existence
of the spectral figure of the Colonel, who is perceived as a Nazi officer. These examples,
among others, illustrate that while these stories avoid dealing with issues beyond local
struggles at their core, they are not oblivious to a wider consciousness.
Reading many of the mainstream fictions and memoirs by Iranian writers in exile,
one can easily trace the authorial attempt to appeal to the Western reader and the host
community. This is often accomplished by complying with an Iranophobic agenda
through neglecting brighter aspects of life, domestic advancements, struggles for political
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reform, and a larger reality that is often glossed over by overplaying themes of gender
and political repression. The self-victimization that Iranian diasporic literature
perpetuates has become a way to appeal to readers looking to such books to reinforce
media-fed, ready-made presumptions. A viable alternative would be a movement similar
to what writers of the Latin American Boom created in the 1960s and 1970s by
introducing a series of new aesthetic and stylistic features to their literature. One of the
major stylistic features of Latin American Boom literature was a new form of fictional
reality that was produced by dissolving the line between the fantastical and the mundane.
By focusing on the lives of ordinary people, by focusing internally, and by mixing
fantasy and reality, magic-realist writers such as García Márquez and Juan Rulfo were
able to appeal to a large audience in the West and globally. In Colonel Alzheimer, I have
shifted the focus from the privileged class and intellectual subject matter back to the
mundane, rural life and the disenfranchised people who can never afford to care about
politics as they are too wound up in their personal struggles. This focus also accords with
the approach of Iranian folk tales, which were often retold through an oral tradition as a
response to canonical works of Persian literature. In an ancient civilization like ours,
finding slices of life that might come off as magical to Western readers if taken out of
context is not difficult. All that is needed to accomplish this task is to cherry-pick the
tales that are told and retold “chest to chest” in the teahouses, streets, and bazaars
because, as García Márquez says about his homeland, “surrealism runs through the
streets” (qtd. in Kennedy 53). Moreover, defying a realistic representation by adding a
gentle dose of mythologizing when dealing with subtle emotional situations such as love,
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bereavement, and loss helps the reader grasp the gravity of the emotions and sympathize
with the characters.
A number of the stories in Colonel Alzheimer feature situations that defy “reality”
and transform into semi-fantastical situations. The aura of magic is generated partly
through an overemphasis on the natural laws. For instance, “A Purple Stain, a Roaming
Yellow” takes a magical turn when the protagonist starts turning purple as a result of his
infatuation with the “delicate, charming voice” of a female radio operator in the capital.
While in reality falling in love can manifest itself through physical symptoms, such
symptoms are taken to the extreme in order to drive the protagonist toward his fatal flaw
in a semi-cartoonish, fantastical way. Another example is in “Tarragon,” where the two
protagonists’ shared obsession with the way tarragon is propagated takes a metaphorical
shape and is eventually used to recount the brutality of war and the fate of a family
during the turmoil. In “The Sheep’s Head Party,” the protagonist’s delusion of hearing
the bleating of the two sheep heads leads to an exorcism exercise and eventually his
tragic death. These examples, among other fantastical moments in the collection, create a
type of new reality that lends itself to the autonomy of the text.
III
In Colonel Alzheimer, the absence of modern means and technological advancements is
offset by the abundance of natural elements such as domestic animals. Living a provincial
life, the inhabitants of the fictional town are deeply attached to their natural resources,
their pets, the scarce vegetation and rare rainfalls that they find too precious to miss. The
stories in Colonel Alzheimer are filled with numerous domesticated birds, stray cats,
herbs, fruits and medicinal plants that reflect a stage in history when humans lived hand
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in hand with nature. These stories treat natural beings not only as human companions and
properties but as independent characters that are equal in importance to the human ones.
In contrast to the complexities of life in technologically advanced communities, Colonel
Alzheimer strives to connect the reader to a simple world in which incidents such as the
death of a pet parrot or loss of a cat are capable of permanently altering people’s lives.
Although there are many scenes in which animals are killed or sacrificed — as is
common in rural life — they often symbolize the conflict that exists between our private
feelings about animals and the reality of the material ways we depend on them. For
example, in “Tarragon,” upon the return of the father from the war, when a sheep is
sacrificed beside a pomegranate tree, the young twins feel disgusted. The act of killing is
so repulsive that the twins associate the redness of pomegranates on the tree with sheep
blood. At the same time, the reader is informed that the slaughtered sheep is sent to the
front to feed the soldiers. Another such example occurs in the opening scene of “I Crow,”
when an elderly man is seen beheading a rooster despite the objection of a boy who keeps
a rooster as a pet. While this scene is written to foreshadow the fate of the protagonist, it
raises the question of why humans kill animals. Moreover, these stories are a means to
express my personal struggle with and my curiosity about the ethics of human relations
with animals. Such a struggle is at the core of “The Sheep’s Head Party,” where an old
man loses his life as a result of a belated ethical consciousness. Similarly, in “Cyrus the
Great,” the eponymous African grey parrot is killed by his loving “master” in a fit of
rage, leaving him with a deep sorrow; in “The Release,” the decision to free a pet cat has
a fatal ending for the old woman who had been living with the animal for more than a
decade.
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The stories in Colonel Alzheimer feature elements and themes that are combined
and recombined throughout the collection, but the collection as a whole is not intended to
be unified by plot, recurring characters, or even style. The cohesion of the collection is
established mainly through the geography that the stories share. If Forrest Ingram’s
definition of a story cycle is taken into account, Colonel Alzheimer can be loosely read as
a story cycle. Ingram defines the cycle as “a set of stories linked to each other in such a
way as to maintain a balance between the individuality of each of the stories and the
necessities of the larger unit … [so] that the reader significantly modifies his experience
of each of its component parts” (15). I use the modifier “loosely” because, although the
stories are linked through a central character and share a common setting, the reader’s
experience is not “significantly” altered with the knowledge of that binding thread. The
stories can function autonomously and their order can be rearranged without changing the
reading experience drastically. However, the common thread is established in order to
give cohesion to the pieces as they are pinned onto the autonomous fictional world.
Moreover, all the stories feature Dara, who is one of the twins born at the end of the first
story, “Born on Apricot Day,” and the young tour guide featured in the last piece. It is
through the yardstick of this central character that a chronological arrangement is made
possible.
The short story cycle is an emerging genre that has been prevalent in the depiction
of cultural pluralism, particularly in Canada. Gerald Lynch’s extensive study of the genre
demonstrates that, in Canada, the short story cycle has been an appropriate genre for
“writers intent upon portraying a particular region or community, its history, its
characters, its communal concerns” (16). Referring to early Canadian short story cycles,
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such as D. C. Scott’s In the Village of Viger (1896) and Stephen Leacock’s Sunshine
Sketches of a Little Town (1912), Lynch describes the genre as a form suitable for
“portray[ing] the struggles of small communities for coherence and survival under
contrary pressures from metropolitanism and modernity” (18). Although delivering
Colonel Alzheimer as a cycle of short stories was not something I planned in the early
stages of writing, this genre proved particularly suitable for containing the various themes
and tensions explored in this collection. This discovery, which emerged in the process of
reflecting and editing, serves as proof that this genre may be suitable for expressing the
concerns Lynch describes across a variety of pluralistic national cultures.
The fictional town in which the stories take place — an arid location in the middle
of the desert with adobe houses, occasional sandstorms, a fabled heat, and a “cruel sun”
that burns “everything without mercy or exception” — is more than a unifying agent or
common setting. Modeled after my hometown of Yazd, it has attributes that can actively
control the emotions of the characters. For example, in “I Crow” the heat of the day adds
to the trauma that the protagonist has to endure on that eventful day. In “Sky Burial,” the
narrator tells the Swedish tourist that, in this desert town, “it’s not the passage of time
that makes women old, it’s all the dusting” — a result of the frequent sandstorms that the
townspeople endure. Moreover, as stated above, the urge to depict a fictional version of
my hometown with all its angels and demons was partly what motivated me to write
fiction in the first place. Not only did I feel compelled to write about that town as a kind
of tribute, but I had an eye to liberate myself from the determinism that it imposed on me
for so long. I wanted to take control of that place for once and taste the freedom that I
have always been denied in that place and that culture. Besides, out of all places that I
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have ever lived, this town was the place that I knew best, so instead of striving to create a
new place, I could focus my creative capacity on the life of people and savour the joy of
casting my characters. As the Nigerian writer Chinua Achebe remarks, all works of
literature have to “speak of a particular place, evolve out of the necessities of its history,
past and current, and the aspirations and destiny of its people” (Morning 11). By
choosing to set my first collection of stories in a familiar land, I felt I was discovering,
rediscovering, building, and rebuilding a territory that, no matter where I end up living,
was always going to linger in the depths of my memories. To borrow the words of
William Faulkner, who spent his career writing about a fictional county modelled on the
one he grew up in: “I discovered that my own little postage stamp of native soil was
worth writing about and that I would never live long enough to exhaust it” (57).
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